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to of the electronic art

korg's flagship synth

ultimate expandability?

ON TEST
Frontier

ART Multiverb Alpha

Atari RAM Expansion

Multi -fx Processor

Quinsoft

Zero - G

Quadraverb Toolkit

Datafile 3 Sample CD

Coldcut's Kleptomania

Connectrix

Sample CD

Keyboard Stands

Sound Foundation

Roland

MKS 70 sounds

JV30 Synth

Don't let the size of the box or

its miniscule price tag fool
you. The TG100 is this year's
big noise in tone generators.

200 AWM voices (including 8

drum kits), 16 part multi
timbrality and 28 note poly-

phony make the TG100 a
treasure chest of sound.

Naturally, thanks to Yamaha's

Advanced Wave Memory
samples, the quality of sound
is every bit as impressive as
the quantity.

And how's this for innovation?

Not only does the TG100
support the new General MIDI

standard, but it features a
dedicated TO HOST connection

that functions as an on -board
MIDI interface for MacTM and
PC computers. That's in
addition to the MIDI in, out and
thru connections.
Programmable effects, stereo
outputs, easy editing and an
audio in facility complete the
picture.

A bigger picture we think
you'll agree.
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Auth( ,rised Reseller
MACINTOSH
Powerbook 100
from.
Powerbook 140
Powerbook 170
from.

.[Call

Mac Classic II

Authorised

from.

.LCall

Quads 700

ACCall

2nd con Mao
from.

..0175

.LCall

Reseller

No other
dealer has our
Mac experience

Huge stocks of
music and
business

software

Quadras in
stock blindingly fast

SAMPLERS

New
Powerbooks in
stock - perfect

for the
musician- on the -move

Hard drives,
RAM, Montiors
08C117:70.8

S/H S1000 frofn.........LCal

2MB 51000/V100
8MB 51000/S1100

SYNTHESIZERS
Waldorf Microwave Mal

KorgOIW

LCal
.LCal

Prodogic Proteus
board upgrade

LCal

Roland JV30
Roland JV80

New
New

MidiMoog

TSC has the
largest
selection of
new and used
Analogue
synths in UK

MidiMoog ideal for that
killer bass

Microwave
brings PPG

sound into the
'90s

Roland JD -800
is the poly

solution for the
maximum
control

NEW THIS
MONTH
Yamaha CBXD5 digital HD
recording

We Won't Sell
You Anything.
...We Will
BUY
It For You!
AT TSC WE SPECIALISE IN ADVISING & BUYING EQUIPMENT FOR OUR CLIENTS.
FED UP WITH UNKNOWLEDGEABLE, FLASHY SALESMEN?

system. 4

tracks with onboard DSP

PHONE TSC AND SPEAK TO ONE OF OUR EXPERIENCED BUYERS.

Yamaha SY35
Yamaha SY85
Yamaha TG500

TELL US WHAT YOU NEED AND HOW MUCH YOU HAVE TO SPEND AND LET US

Digidesign
Sound Tools II

Opcode Studio
5 Mac interface
Passport Audio
Trax software

GO TO WORK AND BUY THE EQUIPMENT FOR YOU.
WE GUARANTEE UNBEATABLE DEALS ON ALL MAJOR KEYBOARDS,
COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, DAT, HARD DISK RECORDERS AND STUDIO
EQUIPMENT.

CNI 3.5"
Sony digital
effects are
recommended
by TSC

D7 is a 38 tap
digital delay
line
R7 is an

enhanced

digital reverb
18bit signal
processing

optical drives

Kurzweil K2000
synth
Akai MPC6011
Roland DM80

WITH OVER 5 YEARS EXPERIENCE SUPPLYING THE UK PROFESSIONAL MARKET
WE CAN SAVE YOU REAL MONEY.

H/D recorder
SCSI interface
for MPC60
Emu Proteus 3
Alesis digital
multitrack

Don't Waste Money
Phone

Incredible MIDI
specification

Remote control
optional

TSC
Fully trained,
knowledgeable
staff
Unbeatable
Digidesign

Protools

The

recommended
choice for 4 to
16 track

recording

TSC know
more about HD
recording than
any other
company in the
UK

Opcode's
Studio Vision,
Digital

071 258 3454

deals on

everything
Superb

demonstration
suites
Repairs and

equipment
refurbishment
Such nice people

1.1

11'.1.11r

C44411444

E3

VIS4

your requirements to

Access, Visa, Amex

071 262 8215

071 258 3454

Performer or
Cubase Audio

TSC THE SYNTHESIZER COMPANY, NO. 9 HATTON STREET . LONDON NW8 8PR, TEL: 071 258 3454, FAX: 071 262 8215
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Has popular music really become as stale as

you think, or have you simply lost your ability

to assimilate it? Tim Goodyer looks at the

effects of growing volumes of music on
limited listening resources.

KORG 01/W PRO -X

32

& 03/R
Korg's latest additions to their popular 0 series synth range include the professional
flagship 01/W Pro -X keyboard and the more

COMMUNIQUE

8

According to your English teacher, there are
only 26 letters in the alphabet; so how come
the world's leading hi -tech music mag attracts
many more each month? Perhaps it's because
-

like MT's letters - only a proportion are

printable. Keep them coming...

NEWSDESK

10

Watching the news and not eating your tea/A

affordable 03/R rackmount. Simon Trask
assesses their position in Korg's line and
today's keyboard market.

CONNECTRIX
KEYBOARD STANDS

42

Whether you're gigging every night of the
week or simply building up a small MIDI
studio in your bedroom, you need something
to prop everything up. Tim Goodyer inspects

a range of keyboard stands whose cost
belies their quality.

freezing cold flat and damp on the walls.
an entertaining lyric from Paul Weller's Jam
.

.

days.

READERS' ADS

74

Biggest doesn't always mean best but when

FRONTIER X-TRA
RAM DELUXE

52

If the limitations of your Atari are restricting

classified ads section, you know you've got

your music, you may have been thinking
about trading it in against something more
powerful - but there are alternatives. Tim

the best of both worlds - the secondhand

Goodyer rejuvenates the ST with a memory

market, as used by the pros.

expansion.

you're talking about the MT readers'
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Studio

Music
ROLAND JV30

60

Not simply a stripped -down JV80, Roland's new

JV30 has some surprises to add to its
minorbuck price tag. Simon Trask test drives a
new Roland which could prove a popular buy
amongst cost-conscious synth players.

CABARET VOLTAIRE

20

Having helped establish the direction of British
electronic experimental music in the early -'80s

and helped guide it through the dance
explosion, Cabaret Voltaire have released a new

MACKIE CR1604

16

One of the nerve centres of any studio is its
mixing desk - but how do you choose a mixer
which is both affordable and expandable? Tim
Goodyer discovers a desk which is built to last
and to grow - and cost very little.

album. Tim Goodyer finds out why the tracks
sound strangely familiar.

QUINSOFT
QUADRAVERB TOOLKIT

ART MULTIVERB ALPHA

66

With software synth editors challenging the
instruments' own front panels for attention,
Quinsoft have brought the popular Alesis
Quadraverb an editor of its own. Ian Waugh
looks in on the Quaddy.

28

In their efforts to establish their signal

INNER CITY
Confronting the "difficult third album" syndrome

has presented fewer problems for Inner City
mentor Kevin Saunderson than the "more of the

processors as strongly in the UK as they have

in the States, ART can't seem to bring out
enough effects units. Nigel Lord evaluates the
ART with aspirations to be number one.

same" second album syndrome. Simon Trask
discusses musical ideologies, pop trends and
advancing technology.

Technc)log y
ON THE BEAT

12

After some 30 months, Nigel Lord's seminal On

The Beat series draws to a close. Over the
months, it has covered programming skills and

a wide range of drumming and percussion
styles, and proved popular with amateurs and
pros alike - it will be copied but never bettered.

ALL SYSTEMS STOP

56

What happens when you your sequencer's
"stop" button and why does such a simple
operation sometimes cause so much trouble?
Vic Lennard offers a few troubleshooting tips
and reveals that there's probably more to it
than you think.

PATCHWORK

70

The final disc in the Zero -G Datafile series joins
Coldcut's Kleptomania in the growing library of

sample CDs - Tim Goodyer checks them out,
while Andy Neve loads The Sound Foundation's
programming efforts into his Roland MKS70 in
this month's Patchwork.
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Simon Trask

PRODUCTION EDITORS
Debbie Poyser

Sarah Short
THERE'S MORE MUSIC currently making its way onto

CDs, LPs and cassettes than at any previous point in

history. Fact. Statistically this should mean there's
definitely something, somewhere out there to suit
your exacting listening tastes. Maybe. What's not in

dispute, however, is that you've got a bigger job
finding it than ever before. The funny thing is, that
once you leave the education system, chasing down

new and exciting records becomes more of a
demanding and time-consuming task than it ever
was. And you probably never noticed - so just what
the hell has happened to one of the loves of your
life?

Try this: most people "discover" music while they're

at school, at which point they become part of a
resource of keen ears and minds experiencing this
particular pleasure for the first time. But more than
this, the time and energy invested in procuring and

assessing music is pooled during the breaks
between lessons; each individual benefits from the

efforts of the others. It's a simple, logical and
remarkably effective way of getting to know and enjoy

music. You don't realise it at the time, but it will
never be the same again.

Free of the constraints of school, college or
university, our musical disciples embark upon the
second stage of their musical evolution. Deprived of
this human listening resource, the full magnitude of
the task is revealed - the cash, time and energy must
be found to buy, play and assimilate the constantly expanding catalogue of available music.

Looked at this way, it's no surprise that many music
fans lose the faith - or at least, the enthusiasm to
keep it up to date. The next Dire Straits album will
sell in vast quantities simply because there is a

ART STUDIO

generation of rock fans who bought and enjoyed Dire

Stuart Catterson

Straits, but lacked the energy to search out anything

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

different afterwards. The same can be said of

Sam Masters

Genesis, Rush, Status Quo. .. What could be better
than a series of LPs which offer new material without
further challenging the listener? What could be worse
for the evolution of popular music?
If you've ever seriously stopped to wonder why all

DIRECTOR

Darryl Tooth, Hilary Reed,
Chris Brennand, David Houghton

your music sounds the same to your parents and
failed to come up with a satisfactory answer, try the

PHOTOGRAPHY

one presented above. Now consider this: the
moment you stop holding on to the rough ride

James Cumpsty, Tim Goodyer

popular music gives you, you're going to be in exactly

ADVERTISING

the same situation.

If you find yourself wondering where the magic in
music has gone - why none of the music you're

GROUP ADVERTISEMENT
MANAGER

hearing on the radio or TV manages to raise the hairs

Colin McKee

on the back of your neck or makes you pine for the
nightclub dancefloor - it's probably already happened

CLASSIFIEDS

to you. The odds are that there's music out there
that'll do it for you, you just aren't finding it. It's not

AD PRODUCTION
CO-ORDINATORS

that music has started to fail you, you're failing it.
It didn't all end with Genesis (Martin Howard Naylor)

and it didn't all start with Mr Fingers (Andrew Bleep
Hill). It all started with the first buzz music gave you and it all ends when you stop giving music the time
to do it. Tg

Alex Day

Alex Willers
Chris Williams
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DM -80
Hard Disk Recorder

Random access record, loop, repeat

and edit on the fly
Basic system expandable

to 32 -track (Mac control only)
Optional comprehensive remote

control or Track Manager software

Perfect Reproduction

for Apple Mac
18 -minute memory (basic 4 -track system)
expandable to 12 hours via SCSI

Simultaneous 4- or 8 -Track recording
Digital bouncing and automation of Level, Pan and EQ
48kHz/44.1kHz/32kHz sample rate; 16 -bit A/D, 20 -bit D/A

and 24 -bit internal processing
Read & write SMPTE/MIDI timecode, lock to House Sync

No moving parts - no tape or transport problems

Rye Close, Ancells Business Park, Fleet, Hants, GU13 8UY
Telephone: 0252 816181 Fax: 0252 812879

CALL US' IF 11011 MUINT TO

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

TASCAM
Call us
NOW

if you
want a
GREAT

We WILL NOT be

DEAL!!!

beaten on any
recording package
CAST

,MULTI-TRIICK RECORDING
MIXING CONSOLES SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT - SUPERB QUALITY
& AFFORDABLE!

MULTI -TRACK RECORDING (4-24 TRACK)
AS MAIN DEALERS FOR : FOSTEX - TASCAM - STUDIOMASTER
- SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT,
WE CAN HELP YOU THROUGH THE RECORDING MAZE AND
ENSURE YOU GET THE SYSTEM THAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU!
WITH THE BEST SERVICE AND PRICE OUR ENGINEER CAN
INSTALL YOUR SYSTEM AND WE WILL KEEP YOU GOING EVEN
IF THERE IS A BREAKDOWN,
EVERYTHING YOU NEED!
MULTI -TRACK RECORDERS IN STOCK
TASCAM TSR8, FOSTEX R8, TASCAM MSR16, MSR16S,
FOSTEX G165 TASCAM MSR 24S

Alesis Digital 8 -Track

Call NOW!!!

DA7
Dat Recorde

MACKIE DESIGNS NOW WITH MIDI
NEW CR1604 - IN STOCK,
STUDIO QUALITY 16/4 MIXER
ONLY £799 inc VAT.
(loads of features/options)
1202 - 12- 2 MIXER
ONLY £315 inc VAT

£345
inc VAT!!

STUDIOMASTER

PROLINE 16/4/8 GOLD, 16/8/16 GOLD, MIXDOWN 16/8/16,
SERIES 216/16/2, DIAMOND 12/2, 16/2.
TASCAM

3700 AUTOMATED 2432 INPUTS, 3500, 2516 A WIDE
RANGE OF OTHER MIXERS: FOSTEX 812, ALESIS 1622.
WE WILL MAKE SURE YOU GET THE BEST DEAL POSSIBLE.
ALL ACCESSORIES IN STOCK PATCH BAYS. MONITORS, POWER
AMPS, SIGNAL PROCESSORS, WIRING LOOMS, GRAPHIC ED'S,
EFFECTS, MICS, 0 AT MACHINES, TAPE, DE -MAGNETISERS.

iT RECORDER s'
BEST DEALS- INSTANT DESPATCH

SONY OTC 750- BEST DEAL SONY DATMAN- £PHONE
ALL IN STOCK + BULK DAT TAPE
CASIO DA7 - EPHONE NEW TASCAM DA -30 & DA -20

Solo MIDI
Console

NEW MACKIE 12-2 CD QUALITY MIXER

ONLY £315 in VAT

CHECK
OUT
This Great
New Desk
NEW

Allen

EFFECTS' UNITS'
BOSS CL50 YAMAHA FX500 ART LT ART MOLTIVERB III
ALPHA BOSS SE50 ALESIS MICROVERB 3 QUADRAVERB
PLUS MIDIVERB 3

Heath GS3

IN TOCK III
S&

COMPUTERS' it cOFTWIIRE1

'414,446..

QUADRAVERB GT EMP100 SPX900 ZOOM 9030, 9002
YAMAHA FX 900. LEXICON ALESIS 3630

PHONE FOR BEST DEALS - SAVE Ms

ALL THE LATEST SOFTWARE AND COMPUTERS AT BEST PRICES
LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE A PACKAGE OR BUY SEPARATELY ALL IN STOCK
ATARI 1040STE COMPUTERS

ATARI SM124 SM144 MONITORS
C -LAB:

CREATOR V3.1 NOTATOR V3.1
CREATOR & NOTATOR UPDATE KITS
UNITOR II HUMAN TOUCH ALPHA NOTATOR

FOSTEX MULTITRACK IMES!

EXPORT AURA MIDIA
STEINBERG:

CUBASE V3.0. CUBEAT ALL LATEST VERSIONS

WE STOCK the full range of FOSTEX recording

equipment so whether you require Porta
Studios or 8/16 Track packages
GIVE USA CALL

APPLE MACINTOSH SOFTWARE:
OPCODE VISION MOTU PERFORMER STEINBERG CUBASE
MOTU COMPOSER APPLE MAC HARDWARE: MOTU MIDI

TIME PIECE MOTU VIDEO TIME PIECE MOTU MIDI MIXER
JL COOPER SYNC -LINK JL COOPER MAC NEXUS C -LAB
UNITOR 2 STEINBERG MIDEX,

"II

Why not Pop in and see the exceptional R8
and MTC-1 combination. Giving you full
transport control via your Atari sequencer all
noise
running at 15IPS..! with Dolby
reduction, your recordings will be quiet too!

ALSO in stock is the 812 mixing console
forming the perfect compliment for the home
studio set up.
ALTERNATIVELY for the Professional Package

PORTII S7110101
PORTA 03 FOSTEX X18 FOSTEX X26 FOSTEX X28
FOSTEX 280 TASCAM 424 TASCAM 488
TASCAM 688 YAMAHA MT120

DRUM NIIICNINEI
ALESIS SR16 YAMAHA RY30 ROLAND R8. R8M ALESIS D4
KORG S3 BOSS DR660 ROLAND R70

check out the stunning GI 6/G24S
Multi -tracks incorporating Dolby 'S' noise

reduction.]

CALL US NOW FOR INFO

MAIL ORDER
AMERICAN
EXPRESS

INSTANT DESPATCH

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

it'e'ltiv3fre'I

0245 354777

WIVE
GREAT NEW E -MU PROTEUS/3 WORLD & MPS KEYBOARD

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

202 New Kings Road,
London SW6 4NF
Tel: 071 731 5993
Fax: 071 731 2600

CHECK-OUT
Emu's new PROTEUS MASTER PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

It's a Proteus...and MUCH more!!!
4MB of superb 16 bit CD quality samples
(Expandable to 8MB)
32 Note Polyphonic 16 part Multitimbral.
Built in professional quality digital effects.
5 Octave Velocity and Pressure sensitive keyboard.
Quick Keys and Performance Mops for complete
control of any complex MIDI set up.
Exciting New Low Price!!!,

NEW

JUST ARRIVED...PROTEUS/3 WORLD

Proteus/3 contains 4MB of exciting new 16 bit sounds from around the
globe. These ore samples of instruments typically not available from any
other MIDI device and may be used to creole world specific music or to
augment ANY other musical style.
Proteus/3 World offers an excellent sounds compliment
for use in Fiat, Video or IV soundtracks.

NEW
ROLAND
GEAR

NOW IN
JV-80
MIILTI-TIMBRAL SYNTHS

R.7 n11 COMPOSER

HUMAN RHYTHM

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Robjohns Road,

Widford Industrial Area,
Chelmsford,
Essex CM1 3AG

KEVROIIROI 1 Rileilc

Tel: 0245 354777
Fax: 0245 355007

WE OFFER PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION OF THE LATEST ROLAND
ROLAND J0600 SYNTH
KEYBOARDS & RACK MODULES IN THE COUNTRY
ROLAND FP8 DIGITAL PIANO
ARM
ROLAND EP DIGITAL PIANOS
AKAI S950 S1000 8 S1100 SAMPLERS
ROLAND S750 DIGITAL SAMPLER
ENSONIQ
ROLAND SC -55 SOUND CANVAS
ENSONIO SD -1 ENSONIG SO -1+ ENSONIO SO -2 76 KEY
ROLAND PC -200
VERSION OF ENSONIO EPS 16 PLUS KEYBOARD + RACK
YAMAHA
KORG

YAMAHA SY 99 SY 77. SY55. SY22 MUSIC

NEW KORG 01WFD 8 01W WORKSTATION
KORG M1 KORG T2
KORG WS1-EX WAVESTATION
KORG WS - AD RACK
KORG SG -1D SAMPLING GRAND
OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000

NEW

n MIISIC

/Mb,

KORG 03 R/W

KORG 01W PRO

JW-8u WORKSTATION

SYNTHESISERS
YAMAHA TG 77. TG 55 TG 33 TONE GENERATORS
YAMAHA KX-88 MIDI MASTER
KEYBOARD
EMU SYSTEMS
ALL EMU PROTEUS IN STOCK + PROCUSSION
PIANOS
EMU PROFORMANCE
KORG SG1X
ROLAND FP8
RHODES MK80

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Kingsgate,

*TEREST FREE

il,..
-

.410441'L'"
St Marys Street,
Southampton,
Hampshire S01 1NF
Tel: 0703 233444
Fax: 0703 233266

CREDIT

.

mat

IN STOCK !

V EE:

NEW it EX -OEM
KOK M1

1111111.111111.1111itittlitittil

INMPLE12c MST 17012116E
FED UP WITH DUFF FLOPPIES?...BORED WITH BOXES OF DISKS?
At MUSIC CONNECTIONS we

understand Mass Storage.
Why not talk to us about
which device would
make your system
more effective.

AKAI 5950. AKAI S1000 AKAI S1100
ENSONIO EPS 16R+ ENSONIG EPS 16

-ST

KEYBOARD 8 EMAXII
NEW ROLAND S750 r BIG LIBRARIES

DEALS ON

AKAI
ENSONIQ

45 MB REMOVABLE

---4111fiLERS

CD ROM DRIVES

£ 495

ROLAND

Once the domain of the Pro because of the high cost
But MUSIC CONNECTIONS brings it within reach ofd the Home

£595

MEMOIVI 110111204l
S1000/51100 8MEG BOARDS S1000/S1100 2MEG BOARDS
950 750 KB BOARDS S1000 SCSI INTERFACES EPS 16+
MEG UPGRADES EPS 16+ FLASHBANK HARD DRIVES

and Semi -Pro Recording enthusiast

FIXED HARD DRIVES

88 MB £795
675 MB £1795

Perfect for use with samplers or hard disk recording, these drives

1 GIGABYTE £2295

THE UK'S UHL'
eA"-16ec''

Store up to 45 Floppy Disks on one cartridge
Instant loading and saving of samples to yout Akai S1000/S1100,
Roland S750, EPS 16+ and EMAX II

work with Soundtools, Protools, Roland DM80 and Akai S1100

ROLAND JD800
KORG S3 DRUM MACHINE
ENSONIO S02 PLUS
ROLAND 070
RSD MIXDOWN 1E4.8
LINN 9000
OUADRAVERB +
ART ALPHA
ROLAND S750 inc 45MB REMOVABLE DRIVE 8 CART
NORMALLY OVER £3500 OUR PRICE
CASIO DA7 D.A.T. RECORDER
ROLAND U220
KORG M3R
ROLAND A80 MOTHER KEYBOARD
STIENBERG CUBEAT
STIENBERG CUBASE
STIENBERG CUBASE MAC
ATARI r MON + CUBASE
ATARI + MON + ROTATOR
ATARI + MON + CUBEAT
C -LAB UNITOR 2
MIDEX +
YAMAHA MT3 X
YAMAHA MT120
FOSTEX X 28
FOSTEX 0280
ALESIS 3630 STEREO COMP
ALESIS MICROVERB 3
YAMAHA RY30
ORLA 5 OCTAVE MOTHER KEYBOARD

£895
£1375
£449
E995
£1295

0495
£295
£289
£299
£2495
£345
£449
£499
£995
£139
£325
£325
£795
£995
£595
£199
£295
£399
£325
£299
£499
£229
£139
£349
£249

Call us for Up -to -Date List
ALL PRICES inc VAT

APPLY NOW !!!!

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS
CREDIT CARD

Specialist MIDI & Recording chain

071 731 5993 0703 233444

MU
S
IC
CONNECTIONS

Instant Finance Easy Monthly Payments

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
NEXT DAY DELIVERY

only serious alternative a move to
the Mac?
I currently run a PS/2 with a 386
CPU and 80Mb hard drive which,
for most of my needs, is great and
I was thinking of going to a server
in order to start networking for my

second light
Having seen your brief history of
Fairlight and the CMI last month,
thought you might like to know that
I

they are still up and running. The
Australian contact is Karl Seglins
(International Sales Manager), 30
Bay Street, Broadway, Sydney,

That situation is changing,

requirements. Do you really want

however, as Atari have finally
recognised the ST's musical

to abandon the equipment and
experience of one system (the

importance and produced a

PC) in order to learn another (the

selection of more roadworthy

Mac)? If it's time you're worried

machines - but that action itself is

about,

robbing it of the affordability

recommend it. Tg

I

certainly wouldn't

business requirements. Studio -

which helped establish it. All that

wise, this leaves me with an ST for

said, whichever model of ST
you're running, you'll find that it

Australia 2003, and the British

sequencing and a PC in the studio
for my networking needs. was

contact is Peter Wielk at Horizontal

hoping to be able to get rid of the

competition

Productions, 8 Endymion Road,
London N4 1EE, telephone 071700 1852.

ST altogether and have one

sequencers (Creator/Notator and

Please could you tell me where

integrated system. Never having
worked with an Apple Mac, don't

Cubase) are still being actively

could get hold of the Stakker

supported and the machine itself

videola Euro Techno, as

I

I

stands up well against the
-

euro techno

the two major

I

I

have

We have a Fairlight III and a

know if they can talk to LAN

is friendly and flexible. And if

Fairlight Ilx here at Lillie Yard, but

servers in the same way PCs can. I

you're running Creator/Notator

the Ilx is only used as a door stop.

don't know if you can help or

and SoftLink, you'll find that you

Dave Smith

whether I should I be writing to PC

can run a number of programs

Lillie Yard Studio

World instead.

(memory permitting) and have a

never seen it for sale, but saw it in
an MT back issue.
Hardy Finn
Chelmsford
Essex

London

Andy Bailey

very healthy degree of information
exchange between them.

Kiss me, Hardy - I can help.

Newport Pagnell

Which brings us to the PC. If

Just to fill in the picture, Euro
Techno was one of a series of four

Sounds like you're in a mess,

you're insistent on running a
network, you should find that

Andy - and PC World aren't likely to

Microsoft's Windows (now up to

under the generic title "Videola", a

be sympathetic to your interest in

v3.1) will meet your musical

the ST and the Apple Mac. But

needs as well as those of your
business. Multimedia Windows,
on the other hand, is aimed at

couple of years ago. Along with
Stakker's work, this included a
pioneering piece by Godley and
Creme entitled Mondo Video, a
piece from Polish composer Zbig

Bucks

window
shopping

let's see if we can help.

experimental videos released

This letter is all about the
apparent lack of serious software
for PCs when it comes to music.

only option

managing a fully -integrated range

currently the computer of choice

Rybczynski called Revolutions, and

read the article you ran on

for many pro musicians and

of audio and visual media rather
than simply the optimisation of a

studios. And because of this, it's
attracting the attention of many of

PC system - and you don't
appear to need it. Instead you

you're referring to was an

the software developers and

can opt for Windows v3.1
and the Windows version
of Cadenza, for example,

I

Multimedia Windows, (October '91)

but surely there must be some
alternative than to wait several

First of all, the Mac isn't your
although it is

years before this new technology
becomes available to the general
user, or to paying many sheckles

consequently building up a very
impressive range of music and

for what is currently available.

in turn, will consolidate its position

Surely the PC computer format is

within the field. Certainly, the Mac
can take advantage of LANs and

not so stone age that it can't
handle such a program. I am in no

way an expert, but believe that
the problem lies in the
I

music -associated software which,

fileservers and would make an
excellent - if pricey - basis of a
computer
studio/business

have
and
intercommunication between

your sequencer and patch

Tim Simenon's Attack. The feature

interview with the Stakker team
(published in March 1990) about
the conception and realisation of
Euro Techno.

The news is that all these long -

form videos are still available
through retail outlets via

(say) within the
computer itself, as you can with

MCG/Virgin Vision. If you're having

the Mac and the ST. Alternatively,
the non -Windows version of the
same program will still run under

regular channels - as you obviously

librarian

trouble obtaining them through

multitasking ability of DOS.
However, the Atari ST has an

network.

I've always regarded the poor

windows, but with reduced

are - you can either call in your
order on a credit card line (on
0985 844729) or contact

operating system of similar

old ST as being a less -than -

internal communication with

MCG/Virgin Vision at Forest

disabilities, and yet it's used by

professional computer served by
fully professional music software.

other programs. As far as I can

House, Horningsham, Warminster,

see, this should meet your

Wiltshire. Tg

many professional studios. Is the
8
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ith the huge success of
the DPM® 3 electronic keyboard,
you'd think we'd leave well enough

alone. But that just isn't our style.
We had to go and make it better.
Enter the DPM® 3sE Plus.
The SE Plus is the next step up
for the ever -evolving DPM® 3. And

this machine is loaded with extras
-that leave our competition behind.
To bitiftwith, we've installed 512K
New Version 3.0 Software

of Sample RAM with capacity

1Mb Sample RAM Capacity

board
board as standard equipment.
The SE Plus also ships with three free
sample disks and the most powerful soft-

512K Sample RAM Installed
3 Free Sample Disks

All New Factory Sounds
9 -Track Sequencer

Expanded Sequencer Memory

(40,000 notes)
User Sample Editing
Loopable Envelope Generators

Keyboard Note Editing

Programmable Alternate Tunings

ware upgrade yet - Version 3.0.
Version 3 complements the SE Plus with
all new factory sounds, loopable envelope
generators, and keyboard note editing.
Version 3 also allows filtering within drum
kits, as well as expanded sequencer memory
(from 20,000 to 40,000 notes).

Now is the perfect time to take advantage of
everything the new SE Plus has to offer. Call or
visit your Peavey dealer today and find out why
the SE Plus is truly the sign of the times.

Filtering Within Drum Kits
Dual Multi -Effects Processors

32 Oscillator Synthesis
4 -Way Voice Stacking & Splitting
SR Sampling Option

Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd Hatton House Hunters Road Corby Northants NN17 1JE
Tel: 0536 205520 Fax: 0536 69029

sdes

(

MUSIC FOR THE MASSES

EPS GETS A BREAK

On Tuesday, 26th May, the first

classical pianist. There will be surprise

appearances from celebrity guests at

More sampler fodder is on the way,
this time from 4D Productions, with

breakbeat, so you can figure out what

National Music Day Roadshow hits the
road. National Music Day, Yamaha and

each location, and a range of

their Breakbeat Series 1 for the

number of bars of each break and

Federal Express have joined forces to

Ensoniq EPS sampler, 50 breakbeats

approximate bpms. To request

promote the huge range of musical

competition prizes and giveaways
including a Yamaha synthesiser,

documentation and ordering info, call

activities and events taking place

electric guitars, free lessons at

throughout Great Britain on the 28th
June. A "mobile music machine" will
be visiting ten locations nationwide
and specifically targeting schools and
colleges. There will, of course, be fun
for everyone and those attanding will
be treated to live music and

Yamaha music schools and National

specially selected by 4D to "stand
the test of time". Ordering is by the
usual 4D method - you pay "by the

Music Day promotional items.

instrument" at £4.50 per disk,

chaps at 4D would like to thank all
current customers for their support
over the past year - comments
regarding 4D's libraries and
suggestions as to what should be
added to the range will be gratefully

Over 1400 registrations, covering

though bulk -buy discounts will be

the entire musical spectrum, have
been received to date and more are

available. Examples of the beats on
offer include Boom Loop 1, 2 and 3,

expected. Locations for the National
Music Day Roadshow include

Funky Guitar and Funky Hybrid 1 and

workshops from a top quartet of
professional musicians, including
Trevor Thornton, drummer and

Plymouth, London, Milton Keynes,

5, Smooth Funk, Rough Soul, and so
on. 4D's documentation includes the
size (in EPS blocks) of each

percussionist with rock band Asia;
Martin Taylor, one of the country's
finest jazz guitarists, Simon Bates,

Cardiff.

saxophonist, and Jeremy Allen,

0044.

Birmingham, Nottingham, Manchester,

Leeds, Glasgow, Newcastle and

For more information call the
National Music Day Line on 071 491

2, Garage 1 thru 5, Kraft Loop 1 thru

will fit with what on each disk,

4D, leaving your name, address and

daytime telephone number. The

received.

More from 4D productions on
(0392) 876675. Dp

SOUND PEOPLE
Probably the first third -party sounds

at the recent Frankfurt Music Fair and

on the market for the new Roland

are available now at a cost of £59

JV80 are being distributed

by

(ROM), £79 (RAM) and £34.95 on ST

Patchworks. The Metrasound Studio
Sounds collection offers 64 Sounds

disk (with universal bankloader

and 16 Combinations for the JV80,
including "inspiring" synth sounds,
funk basses, pop brass and so on.
These German sounds were launched

included). More information can be
obtained from Patchworks at
Frederick House, 211 Frederick Road,

Hastings, East Sussex TN35 5AU.
Tel: (0424) 436674. Dp

DOBSONS DICTIONARY
It's easy to find fault with Richard
Dobson's Dictionary of Electronic and

Computer Music Technology. But
that's only because the ideal "MIDI
Dictionary" can't be written - not for

BASS INSTINCTS

my money anyway.

That said, a Dictionary of
Electronic and Computer Music

diagrams, and the Dictionary's
appendices include binary/hex
conversion charts, musical scale and

frequency tables and a breakdown of
MIDI commands. All of which take it
beyond being a simple solution to the
basic "what's a ring modulator?" and

into the realms of being a useful

Show, the new disk met with an
"enthusiastic response". Price is

desperately needed filling for some

Heavenly Music are now offering the
bassline too - in their new Beat 'n'

£19.95 including postage and

considerable time.

packing. Other Heavenly Music

"Telharmonium Test" and found that

reference book. The trouble is, that
being a £25 hardback, the volume
isn't going to appeal to everybody.
Perhaps it's too rudimentary for the

Bass. Heavenly say that the new
disk was created in response to a

announcements include the release

the beast in question warranted a full -

pro or serious amateur and too costly

of RamJam 2 and 3, with a total of
10 new jams, at a price of £13.95

page reference giving it full credit for

for those lacking the dedication to

per disk, and the news that their

being the unwieldy 19th century,
telephone network -based additive

shell out 25 notes on a book.
For those of you who are serious

creating bass and funk guitar

popular (and very impressive) Megga

synthesiser system that it was. Full

about breaking into MIDI/synth

phrasing on a MIDI keyboard. Beat

marks. Beyond this, the Dictionary of

technology and terminology, it could

Electronic and Computer Music

be a crucial buy, however. And for
those looking to substantiate their
knowledge in the field, it could offer

completely new drum and percussion

Tracks MIDI sequences are soon to
be available as audio backing tapes
in various formats - cassette, open
reel and DAT. Mac conversions are
also underway for all disks Heavenly

patterns. Patterns are now split

Music produce.

Not content with bringing you the Dr

Beat killer drum patterns on disk,

demand from their customers, who
consistently mention the difficulty of

'n' Bass offers bass slaps, pulls,
thumps, muted guitar phrases and

Technology does fill a gap which has

I

put it to the

Technology comprehensively explains

across several tracks, making them

More info from Heavenly Music at

MIDI and synthesiser terminology
(even straying rather unnecessarily
into guitar territory) in a way that
makes it both useful to the novice

even easier to use, and extensive
documentation on disk is provided.

39 Garden Road, Jaywick Village,

and entertaining for the more

Clacton on Sea, Essex C015 2RT. Tel:

knowledgeable.

Presented at the recent MIDI Music

(0255) 434217. Dp

so on, as well as another 50

10

There is a scattering of informative

informative, if not essential reading.

A Dictionary of Electronic &
Computer Music Technology is
published by the Oxford University
Press, ISBN 0-19-311344-9. Price
£25. Tg
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SOFT IN THE ED

DEAL ME IN

will retail for £59.95 including VAT.

Coming soon from Microdeal is

are also announcing Replay 16, a low-

Syntec

Mastersound PC, a new low-cost
sound sampler for the IBM PC and

cost sampling system for the Atari ST

available the Protone Plus Tone

featuring 16 -bit input and output. The

compatibles. The sampler cartridge
enclosed in the package plugs into

system comes complete with

any printer port and allows you to
sample; once the sample is
completed, it may be edited using
Mastersound's editing facilities including Cut or Delete selected
sample
area;
Mix
sample;
increase/decrease volume; Fade

program; Drumbeat, a digital drum

Editor/Librarian, in versions for the
Roland D5, 10, 110 and 20 and the
Roland GR50. The program runs on
any Atari ST computer in mono and

machine program; and

MIDI

offers a "powerful" visual editing

keyboard emulation program called

system - providing facilities such as

MIDIPIay. The sampling unit plugs into

Click -n -Drag sliders and graphic

the cartridge port of the ST, and audio

envelope, and bias point displays - a

connections to and from the sampler

comprehensive librarian, easy -to use
GEM interface, extensive on-line help,

In/Out with selectable degree of fade;

input volume control is also provided.

Sticking with sampling, Microdeal

a

sophisticated sample making/editing
a

are on standard Phono connectors. An

Paste sample (using buffer); Filter;

The Replay 16 system runs on any

Echo; Real-time oscilloscope; Trigger
Recording; Loop, and so on.
Mastersound requires an IBM PC AT

ST or STE with 520K, though a

286, 386 or compatible and EGA/VGA

More from Microdeal at PO Box 68, St
Austell, Cornwall, England PL25 4YB.

display with mouse. A hard drive is
recommended, and the program is

Emir

Software

now

have

Preen= !Inflame MIT Pole

31131:111212211311133

a maskable randomise and a useful
manual. The price is certainly right,
with the D -series editor retailing at

£ 39.95 and the GR50 version at

£ 49.95. To try before you buy,
contact Syntec for the demo version
of the program at £3.50, refundable
on purchase of the full version of the
software. Syntec Systems are at 54,
Chelsea Close, Hampton Hill,
Middlesex TW12 1RS. Tel: 081-941
4425. Dp

mama= sircim
maim

ON iCh1.116

Ott

minimum of 1Meg is recommended,
and will cost £129.95 including VAT.

Tel: (0726) 68020. Fax: (0726)

Adlib and Soundblaster compatible. It

69692. Dp

CRIMEWATCH MT

piece of white masking tape on one,
the words "SY77 Dem" in pencil on

Tea -leaves were about even at the

another and the words "SY WX" on the

recent MIDI Music Show at the

last, again in pencil.

Novotel, Hammersmith. "Lost" from

The missing items do not belong to
Yamaha, but to Simon Bates, one of
their hi -tech demo bods. He's

AWL

particularly anxious to see them back,

DAT QUICK
OFF THE MARK

The box contained three RAM cards

whether they were lost or stolen, and

Having made its debut (to much

(Yamaha MCD64) and a Yamaha Swiss

is offering a reward for their safe

interest) at the AES show in Vienna,

Army knife. The lost ROMs contain

return. If you can help, contact Simon

SY77 demo data and demo voices and

through Mike Clement at Yamaha-

the new Studer D780 R-DAT recorder
is now freely available in the UK. The

irreplaceable SY77 WX wind controller

Kemble on (0908) 366700, extension

D780 features the "Quickstart"

sounds. They can be identified by the

337. Dp

the Yamaha stand was a grey Yamaha

3.5" floppy disk case with the legend
"Yamaha SY99" in gold on the front.

TAPE AND BE DAMNED
Fierce debate is still raging over

vast majority of home taping does not

European plans to introduce a levy on

cause any loss, and in fact has been

audio and video tape and recording

equipment. Certain parts of the

shown to stimulate sales of music.
Although most EC countries don't

record industry in Europe are bringing

have levies, consumers in Germany,

pressure to bear for a levy, to

France and the Netherlands are

compensate them for the losses they

claim through home taping of

already being penalised by this unfair
and unwarranted tax. When the new

commercial recordings. However,

levy recently hit the shops in Holland,

such a levy would not take account of

the type of material being recorded;

all tape users - teachers, students
and blind people, as well as

musicians recording their own

facility as standard - and is unique in

this respect. This feature enables
the operator to start audio without
delay at 99 startpoints via
track/programme
numbers essential in on -air broadcast
applications where audio is
immediate, and also tits useful in
studio, video, film and post production environments.

The new DAT recorder also
incorporates a shuttle wheel for
accurate cueing (actual tape time)
and locating particular segments of
pre-recorded audio. Further features
include: Auto cueing to modulation,

faderstart, RS232, startpoint
editing, AES/EBU and SP/Dif
formats, varispeed, 64x over sampling, bargraph with peak hold,
and phantom -powered mic inputs
with sensitivity selection.

This pro machine will cost in the
region of £2750 excluding VAT. More
details are available from the Studer
Division of Studer Revox (UK) Ltd, at
49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood,
Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 081-953 3533.
Fax: 081-207 5103. Dp

BRIGHTON ROCKS ON
Brighton Rock, Europe's largest

Washington (Kim Appleby, Eddy Grant)

consumers - were faced with an

summer school solely devoted to pop
in all its forms is celebrating its fifth

on Drums; Carol Grimes (leading
British blues singer) and Ian Shaw

material would, unfairly, have to pay
the copyright levy just like everyone

unnacceptable price hike. We appeal

anniversary this year. Students at

(Boy George, Fairground Attraction) on

to the consumers in the other

Vocals; Rob Burns (David Gilmour,

else. The Home Taping Rights

Member states to join with Britain to

each Brighton Rock summer school
enjoy an intense week of performing,

Campaign, a UK Group in opposition

ensure that the EC stays levy -free."

instrument and technology tuition,
specialist music workshops and indepth business seminars, all from

industry management figures will be

to the levy plans, are welcoming a

If

any of you out there as

Basstech tutor) on Bass. Leading

present to cover the business

recent report which criticises the
introduction of the new tax. The
report from the Consumers in the
European
Community (CECG)

musicians, using blank tape and
recording equipment for their own

that of the Home Taping Rights

Specialist tutors for this year

The price for the week-long course

concludes that levies penalise users

Campaign, they can be contacted at
their campaign office, Number One

include Deirdre Cartwright (BBC

is £298 (residential) or £214 (non-

Rockschool) and Alan Limbrick (Art of

residential). More details and

Dean's Yard, Westminster, London

Noise, Guitar Institute founder) on

Yarwood of the HTRC comments that

SW1P 3NR. Tel: 071-799 9811.

Guitar; Adrian York (Ronnie Jordan,

brochure from Angie Oxley at Brighton
Rock, Music Faculty, Arts B,

"Recording industry claims of

HTRC should be able to advise you on

enormous losses caused by home

the best way to make your views

Definition of Sound) and Mick Parker
(Mory Kante, Joan Armatrading) on

taping are greatly exaggerated, as the

heard. That means you! Dp

Technology and Keyboards; Steve

irrespective of whether or not
copyright is infringed. Marianne
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music, would like to add your voice to

leading musicians and music industry
professionals.

seminars, dealing with such topics as

negotiating record and publishing
contracts.

University of Sussex,

Falmer,

Brighton, East Sussex BN1 9QN. Tel:
(0273) 678109. Dp
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Part 31
WHICH COMES FIRST,
THE CHICKEN OR THE EGG; THE

BEAT OR THE SONG? THIS

MONTH'S RHYTHM
PROGRAMMING EXERCISE
SEARCHES FOR THE ANSWER.
TEXT BY NIGEL LORD.
12

THE QUESTION I'M most frequently asked

you expect to achieve.

by those seeking my "expert" advice on
drum programming is whether 'tis better

Far from being a minor aspect of your
music, the rhythm itself and the rhythmic

to write a piece of music around an
existing rhythm track or whether the
rhythm should be tailored to suit the
music. As you'd probably expect, my
answer is that it depends: either
approach has its advantages and is

aspects of the melodic and harmonic
components of your work are critical to

determined to a considerable extent by
the kind of music you play and - perhaps
more importantly - by the kind of results

your style and, ultimately, to the area in
which you end up operating. And this goes
well beyond the obvious divisions between
dance and non -dance music. Much of the
problem centres around the fact that there

is a far greater rhythmic component
inherent in the performance of melodic
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

whether rhythm tracks should

be

programmed before or after the rest of the
song has been written. Clearly, you need
the metronomic qualities of a rhythm track

to assist in writing the rest of the song and the drum machine performs this task
admirably. The problem is, having done so,

it's all too easy to forget what the drum
machine could then go on to provide,

rhythmically, and accept the feel of a
characterless drum track which has been
selected just to get the feel of the song.
This, I'm sure, happens on many

occasions where drum machines are
used; unlike their human counterparts,

they make no distinction between
interesting and uninteresting rhythm
tracks. And as sophisticated as they have
become, they still can't swear at you from
the corner and demand respect as a fellow
musician.

Another aspect of the problem is the
nature of click -tracks themselves. Because

they are utilitarian and usually only very
thinly populated, rhythmically, it's all too
easy to fill in the spaces left between

beats with the other instruments - the
most obvious example being the bass. On
then attempting to replace the guide track

with something a little more stimulating,
you'll often find that everything sounds
overbearing - as if it's been grafted on top
of the rest of the song. Which, indeed, it
has.

As far as I'm concerned, discipline is of
vital importance when it comes to writing
and performing music. My rather blase
attitude towards jazz centres on what I
perceive as being too great a freedom to
do what you like. When it works it's art,
when it doesn't it's a dull ache, and too

few contemporary musicians seem to
know when they've crossed the line. What
like about composing around an existing
drum track - particularly the more complex
I

rhythm - is that it imposes a certain
discipline on your approach to the rest of
the music. Having to cope with a snare
drum note occurring on an unpredictable
beat of the bar or a fast hi -hat figure can

be very stimulating and is often the
springboard for other ideas. And the same
is true of sampled breakbeats.

ideas than vice versa. Put simply, it's
impossible to play any kind of melody
without giving it either a real or

structured guide rhythm which, though not

subconscious rhythm. The physical act of

Amongst other things I'm describing the
metronome here, or to give it its more

playing notes is in itself rhythmic. In
contrast, rhythm tracks can, and

necessarily of interest in itself, may be

easily replaced by a rhythm pattern.

recent title - the click -track. A further name

frequently do, have no discernible melodic

we might use, listening to a lot of

content whatsoever.

contemporary music, these days, is the
drum machine - since many people still

In practical terms, this means that for a

melody line to be rhythmically workable
after it has been conceived and

use this wondrous instrument as little

performed, it has to be played to a

Which brings me back to the question of

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

more than a glorified metronome.

I'm not suggesting we opt for
gruesomely complex rhythms to satisfy
some masochistic urge in ourselves as
musicians - or as a means of showing off.
We might still groan under the presence of

'70s pomp -rockers, but even they have
been reduced to playing harmless ballads
for the most part. No, I'm putting forward
the notion of writing music around more
distinctive rhythm parts, in the belief that
we will be encouraged through this to write
more distinctive music.
To that end, may I present this month's

patterns. Six interesting, and hopefully 13

.

stimulating, rhythms which, if used as a basis for your songwriting, might

just move you off the straight and narrow and into fields of musical

s
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CR1604 MIXER

If the beauty of a MIDI -based music setup is its
ability to meet changing requirements, it's a
beauty that's been sadly missing from most
affordable mixing desks. Until now. Review by
Tim Goodyer.

T

question. They're not here to tell you how long their
more upmarket desks have been favoured by "name"
producers or how the design of their budget desk is
derived from the mega -expensive circuitry of one of

HE TREND OF major manufacturers of

the upmarket leaders. Instead they're here with a
clean slate and a refreshingly realistic attitude to
cost-effective mixing desks. And they've come up

mixing desks producing "budget"

with some remarkable ideas.

desks to appeal to the growing

Let's not pretend that the basic Mackie CR1604 is

home/pre-production studio market is

going to be snapped up by any major recording
studios - it has the home studio first timer and the

now well established. Companies such

as DDA, with their Interface, Soundcraft, with their
Spirit and Soundtracs, with their Solo, represent
"affordable quality" in mixers. Understandably, the
desks arising from this marketing direction have

MIDI maniac firmly in its sights. But this modest 16 -

attracted considerable attention from musicians and

MIDI muting - without the usual complication and
compromise of cascading one submix into another.

press alike, pushing long-standing affordable desk

16

designs like Studiomaster's Pro -Line and Mixdown
out of the limelight somewhat. The arrival of a new
manufacturer of budget desks, however, may help
redirect our attention.
American company Mackie are the newcomers in

into -four desk will allow you to expand it to
accommodate some 48 line ins and 16 balanced mic

ins with 12 stereo effects returns, 24 direct outs and
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Over 1000 Dance Samples from one of theft

eading Pr

Pascal has worked with: Bomb The Bass, S -Express, EMF, Inspire! Carpets,

"-house gold dust...breaks new
- MT,
"...off beat, quite distinctive, and highly usable...you almost
ly won't hay
memorable...a revelation...uniformly excellent -the basis for many

This CD is already being used by such big names as Technotronic,

1164 Choice Dance Samples from the highly sought after D
These guys helped launch Lisa Stansfield & Yazz to Internatio
Over 400 AMAZING Loops plus Vocals, Scratching, FX, H

e

turn!
ore!

"Coldcut's samples are raw, wicked and packed into the terraces...the
brilliant, and definately going into my S770. -this CD represents another im

ty high...quite
nce enthusiast." -

SOS, May 92
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The World's first compilation sample CD - features NEW samples from both Pascal and Coldcut ph
The Art of Noise virtually
invented sampling Essential'

A preview of his
awesome forthcoming
Dance Sample CD
41100

lan

- A driving force behind the PWL success story
- Pet Shop Boys & George Michael's sounds man
Neil Conti, Lidve
t,urtietungs tk vines E ou ci - Drums & Perc
Pete Gik.

Buy your Sample CDs from AMG: Others may prove a dangerous waste of time and All our CDs meet the highest criteria for usability

TWO SUPERB CDs FOR
UNBEATABLE QUALITY AND Itaki,16.t60..
So buy Pascal or Coldcut's CDs for £49 and get 'Now that's what I call Sampling' absolutely FREE
Now for just £98!
Alternatively call for details of our range of SAMPLE CDs, SOUND CARDS, SOFTWARE,
EXPANSIONS, etc. - 'Now that's what I call Sampling!' is available free with any purchase

ne, Privett, Nr. Alton, Hants GU34 3PL, England

The Advanced Media Group

Please rush me the following ite

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL UK
073088 383 Fax 073088 390
Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually
completed within 7 days, allow 28 days for delivery. Or order by phone
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V
,M 11 MISA

F XPRE S5

All tradenames are the property of their respective holders. Becuase of the copyable nature of most of our products all
refunds/exchanges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of any of our products will be pursued to the
fullest extent of the law. 'Norman' and 'The Sound Foundation' are tradenames of AMG. All prices and specifications are subject to
change without prior notification.

AMG 1992.
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Order Total:
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Signature:
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,

fete where applicable.
e clearance
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It's nice to know you're buying a piece of gear which

isn't destined to appear in MT's Readers' Ads in six

with the front of the rack or recessed to protect the
controls. Before you can actually tighten the bolts,

you'll also have to decide whether you want the
connections to be accessible from the front of the

months' time.

rack (most likely for studio installation) or the back

SYSTEM BASICS

Connecting the outputs from your synths, samplers

the CR1604 16:4 mixer. This boasts 16 inputs (six
mic on XLR sockets, ten line on unbalanced jacks),
and two stereo output pairs. Each input channel is

and drum machines to the 1604's line inputs and

equipped with four aux sends, three -band EQ
pot, solo button, Mute/Alt button (which removes the

the mixer's effects sends and returns - except to
point out that the Mono buttons in the main section
are invaluable if you're using anything with a mono

signal from the main stereo output and redirects it to

output.

(±15dB/80Hz; ±12dB/2.5kHz; ±15dB/12kHz), a pan

optimising the input gain shouldn't need explanation.
Neither should the connection of your effects units to

an alternative stereo output pair) and a 5cm-throw

One of the main operational considerations

channel fader. The master section of

depends on whether you want to run it with or without

the desk hosts four aux return level

sub -groups. Although you can't really regard the

and pan pots, mono buttons for the
aux returns, Aux Solo button, LED

Mackie as having conventional sub -grouping facilities,

"Mackie are here with a
clean slate and a refreshingly
realistic attitude to costeffective mixing desks."

ladder level meters, Alt Preview
button, Main Output Mute button,
Solo to Main button, power LED,

solo active LED, headphone jack,
and master outs and Solo/Phone
level on 5cm-throw faders. There's also room for a
piece of masking tape under the faders for use as a
scribble strip. In the top left-hand corner there is a
socket for a gooseneck light.

it is possible to use the Mute/Alt buttons to create a
stereo submix within the main stereo mix. When the
Mute/Alt button on a channel is pressed, it sends
that signal to the alternative stereo output pair on the
rear panel. If this pair is patched back into the mixer
(either on two of the main input channels or one of

the stereo fx returns) this "alternative" mix can be
treated as a stereo sub -group. Of course, using two
input channels will give you full control over EQ and
effects on the sub -group but it will also reduce the

The overall layout is tidy and compact enough to
facilitate mounting in a standard 19" rack should it
suit your requirements. To this end, all connections
to the CR1604 are made via a special section of the
design which allows you to have the sockets as a
"conventional" rear panel or on the opposite face of

1604's input capacity by two. You might prefer to use

the unit from the controls - so that they are

corner of the desk, rather than on a fader with the

accessible from the rear of your rack. Additionally,

rest of the mix.

a mono submix, requiring only one input channel to
be sacrificed. Using the aux returns will mean that
you have no EQ or effects operating globally on the
submix, and it will mean you have to mix the submix

into the main mix on a pot in the top right-hand

you can use Mackie's Rotopod to bring the

The alternative mode of operation is running the

connections onto the same face as the controls, for
maximum accessibility when the mixer is used as a

1604 with a multitrack. Here you can route any input
channel to any of the four output jacks (these can be
split between tape inputs if you're running more than

flatbed.

Apart from the power lead (to the internal

four tracks of tape).

transformer), this panel houses trim pots for each

Moving on, we come to the effects routings. Aux

input channel, a quarter -inch jack for each channel,

Send 1 is pre -fade and can be switched between aux

XLRs for each of the first six input channels (with
globally-switchable 48V phantom power), insert

buss 1 and the Monitor buss. Send 2 is post -fade

points for input channels 1-8 (which can also be used

post -fade and may be switched between aux busses

as direct outs if the jack is not fully inserted into the
point for the main mix, two outs from the "Alt" buss,

5 and 6 - that is, Sends 3 and 4 can be routed to
busses 3 and 4 or 5 and 6. If Send 3 is routed to
buss 5, Send 4 is automatically routed to buss 6.

a mono output from the main stereo mix and a

The Aux Solo button (in the master section) solos all

monitor output.

the aux busses together on the headphone mix. If you

socket), six aux sends, four stereo aux returns, insert

The build quality of the entire unit is solid to say
the least. It's heavy (181b) and sturdy, and you won't

18

(better for a pre -wired gigging setup).

THE BASIC BUILDING block of the Mackie system is

and dedicated to aux buss 2. Sends 3 and 4 are also

want to audition them over your monitors you have
also to press Solo to Main.

find a piece of plastic where a piece of metal will do

Similarly, the Alt mix can be routed to the

a better job. You'll be seeing this mixer around in

headphone buss with the Alt Preview button in the

years to come.

main section.

HANDS ON

OPTIONS

THE FIRST ASPECT of the CR1604's operation to
consider is whether or not you want to rack it up. If

MAKING MORE OF the CR1604 than a straightforward

16 -into -two (or four) mixer is made easy by virtue of

Mackie's "bolt -on" extras. The XLR10, for example,

you do, you'll find the necessary mounting lugs
included and you'll be faced with your second

will add ten balanced line mic inputs to the six

decision: whether you want the panel surface flush

integral to the basic design. Interestingly, these work

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

alongside the channel 7-16 line inputs, effectively

adding ten mic inputs to the 1604's facilities

I'd say that the system is little

although the mic and line in on channel 10, say,

someone starting small but hoping to develop their
setup beyond their current horizons and budget.

share the same EQ and effects.

Although other manufacturers claim that expandability

-

The Mixer Mixer may sound like a mild attack of

tends to be an option that helps sell desks, yet is

tautology but is actually Mackie's method of

rarely taken up by its owners,

expanding the CR1604. This allows the
interconnection of three 1604s to give a 48 -input,

adding a second CR1604 if I'd invested in a first. And

12 -stereo fx return, mixing facility - which can be rack
mounted.

I

can readily imagine

a third if it suited me.

My main criticism of the design rests on the
performance of the EQ, which is adequate if a little

Plan, but rather than bog -standard channel muting or

bland. In the context of a
traditional studio, could

prestigious VCA (dynamic) systems found on other

imagine adding a couple of

desks, this takes the form of resistive network

carefully -chosen pa ra metri cs to

dynamic automation. Consequently you've got full
fader automation (and muting) over the desk's input

my outboard gear. In the
context of synths and drum

channels, aux returns and master outputs. The

machines, however, the level

automation circuitry is internally -mounted and comes

of control presented by the sound sources

in CR1604-sized blocks so that it's possible to
automate anything from a single 1604 up to a three-

themselves tends to leave you either needing very
little EQ or bucketloads of it - in which case outboard

1604/Mixer Mixer system. Further, the resistive

EQ is almost unavoidable.

MIDI automation is also included in the Mackie

network approach to dynamic automation precludes

the

problem of "zipper"

noise sometimes

encountered with coarsely -stepped VCAs.

I

"The CR1604 has something of
the feel of a Land Rover to it it was built to be used."

If I had reached the point in the development of my

MIDI setup at which a mixer had become a necessity,

I'd certainly need to see the Mackie before I'd buy
anything at all.

VERDICT

Prices CR1604 mixer, £799; Rotopod, £47.49;

THE CR1604 HAS something of the feel of a Land
Rover to it - it was built to be used. The level of

XLR10, £289; Mixer Mixer, £229. All prices include

attention paid to every aspect of the desk's design
and construction is impressive, as is the overall

More from Key Audio Systems Ltd, Unit C, 37

concept of expandability.
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VAT.

Robjohn's Road, Chelmsford CM1 3AG. Tel: (0245)
344001. Fax: (0245) 344002.
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non -s
elect?'

CAB
From their early electronic

experimentations to their latest album
release, Cabaret Voltaire's watchword
has been technology - and they've

served it as well as it's served them.
Interview by Tim Goodyer.

Voltaire initially inhabited a shady world of tape editing

and ring modulators, their live shows assaulting the
audience's senses like punk or metal a decade or two

later. There were three of them then - Stephen
Mallinder sang, whilst Richard Kirk and Chris Watson

adapted technology to their own ends. Watson was
soon to disappear, however, leaving Mallinder and Kirk
to their own devices - literal and figurative.

Their first LP, Mix Up on Rough Trade records,
didn't appear until 1979, but it did mark a milestone in

the evolution of British experimental music. For
Cabaret Voltaire it marked the first of a series of
recording "periods" they were to experience. From
Rough Trade they moved to Virgin, releasing three

popular albums between 1983 and '85 (The
"WE'VE ALWAYS FELT THAT TAKING

Crackdown, Micro -Phonies and The Covenant, The

technology, using it and juxtaposing it with other

Sword and the Arm of The Lord). Nineteen -eighty-three

things is always the way that music is going to go",
says Stephen Mallinder, neatly summing up Cabaret

also saw the release of one of the first ever long -form
videos, a procession of disturbing images accompanied
by a disturbing soundtrack which was uniquely Cabaret
Voltaire. (Recently re-released through BMG Video.)

Voltaire's 20 -year career in electronic and experimental
music. What he's failed to address, however, is just how
influential that career has been.

Formed in Sheffield in the early '70s, Cabaret
20

From Virgin, the Cabs moved to Parlophone for
another two LPs - Code (1987) and Groovy Laidback
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

MULTI -TIMBRAL
SYNTHESIZERS

A New Generation of
Roland Synthesizers
The JV-80 and JV-30 break new ground
in all aspects of synthesizer performance,
emphasizing three primary factors - the
latest sound technology, versatility, and
ease of use. Using the expertise in new
technology gained from years of Roland's

synthesizer development, they have
evolved into advanced instruments that

of repetition and exploration of sound textures were

then, it was a case of making it very sparse and being
ultra selective about which parts we used."
"It got a life of its own as it went along", elaborates
Mallinder. "It was initially an idea to be able to re -

years ahead of their time. The Parlophone period,

promote our back catalogue by doing this CD of

meanwhile, saw them distilling elements of

remixes, and that was meant to regenerate interest in it.
But Virgin then realised that it was more like a new LP,

and Nasty (1990). But with the move to Virgin had
come a growing identification with dance music;
melodic considerations were still minimal but their use

experimentation and dance (and even borrowing from
Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring) in pursuit of a more

commercial level of experimentation. Identifying
heavily with Brian Eno's definition of "non -musicians",

the means to the music had been technology all the
way down the line. In the early days it was cheap

guitars and drum machines fed through ring
modulators, by the time of

"We liked the remix
album that Yello did;

that and the Kraftwerk
remix thing made us

think the time was right

it had escalated to
the heights of E-mu's Emax
and SSL's automated mixers.
Groovy. .

.

Kirk elaborates, "it was going to be CD only. But they

decided they wanted to bring it out on vinyl too which is good because it's kinda dance based and
mixing people would want it on vinyl rather than CD."

Given their relatively low public profile, it's
surprising just how strong is the influence Cabaret
Voltaire have exerted through the mid -'80s synth -pop

Cabaret Voltaire have released

movement and beyond into the UK techno scene.
Could this retrospective album be a way of taking
credit for some of their past achievements? As their
press officer had put it just before the interview,

material on the Belgian

"they're rather backwards in coming forwards".

But it was all technology.

Since (amicably) parting
company with Parlophone,

Crepescule label and have

"It's awkward for us to say what influence we've

several releases planned for a
label of their own. The
Northern techno movement -

had, but at the same time it is a way of short-circuiting

the past and putting it into a modern context",

participation in various tracks

Mallinder comments. "Hopefully, people will be able
to see the relationship between what we've done in the
past and its relevance today in terms of it not sounding
like old ideas welded onto new sounds."
"I think the main difference is the tempo", ventures
Kirk. "A lot of the stuff is slower than what's going on

released on the Warp label.
Tricky Disco's eponymous

today; everything's sort of speeded up somewhat
ridiculously. We thought about it a lot: should we

single for one, and the highly -influential prototype
bleep track, 'Testone' by Sweet Exorcist, for another.

speed our stuff up or should we leave it as it is? In the

Perhaps most surprisingly, the Cabs are about to

something a little bit slower. I think it's more for home
consumption than an out-and-out club environment."

- so we got all the tapes
and went ahead with it."

which has benefitted from
earlier Cabaret Voltaire
influences - has also profited
by Richard Kirk's direct

release an album of remixes of the Virgin era material,
appropriately entitled Technology. If you're familiar with
original tracks you'll find listening to it an enlightening
experience - tracks such as 'Just Fascination' (from The
Crackdown) and 'Sleepwalking' (from The Covenant,
the Sword and the Arm of The Lord) have acquired a

duplicity which allows them to simultaneously exist in
the seedy experimentalism of the early -'80s and the
beat -driven '90s. It's recommended listening. And if

the Cabs' own remixes aren't enough to recommend
the album to the techno fraternity, a single, 'I Want
You' (originally from The Covenant, the Sword and the
Arm of The Lord), has been further remixed by Ahern 8 for imminent release.

end we thought it would make a change to hear

"What was groovy in 1985 was about 108112bpm", says Mallinder, "but now it's kind of 128

minimum, so it doesn't mean they're slow tracks.
They've got their place and we didn't want to get
locked into making them sound too contemporary or
vogue-ish. They sounded funky enough at the time so

we thought we'd leave 'em like that. There again,
although we went into the project with the idea of it
being 12" mixes, it was meant to be an album as well.
We wanted to give it club elements that we've come to
work with but, at the same time, it's got to have some
durability."
If their track record is an indication, durability is one

"We'd toyed with the idea of doing something like

quality the remixes should have in spades - all the

this for a long time", comments Kirk, "and I think

Virgin back catalogue has been re-released on CD, and
when ten copies of the sadly deleted Code turned up at

sufficient time had elapsed between when we did all
that stuff in the early and mid -'80s for us to come back
to it.
"We liked the remix album that Yello did, and it was
that and the Kraftwerk remix thing that made us think

the time was right. The Virgin material seemed to be

Parlophone's press office a while back, they
disappeared within a few days.
Another indication of Cabaret Voltaire's durability is

the range of artists they can claim to have influenced typically, they're reluctant to claim too much credit.

quite suited to it, so we got all the tapes and went

"Any kind of reference we take as flattering",

ahead with it. It was almost like being given someone
else's multitrack and thinking 'What shall we take from
this?' because we were distanced from it. We tried to

comments Mallinder. "I don't think anyone's tried to
link us with anything we don't feel any part of. I think

take what we thought were the most important

electro based and there are obvious links with what's
around. We're quite happy to accept that responsibility.

elements and, given what's happened in music since

22

and from that came the idea to bring it out on vinyl,
doing the 12" and the promo..."
"Originally it wasn't going to be released on vinyl",

it's kind of self-evident what we've done because it's all
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KAWAI KRACKERS

You would not believe the stock
that we hold and this advert
represents only a fraction of our
mega deals.
Please call freefone today for ANY
other product you may require
from Recording to Backline to P.A.

KAWAI K4R. KRACKING MEGA DEAL
16 Bit Multi-Timbral Expander. This unit comes
complete with separate outputs & this mega price
includes VAT & Delivery.
SPECIAL
OFFER

£ 299.00

MIDI MAYHEM

KAWAI MX16. KRACKING MEGA DEAL
16 Channel Mixer with EQ, 3 -Auxiliary outputs
per channel with Monitor Send and Noise Gate.

ENSONIQ SQR+

369.00

SPECIAL OFFER

The ENSONIQ SQR + module has mega

0
An

KAWAI PM -102 Personal Powered Monitors,

effex. Price includes VAT & Delivery.
SPECIAL

£ 99.00

Blitz Price Per Pair.

sounds, massive drums and plenty of

OFFER

AKAI SPECIALS
AKAI ME8OP. In Stock.

£ CALL

AKAI 5950.
AKAI S1000.
AKAI S1100.
Library of disks with every sampler.

£ Special
£ Deal !
£ Blitz

£ 599.00 '

KORG M3 -R

0

BLITZ

£ 499.00

TASCAM
PORTA-05HS

£ The Best
£ The Best
£ The Best

PORTA 424 / 464 / 488 etc.

16 Bit, 16 Track, 16000 Notes 16 Note Poly, Disk

TASCAM TSR8, MSR16/24
All desktmeildbie at absolutely the BEST DEALS.

Drive and Digital Effex. It'ttheBuziness.

£ 11199.00

DEAL
Freephone

0800
52 52 60

ALESIS

YAMAHA EMP- 100

IF YOU WANT IT ! NOVONINIII

Digital Multi-Effex Un t. Programmable with Midi

WE'VE GOT IT !

and available form stock now !

Call FREE and get yourself a Mega Deal today !

OFFER

MEGA

price includes VAT & Delivery.

SY77 WORKSTATION

SPECIAL

SELF A

Digital Effex and auxiliary outputs. Offer

PRICE

YAMAHA BLITZ

DEAL

YOUR

ThislaBit Multi-Timbral Module comes with
GC

Call FREE phone for information today !

MEGA

GET

£ MEGA

STUDIO ELECTRONICS

EVEN YOUR CALL WON'T
COST YOU A PENNY !

BIG DAT DEALS
Back again even better than before - The best in

FOSTEX
FOSTEX X-18, X-26, X-28.

FOSTEX 280, RB, G i 6/24

THE BEST DEALS on all Desks

DYNAMITE DAT DEALS just check this out

PROTEUS MPS.

£ Mega
£ Mega

SONY DTC 750

£ In Stock

SONY DTC 1000

£ Call
£ Call

YAMAHA DTR-2

EMU SPECIALS
PROFORMANCE / PROCUSSION.
PROTEUS land 2.
PROTEUS 3 World Edition in stock !

TASCAM DA -30

TEAC DAP -20

£ Special
£ Special
£ Special

AIWA HDS-1 Mega deal on this Mega DAT at
the best price ever check this out !

£ Special
£ Special
£ Special
£ Special

£ 349.00

HHB DAT Tapes Full range of HHB DAT tapes

in stock. 15/30/48/62/92/122. From £ 3.85

NEW NEW NEW

ROLAND RELEASES

MACKIE 12.2 Mixing Desk.

We have all the currently released Roland

12-2 Phantom Powering, C.D. Quality

equipment in stock including the JV30 and JV80

MEGA Desk.

FOR THIS MONTH ONLY - We have got a

MEGA DEAL

MEGA DEAL ON THE MEGA SOUND CANVAS.

SOUND CANVAS ( SC55 )

315.00

MACKIE 16-4 Mixing Desk.

t Special

16-4 Phantom Powering, C.D Quality 3

All BOSS effex from compact pedals to the "PRO"

band EQ, Channel Mute/Solo, 4 stereo

SERE including the SE -50. Call us now for FREE.

Aux Returns !

DEALS ON ALL ROLAND & BOSS EQUIPMENT.

MEGA DEAL

799.00

OUR THREE POINT PROMISE.
1

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. & DELIVERY.

sounD (0111CROL
M

A

0

73 Elgin St, Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland. KY12 7SD. FAX No 0383 725733

2
ALL GOODS PURCHASED FROM US COME

WITH OUR NO QUIBBLE GUARANTEE.

3
ALL CALLS TO SOUND CONTROL MAIL ORDER
ARE ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE.

Although I don't think
particularly
we're
responsible for the rave
stuff at the moment.
"We will always carry

restricted by our budget."
"When we did this remix album, we did actually run
the 24 -track for a couple of tracks", says Mallinder.
"Most of what we did was rewritten and rearranged in

on and do another

the computer, and using the 24 -track would have

record, so it doesn't

faked up the original tape.. A few bits were flown in

really

make

difference

any

what

everybody else does - we

don't create something
and then sit back to see
if it's any kind of
bombshell. For us it's a
record, a piece of music,

that, hopefully, we're
proud of and then it's
onto the next. We're

pretty prolific so we
don't sit around
examining the results.
The early Virgin stuff
wasn't what we thought
would be happening in

difference what
everybody else

does - we don't
create
something and

then sit back to
see if it's any

kind of
bombshell."

five years time, it was
just 'what we did'. We were just using what was
available to us, I don't think we were conscious of
starting any trends."

from the 24 -track, but not very many."
Kirk steps back in: "We just sampled everything that

we needed and reconstructed the tracks the way we
wanted them. We've also sampled off the old drum
machines - we've got loads of poxy old drum machines

that we used to use, and every now and again we'll
drag one of those out and sample some of the sounds
or maybe even a couple of bars of it playing along. We
still use the old VCS3 and we went out and bought a
second SH09 and had it MIDI'd up especially for this
album."

One of the trademarks of Cabaret Voltaire's early
material was heavy use of signal processing. Has the
advance of technology - not least in the areas of budget
signal processors - influenced Kirk and Mallinder's
working methods?

"We've got the dodgy old flanger/phasers that
we've accumulated over the years", comments Kirk,
"but I can't remember the last time we bought any
effects. I mean, they've kind of become surplus to
requirements if you're sampling a lot of things, because

you get that texture from the samples. When you
sample something it's probably already got an effect on
BACK IN THE DAYS WHEN CABARET VOLTAIRE

anyway.

were a three-piece, it was Watson who bought and
built their first synthesiser - a Dewtron kit. Kirk

"These days we play everything in off the DX7", he
continues, "that's the master keyboard for everything.
The D20 we only use sparingly for pads because it's a

continued the quest, building up an enormous
collection of gear over the years. Little, if any of it, is
ever disposed of. It sounds like a great way to live but
what happens when you decide to remix material that's
almost ten years old?

"One of the things we did before we started the
remix album", begins Mallinder, "was to have a lot of
the older stuff MIDI'd up to give us a bit more scope stuff we'd have used on those original records. That
was the link between the two things.
"When we were doing those early things, a lot of it
was done with edits. What you heard on record wasn't
reflected in the structure that was on 24 -track, so the
2" master wasn't that relevant anyway. The finished
versions of the originals were very much based on edit
sections; the 24 -track often didn't make much sense.
"This time we picked out from the multitrack what
we needed, but instead of using a half -inch machine, or
a quarter -inch machine to piece it together, we used a
sampler."
"We've still got the 24 -track machine", reveals Kirk,

"but all we use that for now is vocals - and we sample

them from it anyway. Everything is computer
automated now, including the vocals.

"We've been toying with the idea of getting a digital
eight -track and getting rid of the 24 -track altogether
because unless you use it for remixes it's redundant.
And it's so big!

"We've got two Revoxes but we hardly ever use
them either. We try to do everything in the computer
so we don't need to edit. Obviously it would be nice to

24

have a Sound Tools system to edit in, but we're

bit clean. The SPI2 is still kicking around but it
doesn't get used much. The best thing about it is its
hi -hats; as a sampler the sample time is that short that
it's been superseded. But if you could get it updated
and get the sample time increased, you could do away

with everything else - you've got everything in one
box."

With such a heavy requirement for samples, I
wondered if just one S1000 was enough to get the job
done.
"It is restricting", Kirk agrees, "but that's where the
Emax comes in. We keep the Emax just for vocals,
really. But because of the way we approach things these
days we don't use as many vocals as we did - it's very
sparse. Ideally we could do with a couple of S1000s
with big memories but it is nice to work within some
constraints. Again, the thing that stops us is finance."
Computers and samplers having replaced mag tape
and razor blades, I wondered what considerations the
new technology had brought.
"I think the balance of creativity shifts", Kirk opines.
"If you've got a computer and sequencer, it frees up
your time to concentrate on other things - like your
arrangements or the space in the music and getting a
good balance. Before, there were a lot of other things
to worry about. Mixing is so much easier if you can get
everything where you want it inside the computer and
the sampler. Sometimes we don't even have to touch
the desk as the stuff goes onto the DAT player. It also
gives a clarity that I like when it's coming straight out
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

ajere mail
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Price

KEYBOARDS AND MODULES
Altai 5950 Sampler
Akai 51000 Sampler
Altai MX1000 Mother Keyboard
Mai PM76 Module
Aka 51100 Sampler
Akai S1000 61 Note Sampling Keyboard
Ensoniq EPS16.
Ensoniq SQ32.
Ensoniq SQR
Ensoniq SQ2

Ensoniq SDI
Yamaha SY99
Yamaha SY77
Yamaha SY35
Yamaha SY85
Yamaha TG77
Yamaha TG100 Sound Module
Yamaha TG55
Yamaha TG33

£1099
£2350
£1099
£999
1499
£479
£3100
£2949
,i2990
£2890
11849
£1650
11495
£1395
£825
£799
11375
£1295
11800
£1700
£2450
£2200
11429
£1199
Coning Soon
Coming Soon

11250
1349
1449
1449

Roland 0170 Sampling Workstation 100°0.11750
Roland 11650 Workstation (soon)
Roland 831 Remote Keyboard
Roland AX Mother Keyboard 76 Note
Roland SC155 Sound Canvass (soon)
Roland PC150 Keyboard (soon)
Roland PC200 II (soon)
Roland 1880 Synth

11349
1449
1499
£599

1128
1215
11245
1789
12500
£1550
1350

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
PHONE FOR DETAILS

Credit
Card Price

11150
12500

£1095
£339
£425
£425
£1750
£1349
£449

1499
1599
£128
£215
£1244
£788

Norm&

Credit

Price

Card NU
£249
£18
£289
£489
£289
£500
£440
£215
£169
£305
£217
£375
£449
£149
£149

Zoom 9000 Multi FX (new model)
£259
Zoom 9000 Power Supply
120
Zoom 9002 Multi Effects
1299
Zoom 9030 Multi Effects
£499
Yamaha FX500
£299
Yamaha FX900
1595
Yamaha EMP 700 effects (new product)
£450
Yamaha EMP100
1225
Yamaha R100 Reverb
£179
Alesis Quadraverb
1315
Nesis Midiverb 3
1239
Alesis D4 Drum module
1399
Alesis Quadraverb GT
1459
Alesis Microverb III
1159
Art Multiverb LT
1179
Boss DRP II Drumpad
£55
Boss SE50 Multi FX unit
£349
Boss AW2 Autowah..........
Boss BF2 Ranger
. .......................... f96
Boss CE5 Chorus
£55
Boss CH1 Super Chorus
£69
Boss CS3 Compressor
£79
Boss DD3 Digital Delay
£108
Boss DS2 Distortion
£47
Boss DS2 Turbo Distortion
£63
Boss P43 Foot Wah
£63
Boss GE7 Graphic EQ .........
.................. £79
Boss HM2 Heavy Metal

SOFTWARE

ROLAND RIVRIghl Library Cards

DOD Wah Vol

Roland Studio MV30
Roland D70 Super LA Synth
Roland PC200 Mother Keyboard .
Roland E70
Roland E15
Roland E5
Korg 01/FD
Kong 01
Kong WS1 Wavestation
Korg Ml Workstation

KEYBOARD STANDS
Ultimate support stealth stand
'X' Keyboard Stand
3 Tier Keyboard Stand

01 Contemporary Percussion
02 Jazz Brush
03 Sound Effects
04 Electronic
05 Jazz
06 Ethnic Percussion
07 Mallet
08 Dry
09 Power Drums USA
ROLAND U220/ U20/ 070 Library Cards
01 Pipe Organ & Harpsichord
02 Latin & Effects Perc.
03 Ethnic Instruments
04 Electric Grand & Clavi
05 Orchestral Strings
06 Orchestral Wind
07 Electric Guitar
08 Synthesiser
09 Guitar & Keyboards
10 Rock Drums
11 Sound Effects
12 Trombone & Sal
13 Super Strings (stereo)
14 Acoustic guitar (stereo)
15 Super Brass (stereo)
EFFECTS
Korg A5 Multi effects
Akai AR900 Digital Reverb

11195

1235
11299
£499

1390
11795
11695
£1299
1999
163
£25

1125

£45

145
145
145
145
145
145
145
145
145
145
145
145
445
fA5

12250
£1495
£299

1475
£1150
£1349
£199
£1250
£479
£375
£1775
£1650
£1275
£985

/AO
123
£120

£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43

£53
£61

£249
Yamaha RY10 Drum Machine (new product -1249

£399
£212
£315
£169
£399

£245
£245
£379
£199
£299
£167
£375

£499

£489

1139
1465

1130
£455
£325

DRUM MACHINES AND SEQUENCERS
Yamaha QY10 sequencer/expander
Yamaha RY30 Drum machine

Boss DR550 II
Boss DR660

143

Roland MC50

£43

/499

143

Kawai Q80 Sequencer

1449
1289

Boss DR550
Roland CR80 Human Rhythm player
Roland R70 dean machine (new model)

Roland Pad 5
Roland Pad 80
Roland SPD8 Total Percussion Pad

£339

Alesis D4

1399

Alesis SR16 Drum Machine
Roland SB55 Sound Brush Sequencer

£299
£289
£435

thesis MMT8 Sequencer

Akai XRIO Drum Machine
Akai MPC60

£289

£77

£899

£45
£45

£219
£279

£61

1899

GUITAR SYNTHS
Roland GR1 Guitar Synth

145

1229

£61

£79

£45

145
145

£53
£94
£53
£67
£77
£106
£45

£94
£77
£50
£125
£77
145
£123
£879
£495
£279
£249
£370
£63
£37
133
£43
£44
£57
£57
£43
£57
£77

£43
£43
£43
£43
£A3
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43

£45
£45
£45

£45

£339

.

Boss MT2 Metal Zone..................... ................... £63
Boss MZ2 Metalizer .......... .........
................. 196
Boss DD2 Turbo OverdrAe
£79
Boss 052 Overdrive Distortion
£55
Boss PS2 Pitch Shifter
£127
Boss PH2 Super Phase,
£79
Boss SDI Super Overdrive
£47
Boss FC50 Midi foot controller
1125
Digitech 'The Vocalist' VHM5
1899
£495
Digitech GSP2I pm IS/H)
Digitech DSPI28P
£299
Digitech DSPI6
£275
Digitech GSP7
£395
DOD 7 band EQ
£65
DOD overdrive .
139
DOD Classic tube
£35
DOD American Metal
SA5
DOD Metal Maniac
£46
DOD Stern Chorus
£59
DOD Stereo Plunger
£59
DOD Compressor/Sustainer
£45
DOD Analogue Delay
£99

Roland N30
Roland S750 Sampler
Roland JD 800 Programmable Synth
Roland JXI Performance Synth
Roland SC55 Sound Canvas, Sound Module..£485

Yamaha MDF2 Datahler

Alesis Datadisk SQ

VISA

PAY BY CREDIT
CARD FOR EXTRA
DISCOUNTS!

HOTLINE

0206
765652

INSTANT DESPATCH
FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS

12299
1299

£379
£289
£279
£425
£485
£429
£279
£2199
£289

£325

£315

Nemul
Price

RECORDING
Tascam 464
Tascam 488 8 Track portastucho
Tascam 424
Tascam 688 8 Track Midi Studio
Tascam Porta 2 Hi Speed Porta Studio
Tascam Porta 05 Hi Speed Porta Studio
Tascam Porta 03 New 4 Track
Tascam MMI Mixer
Foster R8
Foster X18 (new model)
Foster X28 Multitracker

Credit
Card Price

Noma
WIN

1709

£699
£985
1459
£449
£1899
£1850
1499
489
£299
£295
£225
£219
£699
£685
£1500
£1450
£250
£240
£399
£379
Foster X26 Multi Tracker . compressor
£299
£279
Foster 280 Porta Studio 8 Ch 4 Track
£550
£539
Yamaha MT 120 4 Track Recorder
£389
£379
Yamaha MT3X 4 Track Recorder
£549
£535
Yamaha DTR2 DAT (new product)
£950
£929
Tascam DA30 DAT
£1195
£1149
Teac DAP20 DAT (new product)
£586
£586
Casio DAI00
£549
£499
Casio DA7
£359
£350
thesis 1622 Mixer
£699
£650
Yamaha NS10M Speakers
£129 each -1115 each
£995

AMPUFICATION
Marshall VaWestate
Marshall 8100 100w amp head
£280
Marshall 8412 4 x 12 x 12 cab
£245
Marshall 8240 stereo chorus 2 x 2
£439
Marshall 8080 80w combo
£320
Marshall 8040 40w combo
1259
Marshall 8020 20w combo
£185
Marshall 8010 10w combo
194
Marshall 8001 lOw micro stack
£180
Marshall 8004 40 . 40 stereo power amp....£182

Marshall 8008 80 . 80 stereo power amp...1229

£280
£245
£439
£320
£259
1185
£94
£180
£182
£229

Marshall JCM900 hi -Gain Master Volume
Marshall 2100 100w valve amp head
£466
Marshall 2101 100w valve 1 x 12 combo
£520
Marshall 2500 50w valve amp head
£387
Marshall 2501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo
£446
Marshall 2502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo
£502

£466
£520
£387
£446
£502

Crate B40XL 40w loll Bass
Hartke 115 Transporter 1x15 Cab
Hartke 410 Transporter 4x10 Cab
Hartke 115 XL 1015 Cab
Hartke 410 XL 4x10 Cab
Hartke 350w Bass Arno
Trace Elliot 1215 combo
Trace Elliot 1210 combo
Trace Elliot Twin combo
Trace Elliot AH300 head
Trace Elliot AH200 head
Trace Elliot GP12x graphic pre amp
Trace Eliot RA300 Power amp
Trace Elliot 1048 4 x 10 cab
Trace Elliot 1518 1 x 15 cab
Fender Twin

Fender Pnnceton Chorus
Fender Studio 85
Fender Deluxe 85
Fender Super 60
Fender Pro 185
Fender Stage 185
Fender M80 Heavy Metal Combo
Fender Champ 12
Squier 15 Combo
Carlsboro Cobra 100 Keyboard Combo
Carlsboro Colt 65W Keyboard Combo
Carlsboro Viper 100 Bass Comb
Carlsboro Cott 65 Bass Combo
Carlsboro Cott 65 Lead Combo

£498
£564
£618
£451
£507
£566
£351

£305
£404
£159
£537
£579
£118
£98
£112

Marshall JMP1 MIDI pre amp - soon - taking orders
Marshall MS2 Micro amp
125
Hughes & Kenner ATS120 Combo
£565
Hughes & Kettner ATS60 Combo
£329
Hughes & Kettner ATS30 Combo

Crate TD35 35w 1010 Rev. Naive)
Crate TD70 70w 1012.Rev. Naive)
Crate G20 Chorus 20w 206
Crate G40 Chorus 40w 208
Crate G130 Chorus 130w 2x12

Crate GIO XL lOw la
Crate G40XL 40w 1012
Crate G60XL 60w 1012
Crate G8OXL 80w 1012
Crate G160XL 160w 1012
Crate G260XL 160w 2012
Crate 160XLF1160w /220w head
Crate GS412 4012 Cab

£319
£249
£339
£229
£359
£499
£89
£219
1269
£309
£399
£472
£379
£349

*Marshall 30th Anniversary: Marshall 6100 100w Anniversary amp head £767...£767
Marshall 6101 100w Anniversary 1 x 12 combo £903...£903 Marshall 6960 A/B 4 x 12 cab £351 . £351
Credit available subject to status APR 35.3% variable. Written details on r
t. All our prices include VAT. E&OE

£498
£564
£618
£451
£507
£566
£351

£511
£525
£684

£470
£777
£845
£845
£845
£520
£370
£420
£494
£470
£690
£350
£285
£309
£425
£439
£370
£225
£219
159
£299
£207
£297
£207
£229

1699
1359
1289
.£319

1449
1449
1395
£245

1229
£69
£322

1217
1.307
£217
£239

1585

Marshall PA 400W TCH
Marshall 1 x 12 plus Hom Cabs
Marshall 1 x 15 plus Hom Cabs
Hughes & Kettner Stagehand 240w
PA Mixer Amp
Hughes & Kenner 1012 Cabs (pair)
Carlsbro GRX7 Mixer Amp
Carlsbro Cobra 100 P.A

£585
£147
£147

£147
£147

1699

£679
1379
£449
£207
£280
£400

1399
£469

1217
1289

Cadsbro Marlin 150 PA
Cadsbro Marlin 300 PA
Cadsbro PMX 8/2 300W Stereo P.A
Carlsbro A110 Cabs (Pair)
Carlsbro A112 Cabs(Pair)

£429

/695
1200

£711
£211
£234

1220

CARRIAGE CHARGED ON SOME ITEMS.

-

£305 I rt
£404
£159
£537
£579
£118
£98
£112
19128

£189
£230
£319
£309
£428

P.A

Marshall JCM900 Hi -Gain Dual Reverb
Marshall 4100 100w valve amp head
Marshall 4101 100w valve 1 0 12
Marshall 4102 100w valve 2 x 12 combo
Marshall 4500 50w valve amp head
Marshall 4501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo
Marshall 4502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo
Marshall 19608/B 4 x 12 300w cabs
Marshall 5E100 speaker emulator
Marshall 9001 valve pre amp
Marshall 9004 solid state pm amp
Marshall 9005 50 . 50 valve pre amp
Marshall 1962 bluesbreaker combo
Marshall 5205 12w reverb combo
Marshall 5501 bass combo
Marshall 5301 12w keyboard combo

Omit
Card Pike

£199
£239
£329
£319
£438
£521
£535
E694
£480
£775
£850
£850
£850
£525
£375
£425
£499
£475

Crate TDP Valve Preamp
Crate XLP Stereo Chorus Preamp
Crate SPA 200 Stereo Power Amp

Post This Coupon To Secure Any
Goods Advertised Here

Send Me Immediately
Name
Address

£23
£550
£295
£195
£229
£319
£209
£339
£4799

£85
£209
£259
£295
£385
£460
£360
£339

MT/6/92

Phone

I Enclose Cheque Payable To Axe For £

Please Debit My Access/ Visa/ AMEX NO

0000000000000000
Please Reply To: -

Axe Music

Axe Music

96 High Street
Colchester

27 St. Johns Street
Bury St. Edmunds
Suffolk
IP33 1SN
0284 705571

Essex

CO1 1TH

0206 765652

),--of the sampler and onto the DAT - you can hear all the
scummy noises better than you could before.
"In some respects there's no difference between the

continues. "It's not exactly floatation tank music - well,
some of it is, but the rest of it's pretty rhythmic."
"The label's not just for Cabaret Voltaire material,

old days of having 24 tracks of tape and having a

either", explains Kirk. "So far we've brought two

computer and 32 channels of music, and the boxes that

things out that we were involved in as an experiment,
and hopefully this year we'll be able to bring out a few
things that are completely outside of what we're doing.

produce the sound. It's the same idea but in some
respects it's more efficient and easier to operate."
"Even though people are still saying that they're not
musicians, in many ways computer music is now more

`traditional' than rock music", Mallinder offers.
"Beethoven didn't play everything, he wrote it down
for other people to play - rather like the way we write
music into the computer today.

"The notion is still the ideas and the ability to

desk or whether you edit it on tape. It's the whole

headache of having to do a good job on anything you

structure of things that's changed.

want to bring out. You do feel a bit edgy at times

"Our approach to music has always been very
rhythmic - even the vocals - so working with the

about pre -sales and things like that because you haven't

computer enhances that. It doesn't contradict or block
what we're trying to do."
"We do use delays and the Groove functions on the
C -Lab", Kirk elaborates. "I think that's why
people started sampling breakbeats - they'd

gear. As Rich says, we're just feeling our way through it

number of new projects. Most of their
activities have been based around the
establishment of their label, Plastex. Having

Roland TB303 Bassline (Kenton MIDI
Retrofit)

Roland TR808 Drum Machine (Kenton MIDI

left EMI and secured the release of some
material on Crepescule (which was only
available on import in the UK), Kirk and
Mallinder found themselves without a record
deal.

"It was really a case of not having or
wanting a deal to walk straight back into",
recalls Mallinder. "But at the same time, we
had material we wanted to bring out and it
became the obvious option - to do it on our
own label."

"It gives us the freedom to do things that

RECORDING

wouldn't really make any sense coming

Casio DA7 DAT Machine

through a major label", says Kirk. "It's not
commercial in any way and it's not aimed at
any sort of chart, so it makes sense that it
comes out this way.

"There's a sort of 'ambient' Cabaret
Voltaire album coming out on it. It's more
soundtrack than anything else in so much as
it's a collection of tracks, but there's no vocals
on it apart from samples. It's ambient house, I
guess. That's what I'd call it if I had to put a label on
it."
"The notion was for it to be ambient but it became

more thematic than anything else", Mallinder
26

at the moment."

Renowned for the uncompromising live shows of
their early years, it's pleasing to learn that there are also
live dates in the offing.

"We're going to do some live versions of the

MOVING ON FROM TECHNOLOGY,
Cabaret Voltaire are already busy with a

Oberheim Matrix 1000 Expander
Roland D20 Synth
Roland Juno 60 Synth
Roland Juno 106 Synth
Roland SHO9 Synth (Kenton MIDI Retrofit)

got a pot of money to fall back on to kick things into

ambient album", confirms Mallinder, "but we've no
idea of how we're going to do it yet. It's this 'thing'
that we're going to have to deal with when we get

and there's funkiness ready-made in there'."

E -mu Emax Sampler

having your own label but it does give you the

metronomic and they wanted to put some of
the feel back - 'We can sample two bars of this

Atari 1040 ST Computer
C -Lab Creator V3.1 Sequencing Software
C -Lab Unitor Synchroniser
C -Lab Export MIDI Port Expander
EMS Synthi A Synth
EMS VCS3 Synth

"Things are gradually moving along at the
moment", says Mallinder, summing up. "It's nice

got bored of drum machines being so

Akai S1000 Sampler

Lexicon PCM60 Reverb
Lexicon PCM70 Reverb
Sony DTC1000ES DAT Machine
Soundcraft 24:16 Mixing Desk

out, but I'd like to be able to do a good job on it. I
mean, we're not in a position to finance things very
strongly - obviously, we've got the use of our own
studio but the label's a pretty low -budget affair so we
have to be careful about what we do."

KEYBOARDS/SEQUENCING

Drawmer Compressers
Drawmer Noise Gates

"We do get quite a lot of tapes coming our way and
some of them are excellent. There's a lot of material, a
lot of music, out there that I'd certainly like to bring

translate those ideas. It's just the process that differs.
The question is whether it sounds different now to the
way it did, and obviously it does. But what you play
isn't going to be any different, whether you play it into
a computer or onto tape and mix it through an SSL

EQUIPMENT LIST

Retrofit)
Yamaha DX7 Synth

It's early days really.

there. We have been playing live using a DAT with the
basic stuff on and a percussionist with an Octapad and

a combination of TR727 sounds, Alesis and the
internal sounds, and Rich plays keyboards over that. So

it's got a backbone and we work around that. We
certainly don't trust the computer enough to take it
out live.

"The problem - not only with DAT, but with
computers as well - is that once it's down there it
always comes out the speakers the same. It would be
nice to not lose the structure, but to make it a lot more
fluid at the same time."
"We're thinking about transferring tracks to a digital
multitrack and mixing it live", Kirk offers. "That way a
live performance won't just be a reproduction of the
CD. We're supposed to be doing a performance of it at
the Scala Cinema with some films and stuff where we'll
use some of the ambient LP. We'll be providing some
of the visuals, but there's also some talk of us picking
out a film and providing a live soundtrack to it."

That Cabaret Voltaire have helped shape the
development of British electronic music is certain. The

reappearance of some of their earlier work in the
mainstream of dance music is likely to earn them
overdue attention from the present generation of hi tech musicians and dance fans alike. Most of all, that
Kirk and Mallinder are still active in the front line of
this fast developing musical form is greatly ressuring to
everyone with its best interests at heart.
"Well", says Kirk as the interview comes to a close,

"we can't let people off the hook this early in the
game, can we?"
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PC MIEN MUSIC SYSTEMS
The full -featured graphical PC MIDI sequencers with
professional power and an intuitive graphic design.

POWER PACKED & OUT NOW!
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and you'll room undaretand why
Cadenza for Windows it the USA's bort
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Cadenza for Windows's Multiple Edit screens

tilling Windows gOVIONCing package.
NOW WITY NEW STORM UTILITY

NEW LOW PRICES1

Cadenza

&wars WWII, with Hastsr7racks Pro

transcriber - printout your

NEW

MIDI files! ONLY f56

Special Deals!
PC MIDI Card + Prism £99
ShowTune MIDIFile printer £56
Musicator GS + MIDI Card £30s?)

The Graphic Sequencer f136

NEW SCORING UTILITY NOW WITII
UK AUTHORISED VERSIONS
OF CADENZA DOS At CADWIN

the professional PC
sequencer that is uncommonly powerful, yet fun and easy to use. With all of
Cadenza's advanced features you can
is

BEWARE OF

get your music the way you want,

GREY IMPORTS

quickly and intuitively.

Ask us for a copy of the PC TODAY
"Rave Review" of Cadenza_
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The ONLY

©

MQX-32M

Musicator

"For the IBM PC
the current
de -facto standard for multi -port
interfaces"

A concept the competition areAdrearning about!
NEW v2.5 with the following features:- 'N

11.....i. vs=_

4"..4....
..1
MN SKM MIN

You'll not receive any
upgrades or support!

Cadenza's Graphic Note Editor

MUSIC I UEST PC MIDI INTERFACES

!El_

plus

PC MIDI Card £195
£255
MQX-16
...MQX-32M
£307

ShowTune MIDIFile

Cadenza
Cadenza

plus

PC MIDI Card £260
£314
MQX-16
MQX-32M
£365

O

'7

A

CadWin

notat
sequencion-bareder
for the PC

Still

Craig Anderton, Keyboard, Oct 90

.32 Staves / 32 Tracks

£187

Real -Time and smart step -entry from MIDI or PC keyboard
Each stave transmits on 2 ports/channels
.32 MIDI channels when used with Music Quest MQX32M
SMPTE & MTC sync with time indication on any objects pointed to
*Chase Lock tape sync
MIDI note triggering while editing

MPU-401 Compatible with 32 MIDI channels, SMPTE, MTC, Chase
Lock tape sync and MUCH more. Acclaimed world wide!

MQX-16/16S £135/£150

MPU-401 compatible with professional Chase Lock Tape Sync plus
SMPTE/MTC sync (MQX-I6S only). Tape drop -out protection etc

Over 64,000 notes

MIDI file import/export

*Overview screen with graphic bar -level editing
Smart multi -resolution MIDI quantise
Shuffle/Groove adjust
Powerful MIDI -controller processing & editing
.32 -parts per score
Probably the WORLD'S BEST SELLING PC MIDI Card!
"Total transcription control of note resolution, voices & rests
Legendary reliability - MPU-401 compatible - runs over 100 music
'Automatically transpose all clefs and octaves
programmes.
'Adjustable splitpoint between staves on double staff
Not (quite) the cheapest - but without doubt - THE BEST!
Beam group control
'Adjustable note spacing
Drivers for Windows 3.1 available NOW!
'Transposing of MIDI data, notation and chord symbols
'ALL printer types supported
Music Quest interfaces arc widely recommended and specified
by leading developers of music software for the IBM PC. Choose Print complete Score or parts
Variable symbol sizes
Music Quest - There IS a difference.
'Print to PCX files for desktop publishing
No longer copy protected
COMING SOON

PC MIDI CARD £7

Laptop interface with dual
ports, SMPTE/MTC sync.
2 MID! ins, 2 MIDI outs,
1440ppq, click sync, uses
parallel port .. and MORE!

(usic Quest
Distributed exclusively in the UK &
Eire by Digital Music

f385

NEW!

16 Tr / 16 Staff Seq - Notator
Supports Roland GS Format
Upgradeable to The Musicator

Musicator
Mixer panels lets you change Vol, Pan, Chorus
& Reverb - AS THE MUSIC IS PLAYING'

f226i

For further information about our exclusive product range and services why not call for a free catalogue?

Access & Visa accepted, please add £3 to your order for P&P. UK residents add 17.5% VAT to above prices.

Digital magic

UK & OVERSEAS DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

27 Levan Clogs, Chandlers' Ford,
Yantr, S05 SSW, England.

Q 0703

0

252131

Fax: 0705 270405

Multi-fx Processor

ART

MULTIVERB ALPHA
used simultaneously - 200 memory locations
(including 110 factory presets), full programmability
of all parameters and a price tag which brings it in at
under £350, if you don't count the government's bit.
Helping to lift the Alpha above the commonplace is

a built-in sampling facility offering just under two
seconds of sampling time and a pitch transposer
which not only provides an impressive two octaves of

shift, but may be programmed simultaneously with
other effects - including memory -devouring hall reverb

patches. So this competition business might not be
such a bad thing after all.

POWER PLAY
THE FIRST THING you notice about the Multiverb
Alpha is its rather large knob (the great British double

entendre outlives Frankie Howerd). To you and me
this is simply a data entry knob; to ART, however, it is

the Alpha's multi -function rotary encoder. Whatever

They say you can
never have enough
reverb units - and to

keep your options as
wide as ever,
ART offer us the
Multiverb Alpha.
Review by

Nigel Lord.

AND STILL THEY come. More effects
processors than you can shake a MIDI
lead at. There was a time when it was

easy to keep track of effects unit
genealogies; now things are rather
more complex. As more and more machines are
released (often with the models they're intended to

replace still selling well) the punter faces a

made simpler by the inclusion of a two-line LCD and a

large LED for numerical patch identification. Other
hardware includes MIDI In, Out and Thru ports, four

unbalanced standard jacks for stereo input and
output of signals and an external 9V dc supply (the
Alpha is itself mains powered) for connection of the

bewildering variety of prefixes and suffixes to the
universal ". .Verb" common to almost all their

X15 remote MIDI footswitch unit. Input and output

names.

specialised units are beginning to emerge, with

together with three LEDs to indicate signal present
(green), normal (yellow) and clipped (red) states.
Unlike many comparable machines, the Alpha does

models directed exclusively at the guitar, vocal and

not come equipped with a "hard" mix control, but is

studio user. Before you begin to assess the subjective

instead designed to have its dry/effect levels

difference between dark, medium hall reverbs and

programmed individually for each preset.

warm, large room reverbs, you're faced with a
considerable amount of decision making which
in your pocket and (I suspect), by whatever models

Selecting a preset summons forth a patch number
in the LED window and a patch name on the LCD,
with a brief outline of the effects included. In addition
to the aforementioned reverb and pitch transpose

they happen to stock at your local music store.

effects, these are: seven -band equalisation, acoustic

.

Additionally, an increasing number of more

ultimately can only be resolved by the money you have

Latest in the plot to confuse the hell out of
potential purchasers of effects units is the proclivity

towards 20- and 24 -bit processing technology,
"performance" MIDI, and in the case of the new
Multiverb Alpha, the addition of a new acronym - ASIC

- or Application Specific Integrated Circuit, as we in
the trade have been told. What it all adds up to is a

28

you choose to call it, it makes programming easier
and is certainly a tremendous improvement over
increment/decrement buttons.
The reluctant programmer should also find life

levels are controlled by two front -panel sliders

environment simulation, low-pass filtering, flanging,
chorus, panning and delay - all fully programmable
and selectable individually or in combination. Though

some repositioning of effects is possible, the chains
into which they are slotted are preset by the Alpha,

and thus it's not as flexible as it might at first

full 20kHz bandwidth, better than 90dB signal to

appear. But in practice, the chains are quite logical
and preclude the need for constant reassembly every

noise ratio, 50 different effects - six of which may be

time you set up your own patch.
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A 28 -note polyphonic, 30 -voice

workstation with 8 -track
sequencer, 26 drum sounds and
a full-size key, 2 -octave dynamic
keyboard for around £400.

OK,

so we had

a

little help.

The new Novation MM10 master keyboard makes playing and programming Yamaha's
brilliant QY10 a breeze. It's also perfect for other home and studio recording setups.

You'll feel instantly comfortable with the MM10's 2 -octave keyboard (easily transposable
over 8 octaves) plus pitch and modulation wheels. It's battery powered to keep you mobile,
and a dual stereo amplifier drives headphones and speakers.

The Novation MM10 costs just £149.99* and we're pretty sure we've thought of everything.

novation

There's even a convenient slot in the top to take your favourite portable workstation!
*Manufacturer's Suggested Selling Price.

NOVATION ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYSTEMS LTD. PEERLAND HOUSE, 40-42 CHAPEL STREET, MARLOW, BUCKS, SL7 1DD m 0628 481992

As you might expect, the seven -band equaliser
comes first in the chain and offers a healthy 15dB of
cut or boost at 40Hz, 100Hz, 250Hz, 640Hz, 1.6kHz,

be stressed that what the Alpha offers in this
department is likely to be of limited use for vocal
applications and so on, but in terms of thickening
and adding depth or top end to sounds, it fits the bill

4kHz and 10kHz. Gain adjustment is unfortunately
divided into six steps rather than being continuously
variable, but this is still a very usable facility which
benefits from its essentially analogue design (it is

could also say this of the flanger and chorus
stages but we've come to expect this, given the

only controlled digitally, it is not digital in operation).

number of years these have been included in effects

Also offering EQ facilities, though not
programmable, is the Acoustic Environment Simulator
which provides a range of mid- to high -frequency
sound -absorbency simulations intended to recreate

demands they make on processors). Nevertheless,
the Alpha is equipped with two very worthy examples,
and offers control over width, speed and regeneration

the effects of different acoustic environments. Thus,

in the case of the flanger and width, speed and delay

we find such presets as 'Dead Room', 'Heavy

in the case of chorus.

rather well.
I

processors (not to mention the relatively light

Carpet', 'Ceiling Drape' and 'Open Ambience'. Exactly

Both effects may be programmed to occur either

how effective or accurate these are has to be seen in

before or after other delay effects in the Alpha's

terms of their use alongside other effects (most
notably reverberation) - and in relation to cost.
Accurate room simulation doesn't come cheap and
you'd be lucky to find it on units many times the price

preset chains - much depends on the complexity of
the input signal. Obviously, where a relatively pure
signal is present, routing this through the reverb
and/or delay stages first gives the flanger or chorus

of the Alpha.

rather more to work with. And this can make a

Like the seven -band EQ, this is essentially an
analogue stage; digital processing only begins in
earnest with the introduction of the Low Pass Filter

considerable difference in terms of the richness of

which offers some 30 roll -off frequencies to choose
from. There are no further parameter adjustments to

be made here - surprisingly not even for roll -off
amount - but this is, nevertheless, an indispensable

link in the chain of Alpha presets and offers quite
accurate filtering of the effects side of the signal.

the effect.

One processing effect which really does seem to
have come of age recently is that of auto -panning,
and reflecting this, the Alpha offers not only control
over speed and modulation depth (stereo width), but
also makes possible MIDI control over pan position in

real time. Tremelo effects are also available here
and, like pan, can be adjusted for speed and depth,
though have to say I'm damned if I've ever found a
use for tremelo modulation in all the years I've been
I

SHIFT WORK

Reverb, of course, is an altogether different matter

either direction is possible using the Alpha's pitch
transposer, and there's a choice of three types of
transposition also available. Basically, you have to
decide between how clean or smooth you
want the transposition to be and how quick.

and, despite the tremendous strides made by all the
leading manufacturers in recent years, is perhaps the

Though Normal offers a pretty usable

gated - and within this broad division lie three sets of

compromise setting for most applications,
you can also opt for Quick, which, as its
name suggests, provides a shorter

reverb algorithms which vary in terms of complexity

processing delay time (traded against
quality) and Smooth, which results in a

are normally only used in multi -effect setups where

"This is a confident,
assured performer
which, no matter how
many competitors it
may be faced with, will
hold its own for some
time to come."

effect which above all determines the fate of multi effect processors such as this. The Alpha divides its
reverb patches into two main categories - natural and

and quality.

Reverb 1 patches represent the most simple and

cleaner, more precise sound (traded against

quality is not of paramount importance. Reverb 2
patches are more complex (and therefore of higher

speed).

quality) and tend to use longer delay times to

Obviously rhythmic -based sounds require

processing at the faster speed and, being of

brief duration, would probably not require
transposition at such high quality. Synth or
vocal sounds, on the other hand, benefit
from the quality of the Smooth setting, and

in many cases are actually improved by the
introduction of a slight delay in the onset of the
transposed pitch. The choice, as ever, is yours.

30

using signal processors.

AS MENTIONED EARLIER, a full octave of pitch shift in

simulate a more natural reverberatory effect. The
highest complexity/quality reverbs, however, are
found in the Reverb 3 category and are intended to
be selected wherever reverb is used in isolation.

Within each of these categories, you'll find plate,
room, vocal and hall effects of considerable character

and realism - each of them adjustable for decay,
damping, position (front to rear), level and (in the
case of type three reverbs), diffusion. Maximum

Normally, pitch shift is adjusted in half-step

decay time is an impressive 25 seconds and, like the

increments over the two -octave range, but a Fine
facility is also available and offers tuning in six -cent

flange and chorus effects mentioned earlier, it is
possible to place reverbs either before or after any

steps over a range of ±4 semitones. All processing is

delay effects that may be programmed as part of the

strictly mono, I'm afraid, but there is a regeneration

same preset.

function which makes possible incremental pitch
shifts when used in conjunction with delay effects. In

Gated reverbs are also well represented on the
Alpha. Again they're divided into three types and

these days of intelligent pitch shifters, it should also

again, these divisions relate to the level of complexity
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of the reverb. Gate -verb 1 and Gate -verb 2 both

make more sense, but again, apart from real-time

feature forward and reverse -gated algorithms which

control over EQ effects (which is admittedly useful at

are less complex than Gate -verb 3 settings. But

times), cannot see this being considered an
indispensable part of the Alpha's design. This is
particularly true given its reluctance to handle fast

whereas Gate -verb 1 patches are more dense than
Gate -verb 2, they also have shorter delay times. In all
cases you are limited to control over two parameters
(not including level) - decay and diffusion - but there

I

MIDI data changes from external controllers - which I

would have thought the sine qua non of any

is a further choice to make in terms of the decay
envelope, which includes sloped, flat and reverse

performance. Under these circumstances you're too

settings.

message.

And talking of choice, if it's delay you want, you'll
find stereo, regenerative and multi -tap options on the

performance MIDI has yet to be written. As a real-time

menu, each broadly divided into long or short

MIDI device, the Alpha is well appointed but it still has

settings. Of course, delay time is fully adjustable

limitations - perhaps the most important of which is

within these ranges - up to a maximum of 1100ms for

likely to be the user's imagination. We shall see.

frequently confronted with a MIDI Data Error
In many ways,

regenerative and multi -tap effects and 1300ms for
stereo delays - and you'll find a full complement of
control parameters to assist with the accurate setting

I

think the creative chapter of

VERDICT
WITH SO MANY effects processors on the market,

up of DDL patches.

In case you were wondering, independent settings

any new contender is likely to stand or fall on the

for each side of the stereo delay are possible and
combined with this is a high -frequency filter which
allows you to progressively roll off the HF content of

strength of its onboard presets. If creative naming of

delayed signals over successive repeats. In multi -tap

'Summer

mode, repeats can be of progressively lengthened or

shortened spacing and may also be programmed to
increase or decrease in volume.

effects were any measure of their appeal, the
Multiverb Alpha would score highly indeed:

Ballroom', 'Afterburner',
'Glasscutter', 'Watchtower', 'China
Dreams'.
It's all evocative stuff but
.

.

inevitably the Alpha falls some way short of
providing an accurate sonic representation
of this rather emotive language.

FREE SAMPLE
FINALLY, WE COME to what could be considered the

Alpha's ace in the hole - the sampler. With almost

Nevertheless, what we have here is a
very inventive and usable set of presets,
grouped together to provide "areas" of the

two seconds of sampling time available, this is

best effects for percussion, vocal and

clearly going to be a much -used option for those
without samplers or those whose samplers are

guitar applications and so on. Certainly,
they provide an accurate representation of

overburdened by their musical requirements.

what the Alpha is capable of and that,

"The Alpha is the
type of unit which is
bought by those in
need of a good allround effects
processor, and that
is where its real
strength lies."

But a single line in the instruction manual sums up

clearly, is what any set of factory presets is

the Alpha's shortcomings here: "You cannot store an

intended to do. Personal favourites include

audio sample". It's especially annoying when you
learn that using the sampler doesn't preclude the

and 'Smokefilled Bass', though if I were

use of reverb: Type 1 and 2 patches are still available

being honest, I'd have to say I used these less than

and may be combined with samples, providing they're

some of the more utilitarian patches such as 'Natural

of short duration.

Space' and 'Vocal Booth'.

You can edit samples to adjust their start and end
points, tune them, set one-shot or repeat modes and

than give it the all-round thumbs up. This is a

fire them manually, using an audio trigger or via MIDI.

it seems you cannot do is save your hard-earned

All

'Glistening Plate', 'Trail Mix GTR', 'Jetson'

As regards the Alpha itself,

I

can't do otherwise

confident, assured performer which, no matter how
many competitors it may be faced with, will, I'm sure,

work for later use, either internally or via a MIDI

hold its own for some time to come. Even my

dump. Such is life at the budget end of the market you'll just have to save samples on cassette or DAT

criticism over the lack of a sample save option has to

and re -sample them each time you switch on. So near

of this complexity and sophistication, is almost

and yet so far. ..

laughable.

I

have

to

confess

to

being

somewhat

underwhelmed by performance MIDI systems. Even in

a live situation, the prospect of being able to adjust,
in real time, a flanger's regeneration level or reverb
decay time seems unattractive to me. Whether you
consider this a realistic or worthwhile facility or not,
this is what the Alpha's MIDI performance facility is
all about. Up to eight individual parameters may be

be seen in the light of the price tag, which for a unit

The Alpha is the type of unit which is bought by
those in need of a good all-round effects processor

and that, clearly, is where its real strength lies. If

you're not in a position to afford three or four
machines to cover your keyboard, vocal and (perhaps)

guitar effects requirements, look no further than the
Multiverb Alpha. It will not disappoint.

controlled in this way, with recognition of MIDI

Price £399 including VAT.

controllers #0-#120.

More from Harman Audio Ltd, Mill Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: (0753) 576911. Fax: (0753)
535306.

In conjunction with a soft- or hardware -based
sequencer, performance MIDI does perhaps start to
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01/W PRO X
03R/W SYNTHS

While the 88 -note O1/W Pro X keyboard oozes
prestige, the 03R/W module - the first Korg
instrument to incorporate General MIDI in its
spec - espouses popular appeal. Review by
Simon Trask.

sequencer. The M3R was a scaled -down module which

marked the range's only excursion into the sub -£1000
price bracket. The 61 -note T3, 76 -note T2 and 88 -note

T1, meanwhile, were more sophisticated keyboards
which took the range progressively upmarket.

,Now Korg are following the same route with the
Ml's successor, the 01/W, bringing out the 01R/W,
03R/W, 01/W Pro and 01/W Pro X - respectively the
M1R, M3R, T2 and T1 of the new range. The 01/W FD,

which Korg released at the same time as the 01/W,
fills the T3 role - sensibly enough, this time around
Korg want to appeal simultaneously to musicians using

built up a range of instruments based on

computer -based sequencers (with the 01/W) and
musicians preferring the stand-alone workstation

the same technology and design concept.

approach (with the FD version). In this review we'll look

The M1R was a straightforward rack -

at the two instruments at opposite ends of the range the 01/W Pro X and the 03R/W, and concentrate on
how they differ from the 01/W and 01/W FD.

OLLOWING THE SUCCESS of the Ml, Korg

F

mount counterpart, even taking the
unusual step of retaining the synth's onboard
32
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NEW SYNTH SOUNDS FOR

JV8O JD800 01/W
SY/TG SERIES VFX

SQ1/2

MICROWAVE Etc. Etc.

CALL 042 436
ENSONIQ

VFX/VFXsd "Classic" ROM £59 ST Disk £34.95 SD Disk
"Pop/Rock" ROM £59 ST Disk £34.95 SD Disk
SQ1 /SQ2 "Modern Times" RAM

SOUNDCARDS FROM

ROLAND
£34.95
£34.95
£34.95
£34.95
£34.95
£34.95
£34.95

"Modern Times" - ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk
"Synthworld 1" - ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk
"Synthworld 2" - ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk
D70 "Top Ten" ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk
D50/550 "Classic" ROM £55 RAM £79 ST Disk
"Modern" ROM £55 RAM £79 ST Disk
"Experimental" - ROM £55 RAM £79 ST Disk

JV80
JD800

01W + 01W/FD "Modern Times" ROM £64 RAM £79 ST Disk
£39.95
Wavestation "Atmospherics Grooves" ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk £34.95
MI /MIR/T Series "Top Ten" ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk
£34.95
"Modern" ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk
£34.95
"New World" ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk
£34.95
M3R "Classic" ROM £55 RAM £75 ST Disk
£34.95
"Modern" ROM £55 RAM £75 ST Disk
£34.95

£34.95
£34.95
£75

WALDORF
Microwave "Wavetrends" ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk
"Modern" ROM £59 RAM £79 ST Disk

£34.95
£34.95

YAMAHA
SY/TG77 "Hits 1" RAM £79 ST Disk
"HITS 2" RAM £79 ST Disk
SY22/TG33 "Top Ten" RAM £79 ST Disk
"Modern" RAM £79 ST Disk
SY55/TG55 "Chart Mix" RAM £79 ST Disk
DX7/RX I "Best Of" RAM £79 ST Disk
1

£39.95
£39.95
£34.95
£34.95
£34.95
£34.95

KAWAI
K4/K4R "Pop Mix" RAM £45 ST Disk

£29.95

BEATS

COLLECTION
C.D.
AT LAST Prosonics U.K. Present 30 classic drum machines
covering over a decade in

OFTWARE

rhythm now superbly digitally mastered onto
one compact disc featuring:

1P

ROLAND: CR78, TR505, TR606,

TR626, R707,11727,11808
(MULTI SAMPLES), 11909 (MULTI
SAMPLES), R8.

YAMAHA: RX5, RX11, RX21L

KOlh DDD1, ta77, DDM110, DDM220.
DR550, DR.55 (DR.BEAT).

PLUS: SIMMONS 01, LINN 9000, 2,
IIQUINTIAL TOM, ALISIS HR16,HR168,
111, IMU DRUMULATOR, AKAI XR10,XE8,
/1111411M DBX, 01.10NN DIGITAL DRUMS.

AMPLES
0424 436674

OVEN 700 01161NAIDIUN MACHINE SOUNDS
AND AVAILABLE FOR THE EXCLUSIVE

QUINSOFT

PRICE Of JUST

£29.95

Trax Studio Manager - Trax is designed to
handle the day to day running of a studio - the
package includes a set of programs including track sheet, database, address book, invox
accounts, smpte calculations and a disc file

STUDIO SAMPLES

SOUND

We now stock disk

Natural Sound Sampler C.D. Collection

Drums and Percussion - Featuring 559 samples of various
drums and percussion - digitally mastered - with some effects
added.

£39.95

String Orchestra - For all those natural orchestra string sounds.
Digitally mastered and available now
£39.95
Sound Effects - Ideal if natural effects is what you are after - the
finest collection on one C.D.
£39.95
Wind Instruments - Brass, sax, woodwind - an excellent
collection of all your brass section favourites

samples for the following

Akai

51100/1000/950/900,
Dynacord Ads, Emax II,
Ensoniq EPS, Korg

£99.95

indexer.

MKS 70 Editor - A fully featured editor and
librarian for this classic synth - includes a
PG800 type desk accessory editor.
£79.95
K4/R Editor - An easy to use graphic editor
and librarian - allows editing 'for - sounds multis - drums - and effects

£49.95

DSS/DSM1 /T1, Roland

5770/550/330/W30,
Yamaha TX -16W
In all 92 disks are available -

ring for details.

VZ-ED VZ I /10/8 Editor - Unleash the true
Dower of the Casio VZ range of synths
including Hohner clones) with this fully
watured editor
£49.95
Juno 1.2 Editor - A simple to use graphical
editor and librarian for the best Juno synths
ever made.

'atchWorKs
Frederick House, 211 Frederick Road,
Hastings, E. Sussex TN35 5AU
VISA
Telephone 0424 436674

£39.95

(ST) SOFTWARE
Advanced 4 -OP Librarian - A comprehensive

librarian/ voice manager for the following
synths - TX81 Z -DX11 - DS55 - TQ5 - B200 Y5100/200 and the V50 - includes 512
sounds for instant manipulation.
£39.95
FB01 Librarian - This package includes a

librarian/manager and 480 superb velocity
sensitive sounds
£34.95
Quadraverb Tool Kit - The only dedicated
graphic organiser for one of the best ever
selling effects units - the package is supplied
with a selection of new effects and a pocket
tool kit accessory.
£39.95

M1 Tool Kit - Organise those Ml sounds
with this tool kit program - fast graphic
operation - library print out - name sorts
and more
£34.95

SOFTWARE
Virtual Wave (51-) - from Resotek - A sample creation and synthesis program for
the Atari St and MIDI sample users
£99
Viv,ace (ST) - from Desert Software - a MIDI sequencer for the "ST" but this time
with a olitterence
£199
Eractuai Music Composer (ST) - from Fractual Music Ltd - generate music form
Chaos tor ony
£69.75
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to 'Patchworks'.
UK Post FREE. Overseas: Please add £5.00 for Express despatch & carraige
ALL TRADE NAMES ARE THE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE HOLDERS DUE TO THE NATURE OF OUR
PRODUCTS, REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES ARE AT THE SOLE DISCRETION OF 'PATCHWORKS'

01/W PRO X

dedicated or workstation -based, which supports both

ASIDE FROM THE obvious physical differences, both

the MIDI Files file format and the MS.DOS disk
format. You must use 3.5" double -sided double

the 01/W Pro X and the 01/W Pro differ from the

density disks, as, unlike the T -series synths, the Pro

01/W FD (reviewed MT, November '91) only in their

X doesn't support high -density floppies. Also, when
you're formatting a MIDI Files disk on the Pro X, you
must do so using the Format function on the synth's

provision of 10Mb of sample ROM (an extra 4Mb
which contains a second multisampled acoustic
piano and ten more drum and percussion sounds),

their ability to import and export sequences as
Standard MIDI Files and their inclusion of a Solo
function in the sequencer. No doubt FD owners
wouldn't mind having the option of these extras as an
upgrade to their instrument.

Clearly, Korg's primary intention in bringing out the

76 -note Pro and 88 -note Pro X - and it's a laudable
one - is to cater for performers who feel constricted

by the regulation 61 keys of the average synth. The

Pro X has the same performer -friendly wooden
weighted keyboard as the T1 and the company's

Standard MIDI Files Save/Load software page, not
the Format function on its 01/W -specific
Program/Combi/Sequence Save/Load page. As you
might guess, this is because it uses one disk format
for 01/W -specific data and another (MS.DOS) for
Standard MIDI Files data. You can save as many SMF

files to disk as disk space allows. On the Pro X, an
SMF file equates with a single 16 -track Song. The
synth supports both type 0 (one 16 -channel track)
and type 1 (separate tracks maintained) SMF file
formats; most of the time it's the latter you'll want to
use.

I was able to transfer sequences, including tempo

"Korg's primary intention in bringing out the
88 -note Pro X is to cater for performers who
feel constricted by the 61 keys on the

track, successfully in both directions between the Pro

average synth."

converted Pro X files to "Midi" and "MIDJ"

X and Opcode's Mac -based Vision and EZ Vision
sequencing packages, using Apple File Exchange
software to convert files to and from MS.DOS within

the Mac environment, and ResEdit software to
change the file type (BINA) and file creator (mdos) of
respectively, so that Vision and EZ Vision can identify

them as Standard MIDI Files. Although the Standard
SGX1D electronic piano, and matches the T1 in both

MIDI Files format is certainly a good thing, it's

size and weight - not the sort of instrument you'd

important to realise that an SMF file can only act as

want to move often, and then not by yourself. Despite

a "lowest common denominator" link between

its size, the Pro X has the same concise front -panel

different sequencers. You can't expect an SMF file to

user interface as the other 01/W keyboards, which

transfer one sequencer's way of structuring

leaves plenty of flat top -panel space on which you can

sequences to another's. For instance, when the Pro X

rest other bits of gear or spread out sheets of music

saves a Song as an SMF file it replaces any Pattern

or packets of garlic butter. As its keyboard and casing

calls within the sequence tracks with the actual

are the only features which distinguish the Pro X from

Pattern data, removing the Pro X -specific structuring

the Pro, all discussion below of the new sounds and

but also increasing the size of the sequence in the
process - something to bear in mind if you want to
transfer Pro X sequences to another sequencer and

software features can be taken to refer to both
instruments.

The new multisampled acoustic piano is a grand to
the existing piano's upright, a more full-bodied sound

sequence to a sequencer with fewer tracks and a

with a touch more gravitas. But while it's a welcome
addition, considering that most of the extra sample

lower timing resolution and expect it to remain
unaffected. For instance, a 24 -track sequence

memory on the Pro X is dedicated to it, the loops

recorded in Vision becomes a 16 -track sequence on

come in surprisingly soon and aren't as timbrally rich

the Pro X (tracks on the same MIDI channel are

as you might expect; the change on held notes is
subtle but noticeable if you play close attention,

to the Pro X's 96ppqn.

rather than offputting.

Seven of the extra ten drum and percussion

merged) while its 480ppqn timing resolution is scaled

The third additional feature on the Pro X, as

sounds - NewTom 1-4, BrsSnrOtap, BrsSnr Tap and

mentioned earlier, is a Solo function in the onboard
sequencer. To solo a track while the sequencer is in

BrsSnrSwsh - are jazz kit sounds (tight, bouncy toms,

Play or Record or is Stopped, you position the cursor

and snare drum played with brushes), while the other

on the relevant Play/Mute track field of the Rec/Play

three - Guiro S, Guiro L and Quica - are Latin

software page, hold down whichever of the soft

percussion sounds of the rasping and squeaking
kind. Surprisingly, none of these extra sounds are

buttons A -H underneath the LCD screen is located
below it, and press button 3 on the Pro X's numeric

included in the four onboard Drum Kits in the Pro X,

keypad. If you want to switch to another track, you
hold down the relevant soft button and press button
3 again. To revert to playing all recorded tracks, you
hold down any one of the soft buttons and press

which leaves you to discover them by accident rather
than by design.

The Pro X's inclusion of Standard MIDI Files
read/write capability means that sequences can be
transferred via disk between its onboard sequencer
and any other sequencer, whether computer -based,

34

then back into the Pro X. Equally, you can't transfer a

button 2 on the numeric keypad.

As on the 01/W and 01/W FD, you can mute and
unmute individual tracks by using the Value Inc/Dec
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buttons to toggle between Play and Mute settings in
the relevant track field. However, the Pro X adds an
alternative method of track muting using the numeric

arrangement. There are also four onboard ROM Drum
Kits in addition to two programmable Kits.

keypad approach. In this instance, you hold down the

Although it's the baby of the 01/W family, the
03R/W does have one feature which the others

relevant soft button for the track and press button 1

don't, namely General MIDI compatibility. Korg have

to mute the track, or button 0 to unmute it. Although
the manual refers only to keypad buttons 0-3, buttons

GM Sound Set and a Drum Kit which conforms to the

included a Bank of Programs which conforms to the

4-6 and 7-9 also have mute one, play all, and solo
functions. Individual track muting allows you to build

GM Percussion Map (Kit One of the four ROM Kits),

up and break down a sequence one track at a time;
however, the Pro X doesn't allow you to mute and
unmute selected groups of tracks - if you hold down

16 -channel Multi mode. I'll discuss this aspect of the

more than one soft button, it takes whichever of the

and straightforward, but inevitably it's constricted by

buttons you pressed last.

the rackmount format and rather fiddly and laborious
in use. No doubt editing programs will appear for it,

Because there are 16 tracks but only eight soft
buttons, you have to assign either tracks 1-8 or
tracks 9-16 to the buttons. This entails using the

all held in ROM and accessible via MIDI in a
R/W in more detail later on.

The 03R/W's front -panel user interface is logical

but if you like the more physical hands-on approach
and have another £280 to spare, you can buy Korg's

Cursor Up/Down buttons to move the cursor between

RE1 Remote Editor, originally introduced by the

the upper and lower rows of tracks in the LCD page,

company in 1989 to fulfill the same function for the

with two button -presses being required in either

M3R.

direction. However, it strikes me that a faster, more

Rack -mount units have their advantages, too, of

reliable and more elegant method would have been to

course. One is that the format encourages

use the soft buttons in conjunction with keypad

buttons 0-3 for tracks 1-8 and buttons 4-7

manufacturers to put any card slots on the front
panel, where they're readily accessible. This is

(duplicating the functions of buttons 0-3) for tracks

exactly what Korg have done with the R/W's PCM and

9-16.

Program card slots. In contrast, the keyboards in the

When you mute a track, the Pro X initiates MIDI
Note offs for all active notes and then disregards all

01/W range have their card slots tucked away on the

further notes; this means that active notes will

panel's rear edge to help you find their location.

continue to sound for the duration of their envelope
release stage. In practice, track muting and track
soloing on the Pro X work very smoothly, though you
do need to "unsolo" a track just before, rather than
on, the beat in order for the muted tracks to come

rear panel, with no legends inscribed on the front
Despite having one less megabyte of sample ROM

than the 01/W, the 03R/W has the same number of
Multisounds, multisamples and waveforms (255) and

only five fewer Drum sounds (113 to the 01/W's

118). In fact, the R/W actually loses 46 of the

back in on the beat without a glitch in timing; in

01/W's sounds (39 from the Multisound list, seven

practice this is something you soon develop a feel

from the Drum Sound list). These are typically

for.

One thing you can't get around is the fact that
mutes and solos aren't recordable as part of a Pro X
Song. It's beyond me why, in this day and age, some

manufacturers persist in seeing them only as live
performance features, not as an integral part of the
composing and recording process.

"With the 03R/W Korg have come up with a
relatively affordable rack -mount version of the
01/W which manages not to lose out all that
much on its sounds."

03R/W
AT THE OPPOSITE end of the new range, the
economies made on the 03R/W in the name of
affordability are surprisingly few. Aside from the

variations on other sounds which have been retained

obvious ones, which are in the nature of the

sounds, all of which have been added because

instrument (reduced size, reduced front -panel

they're required by General MIDI; Sitar, Shamisen,

accessibility, and no onboard sequencer, disk drive or

Koto and Shakuhachi appear in the R/W's Multisound

footpedal and footswitch inputs), the R/W loses 1Mb

list, Taiko Drum and Gt Scratch (guitar fret noise) in
both the Multisound and Drum Sound lists.

of sample ROM compared to the mid -range

on the R/W, so the losses don't mean fewer sound
categories covered. The expander also gains six new

instruments (5Mb instead of 6Mb), together with one

But how can there be 40 fewer actual sounds when

Program Bank, one Combi Bank, and the

there are only five fewer sounds listed? The answer

Waveshaping and Emphasis features found in all the

lies in the way the 03R/W (like the 01/W instruments

other instruments of the range. But there are no

and the M- and T -series before them) controls the

compromises in sound quality, and, with the

assignment of samples to its Drum Kits. Where

exception of Waveshaping and Emphasis, the

Roland synths, for instance, typically allow any of the

Program and Combi architectures are the same (so,
unlike the M3R, the R/W keeps the two oscillators

available samples to be incorporated into a Kit, the

per Program of its more expensive relatives), as is

contained in the Drum Sound list. You can assign a

the effects processing and the audio output

Drum Kit to any R/W Program by first selecting
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03R/W restricts its Drum Kits to the samples
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Drums in the Osc Mode edit page, while for other
instrumental sounds you select Single or Double and

then assign sounds from the Multisounds list. But
what if you want to include one or more Multisounds

in a Kit, or pitch a Drum sound across the keyboard

in a Single- or Double -oscillator Program? Korg
provide a solution of sorts by including some of the
Multisounds in the Drum Sound list and some of the

Drum sounds in the Multisounds list - restricted
choice, in other words. The number of Multisounds is

hibernating for a while, General MIDI is a spec,
agreed between the JMSC and the MMA, which
defines a Sound Set of 128 Instruments covering
16 Instrument Groups consisting of eight sounds
each, together with a single Percussion Map and
performance parameters governing polyphony,

made up to 255 by including 28 more sounds from
the Drum Sound list (Taiko Drum and Gt Scratch
among them) than the 01/W instruments do, and
adding non -transposed versions of seven of these

multitimbral access and voice allocation.

sounds (the idea being that you can use, say,

individual manufacturer, you are at least assured
that, to give a couple of examples, sending MIDI

HandClpsNT as a fixed -pitch percussive attack for
another sound in a two -oscillator Program, the R/W
not having an actual fixed -pitch setting among its
oscillator parameters).

Although in absolute terms the 03R/W has fewer
samples than the 01/W instruments, it also gives
you sonic possibilities within the context of Single and Double -oscillator Programs which the other

Although the actual sound source, the method of

sound generation, the implementation of effects
processing and the choice of effects are up to each

patch change #1 to a GM instrument will always call

up a sound which is recognisable as an acoustic
grand piano, or that sending patch change 56 will
always call up an orchestral hit sound. Similarly,
sequenced rhythm patterns will always trigger the
same types of sound because all GM instruments

use the same drum map. The GM spec also

instruments don't - sort of a swings -and -roundabouts

requires 16 -channel MIDI multitimbral response, a

situation. However, it does lose out sonically over the

minimum of 24 voices, dynamic voice allocation
across the channels, and one Instrument to be

more expensive instruments in its omission of
Waveshaping. This isn't a minor omission, as
Waveshaping significantly expands the sonic
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03R/W & GM
THE 03R/W IS one of the first instruments to
implement General MIDI. In case you've been

assigned per channel (except for channel 10, which
is reserved for the Percussion Map). Additionally,

vocabulary of the other instruments in the range,

there are a couple of messages for turning GM

allowing you to create timbres which you couldn't get

mode on and off.

by playing around with filter settings. In particular, it's

On power -up and whenever it receives a GM On

effective as a means of increasing not only the range

message via MIDI, the R/W automatically sets

of drum and percussion sounds at your disposal but

default values on all 16 channels in Multi mode for

also, effectively, the number of Drum Kits - because

level, pan position, transpose amount, detune

the same Kit used in two or more Programs can be

amount, pitchbend range and MIDI patch change

made to sound very different, as Waveshaping

filter, and assigns Program GO1 to MIDI channels 1-

settings are Program -specific.

9 and 11-16 and the GM Percussion Map (referred
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FOR THE BEST DEALS
CALL US NOW ON

EDDIE MOORS MUSIC LTD

0202 395135

679 CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH BH7 6AE

EXT. 125
NEW PRODUCTS
Roland JV80
Roland JV30
Roland JW50
Roland A30
Roland SC155
Roland DJ70
Yamaha Tg100
Allen&Heath GS3
KorgOIW PRO X

CALL FOR INFO.

THE SOUND INVESTMENT

THE LARGEST MUSIC SHOP ON THE SOUTH COAST

ROLAND JX-1 SYNTHESIZER

SYNTHESIZER

£299

£499

afri(rt-o

Aveo
it;4441/OR

sroco
,Laay

EXPANDER

Dar Rff

04/a
£299

06177

32 sampled sounds /voice combinations
variable synth controls voice layering
61 note touch sensitive keyboard midi

If you are interested
YAMAHA SY-55 KEYBOARD
in products from
any of the following
£675
manufacturers, we
MA16/4 64strongly advise you
RANI
64RDS
to contact us now!!
NOW
Our bulk purchasing
£49
power means we can
always offer you the 8 track sequencer 16 part multitimbral
lowest possible prices. velocity sensitive keyboard after touch
61 drum samples programable effects
AKAI, ENSONIQ,
KORG, ALESIS,
YAMAHA, ATARI,
C -LAB, ART, EMU,
FOSTEX, TASCAM,

KAWAI K4

ROLAND MV -30 STUDIO -M

256 16 bit digital voices 16 digital FX
8 part multitimbral 61 drum sounds
velocity sensitive keyboard after touch

YAMAHA TG77

EXPANDER

£799
All the sonic power of the SY 77
8 seperate outs 16 part multitimbral
real time midi editing programableFX

ROLAND U-20

KEYBOARD

£649
/WO

KURZWIEL, JBL,
ROLAND, ZOOM.
plus many more.

,eolefivou220
EXPANDER

NOW OAff

£449

SPECIALS
Casio DA 100 Dat £349
Tascam 688 8 -Track £???
£345
Quadraverb GT
Tascam 238 8 -Track £999
Proline 16-4-8 mixer £999
Art multiverb LT
£159

16 track sequencer 50,000 note storage
Auto mix down Tape sync Disc drive
220 RS-PCM sounds built in effects

31 notes poly 6 part multitimbral
128 RS-PCM sounds built in effects
velocity sensitive keyboard after touch

CASIO DA -7

QUADRAVERB +

NEW AND USED Now only £339
KorgWavestation £749
Digital I/O
Roland D 70
£1299
Full
subcode
Sony DTC 750ES £425
SteinburgCubase £325
Art multiverb alpha £325
Korg M1
£859
Teac DAP 20
£439
Steinberg Cubeat £139
C -Lab Unitor 2
£225
C -Lab Notator
£325
Roland RD250S £799

Mic pre -amp

DAT RECORDER

Now only

£299
111111ft,

AKAI S-1000

CAI

SAMPLER
gES'7744leff#0,9
DEVEOPRONS
FOR Swoo,Slix

111111

E1.1-.BCTS

SUM_ I1I

441,96'95o.PKONE

FORDEMS.

Full Range Of Akai Samplers In Stock

The market leader.Now down in price

YAMAHA FX 500 EFFECTS
Now only

£249

91Memories
Reverb, delay,
compre ssor, ect.

1111111111.1111w..-

to by Korg as Program 129) to channel 10. However,

this doesn't mean that you're confined to using just

GM Programs in Multi mode - GM and non -GM
Programs can be freely mixed, or you can use just
non -GM Programs if you want.

waveforms. All in all, 75 of the R/W's GM Programs
use two oscillators.
So what's the problem? Well, here we come to a

contentious issue which, in all fairness, goes
beyond the 03R/W. The GM spec specifies that

Equally, GM Programs aren't confined to Multi
mode, but can be played individually in Program
mode (where, incidentally, they adopt their own
individual programmed effects settings rather than
the global effects settings of Multi mode) and as
part of a split/layer texture in Combi mode. In Prog
Play mode, you can quickly switch between the

there should be a minimum of 24 voices available
simultaneously, but doesn't define what it means by

R/W's GM and non -GM Program Banks by pressing

following on page 128 of the R/W's manual: "Tone
generator: 32 voices, 32 oscillators (single mode);
16 voices, 32 oscillators (double mode)". To Korg,

the front -panel button labelled, not surprisingly,
Bank. Also, although they're stored in ROM, GM
Programs can be edited and the results stored in
the R/W's RAM Program Bank.

"voice". Consequently, whether or not a GM
instrument can use two -oscillator Programs and still

be GM -legitimate hinges on whether you interpret
voice to mean "oscillator" or "note". Ironically, Korg

implicitly rule against themselves by stating the

voice means note.

What it comes down to is that the GM spec as it

The overall result is a very smooth integration of
General MIDI and GM Programs into the broader,
01/W -based environment of the 03R/W. However,
there are some problems with Korg's

stands doesn't guarantee that a GM instrument will

implementation of GM. For one thing, the R/W's
sample ROM doesn't provide four of the sounds

especially now that multimedia is opening up
possibilities for composers) is presented with a

"The 03R/W loses out in its omission of
Waveshaping - a feature which significantly
expands the sonic vocabulary of the other
instruments in the range."

be able to play at least 24 notes. Consequently,
anyone producing MIDI sequences specifically to run

on any GM instrument (a market in the making,

problem: how many notes can they use at once in a
sequence without running the risk that notes will be
dropped out by one or another GM instrument? On

the 03R/W it would have to be 16 rather than 24,
on another GM instrument it might be more or it
might be less. And it's no good thinking that this
problem will go away once we have 64 -oscillator
synths, because manufacturers of GM instruments
will then be tempted to provide three -oscillator and
four -oscillator GM sounds.

required by the GM Percussion Map, namely short

and long guiro and mute and open cuica. Their

THE MAIN REASON for wanting to buy an 01/W Pro X

which are carried over from the 01/W's sample

as opposed to one of the cheaper instruments in the

ROM - suggesting that Korg are more interested in

01/W range - indeed, the main reason for its

preserving compatibility with the 01/W than with

context of a rhythm pattern these are different

existence - has to be its 88 -note wooden weighted
keyboard. This and the solid, imposing casing make
an already classy synth even classier and are bound

sounds which create a different effect - a fact I can
attest to, having tried out the same rhythm pattern

to appeal to performers. The software additions are
worthwhile, and help to enhance the overall flexibility

on the R/W and Roland's JV30, which has the

of the instrument.

General MIDI. It's a small point, perhaps, but in the

correct sounds. Still, if you wanted to be clever you

With the 03R/W Korg have come up with a

could argue, with some justification, that, even
where two GM instruments both conform to the
spec, they're still using different samples, and

relatively affordable rack -mount version of the 01/W,

therefore different sounds, which have a different
effect.

Given the large number of samples which Korg

minus sequencer, which manages not to lose out all

that much on its sounds. If money's not too tight to
mention, and you're trying to decide between an

03R/W and an 01R/W, the choice is essentially
between the extra sonic flexibility provided by

were able to use for their GM Programs on the
03R/W, it's perhaps not surprising that many of
these Programs use two oscillators. After all, it's
natural that a manufacturer should want to make

Waveshaping on the 01R/W and the more general
musical advantages of General MIDI on the 03R/W.

their instrument sound as good as possible, and if a

£2450; 01/W Pro X, £2999; RE1 Remote Editor for

combination of two sounds can do the job better
than one sound, then two oscillators it will be. At
the same time, fewer GM -specific samples will be
needed if a GM sound can be created out of two

03R/W, £280; SRC512 RAM card, £89; XSC and
USC PCM/Performance card pairs, £145 per pair;
XPC and UPC Performance cards, £39 each. All

other sounds; for example, Jazz Guitar (G27) on the

More From Korg (UK), 8-9 The Crystal Centre.

R/W has been created - very effectively - from an

Elmgrove Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 2YR. Tel:
081-427 3397. Fax: 081-861 3595.

acoustic bass sample and one of the expander's VS
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places in the Map are taken by, respectively, short
and long shaker and high and low scratch, sounds

Prices 03R/W, £999; 01R/W, £1499; 01/W Pro,

prices include VAT.
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Roland RES

71..2.WD/ft 2Bars ,orn

C39. 6a 3nth
Deposot E199 36 a C3

63

Total price C1625

APR 193%

ABC
EXCLUSIVE

Roland D70

PP.
Korg 01/W & 01/WFD NEW
Al square synthesis
Built-in sequencer
Amazing sounds
Muni-timbral / 4 outputs
2 built-in digital tx banks

Sound superb and immensely
powerful! ABC has the deal...
76 weighted velocity &
aftertouch sens keyboard
Advanced LA synthesis
30 voice polyphony
Six -part multi timbral

Korg Wavestation AO NEW

Advanced Vector
synthesis

Stunning PCM sounds
External audio processing

Built-in digital effects
64 patch configurations
128 tones, 128 rhythm set-ups
NEW and boxed.

1299

Buy NOW and Save £676

6 simultaneous digital to

Anatek
Roland JV-30

Ultimate Support
Apex Column

NEW £789

61 -key velocity sensitive
RC-PCM and Di sounds
Access 445 sounds
Easy tone editing

16 part multi timbral
18 Superb Drum sets
Built in digital effects
Layers, dual 6 Splrt sound

£1109c*I0

Pocket Filter
£29.95
Pocket Channel
£29.95
Pocket Transpose £49.95
Pocket Record
£49.95
Pocket Split
£39.95
Pocket Sequencer £99.00

par

SAVE £70!!

Only C899
Roland U-20
Advanced Vector
synthesis
Stunning PCM sounds
External audio processing
6 simultaneous diggal fx

Cheetah SX16

Steinberg Cubase 3 NEW
64 track sequencer
Resolution 384ppqn
New Scorewnting module
with page overview. chord
symbols loads more

16bit Stereo Sampler, 48KHz to
6KHz rates

Multi timbral, 8 voice

Plays Akai S900, S1000
sample disks
Hurry last few left at this price

16bit Stereo for less than

polyphonic, 8 outputs.
Velocity sensitive with
Yamaha TG100

Enhanced MIDI spec
Simple RAM upgrades
Faster than 1040
50mb internal hard disc

NEW

512K RAM expandable to 2MB

200 AWM voices. 8 kits
16 part multi-timbral
XI note polyphony
On board MacABM MIDI

'579

£6000

Crossfades

Buy NOW and Save £220

attertace

Roland MV30

option

220 super built in RS-PCM
sounds
30 voice polyphony, 8 part
multi-timbral
50,000 note 16 track sequencer
(8internal 8 external tracks)
Multiple record methods

New 14" monitor
TOS 2.06 desk top

Built-in reverb. delay, chorus
Tape sync built-in
Automatic mix -down

Last few left at this price!!

Buy NOW and Save £700!!!

£89

9

Bargains Galore
Waldorf Microwave C395
Erns Proteus EPS
C999
Emu Proteus 3 World C875
Novation MM10
Master keyboard for use
wrth the Yamaha CIY10 In
Stock at only
f149

Akai

Save

We stock a good range
of Akai samplers

S950. S1000, 51000
playback etc

Call for very special
discounts.

The nations best
equipped, most
professionally staffed, top
quality music stores!!

0372

468114

Instant Despatch + Buy with confidence.
7 day money -back guarantee!

sic

Yamaha EMP100
150 digital FX programs
(including pitch shift!),
2 fx available at once
Superb sound quality. Save ££

189

At ABC Music You Get:
Fantastic deals, the latest products, extended 3 year
warranty (at extra cost), low cost finance (ask for
details), fully trained staff, friendly service.

Bristol

Addlestone

Oxford

5 mins Junction 11 M25
14-16 High Street Tel: 0932 854877

M40 from Birmingham open.
44 St Clements Tel: 0865 724820

Kingston

Slough

Exeter

NEW SUPERSTORE NOW OPEN!
56 Surbiton Road Tel: 081 546 9877

Junction 6 on the M4. FREE Parking.
324 Farnham Road Tel: 0753 822754

The South West's Leading Music Store.
68 Bartholomew St West Tel: 0392 425125

-

-

Off Whiteladies Road, Clifton
f32 Alma Vale Road Tel: 0272 238200

Pascal Gabriel's Dance Samples

MasterBits Sampling Collection

Pascal Gabriel is one of the leading lights on the
current dance scene. He has worked with such

Sampling Collection 500 - M1 - D50 - K1 - K5 - K1000
Sampling Collection 600 - MicroWave - Ti - Proteus - K4 -

well-known names as Bomb The Bass, S Express, Coldcut, Jimmy Somerville, Erasure,
EMF, and many more. This CD is different to any
other available. It is NOT A COMPILATION of sounds from last
year's records, but a resource of new sounds to help you make the
HIT RECORDS OF NEXT YEAR. People are describing it as
'fabulous', 'fresh', and 'superb value'. In the past a library like this
would take years to build-up and a huge amount of work and skill
to achieve. Now it can be yours in days for only £491 - Why wait!
"...house gold dust...breaks new ground..." - MT
Dec '91.M "...off -beat, quite distinctive, and high!
usable. Better still you almost certainly won't have
heard them before...useful and memorable...a

NOW that's what I call Sampling!

MiniMoog - TR808 - HR16 - Linn 9000 - Plusl
VFXsd - VS - Xpander

Plus!

Sampling Collection 700 - WaveStation - SY77 - SY22
TR909 TR606 - Prophet V Elka Synthax - Plus!

Series that is respected Worldwide as the

Sampling Colle lion 800 - VFX - PX1000 - HX1000 - R8 - Matrix 1000 MKS70 - Plus!

Sampling Collecton 900 - Just Released! - Emu Procussion JD800 - SV99 01/W - Plus loads more!

Sampling Collection 1000 - Coming Soon Kurzweil K2000 - Extended JD800
- Plus!

Each volume cost £29. Buy the set of five for just £125.

MasterBits Climax Collection
Climax Collection Volume One - Just Vocals - 664
Samples - A range of vocalists and styles featured - from

Motown to Opera! Sustained, Percussive & Freestyle

revelation... uniformly excellent... the basis for man

Vocals.

a hit. - SOS, Jan, '91. Used by Pet Shop Boys,

Climax Collection Volume Two - Classic - 551 Samples

AMG are proud to introduce the World's first
compilation sample CD. This CD acts as an
ideal introduction to the HitSound Producer

market leader.

It

is

also a superb

supplementary volume for people already
successfully using Producer Series CDs as
it features around 50 NEW samples from
each of the existing Producer Series artists

namely Pascal Gabriel (Bomb The
Bass/S-Express/lnspiral Carpets/EMF etc.)

Orchestral samples recorded with the Gothenburg

Danny Cummings & Miles Bould (Dire

Propaganda, and Technotronic Loads of Drum & Percussion
Loops & Breaks Guitar Hooks and FX Vocal Riffs & Effects

Symphony Orchestra. Typically 3 performance styles from every instrument in
the Orchestra, tut range of pitches at intervals of a minor third.

Hits, Scratches & Drop -Ins II Countless Snares and Kicks III Synth

Climax Collection Volume Three - Guitar - New - A wide range of guitar

FX &Basses Brass & String Hits, FX and Runs! Film & Media
Snatches Orchestral Effects III And Much, Much, Much More!

Climax Collection Volume Four - Grooves - Coming Soon! - RY30 Grooves,

Turner/Beloved/Julia Fordham) Ill Dave

full details as we get them!
Each volume costs £45. Buy at three for just £120.

Ruffy (Sinead O'Connor/Alison Moyet/Mica

Over 1000 Samples, 72:23 minutes

samples including HM and Soul. Single notes plus highly processed licks.

Rhythm of Life
If your shrink fires the word 'Percussion' at you,
and you know your onions, then you're likely to
respond - 'Danny Cummings'. Currently on tour

Volume One - Guitar samples from hard rock to funk -

OSERSCHALL Synths - Samplers - Mellotron - Holophonic effects and much
morel- 787 samples.
Volume Two - Drums - Holophonic samples - percussion FX - Synths - 921 samples.
Each volume costs £45 or buy both for just £80.

with Dire Straits, the man's got a well-earnt
reputation the size of an overweight elephant. Here he is joined by
the emerging talent of Miles Bould with devastating results. This

MasterBits Special Editions
Klaus Schultze Sampling CD
Numbered Limited Edition featuring countless rare synths
plus RSS samples Over 25 years of synthesis! Featuring: -

CD shows why George Michael, Pet Shop Boys, Tina Turner,
Julia Fordham, John Martyn, The Beloved, ABC, and many
more have chosen these guys to give them the groove. We

£75.

presented them with 8 backing tracks and recorded their
performances to multi -track. After extensive editing and remixing,
in some cases incorporating Roland's RSS processing, we have
compressed these sessions onto one CD. Now you can give your
productions the ultimate groove. Get this CD and get a taste of the
best in percussion. There's nothing else in it's class. Around 55

Dancin' Dave Ruffy's Drum Samples

available for the Synclavier.
MASTERBITS SOUND SHOW DEMO CD - £10 (refundable)

samples from the Pure & Old Gold Synth,
and Guitar CDs.

Guitar licks & Orch Hits! Scratching, Sci-Fi FX! Over
110 vocoder, robot and computer noises! Loads of hooks
and vocal samples! IN All on one brand new CD from France
- £55 fully inclusive. Volume Two Coming Soon.

Volume 2 features TR-Loops and Kraftwerk-style electro
loops! Sample Wave Sounds & Textures 1 & 2 - Prophet

SOS, May 92. Over 263 hits and 140 loops, 70:53 minutes

Snares, Kicks, Hats, Toms, and Cymbals Performance
Velocities - 4 or more! Miking Variations IIII Modern Usable Drum
Sounds RSS Samples II PLUS over 140 brand new hot drums

loops - too good to sell! Live & Sequenced Loops! and Much
More! Superb value at Just £491

Coldcut's Kleptomania! Volume One
Coldcut are regarded by many as the UK's most
innovative dance artists/remixers. Aside from their
own successful recording career and Kiss FM
radio show, many will know them for launching the
careers of both Lisa Stansfield and Yazz - now
established as international stars. Apart from one or two classics

this CD once again conforms to our policy of
placing originality as our top priority. If you're
serious about making dance music you're sure to
be on the look out for hot new samples to make
The Music of Now', not a rehash of the past. As

with our Pascal Gabriel CD - If you want
inspiration, originality and the freshest sounds around. Look no
further. IIII"Coldcut's samples are raw, wicked and packed into the
terraces...the quality of the music content is very high...quite
brilliant, and definitely going into my S770...this CD represents
another 'must have' for any serious dance enthusiast." - SOS, May
92 The finest selection of ultra -rare loops ever compiled - over
400 unbelievable loops! Male & Female Spoken & Sung Vocals
Coldcut's Exclusive - Hed & HPN Samples Superb range of

mega scratches! Media snatches, FX, Robot Vox Full
selection of drum & perc samples Hits, Stops, Breaks, Synth &
Bass samples BEYOND DESCRIPTION - HIGHLY USABLE! Superb value at Just £49! "Say Kids! What time is it?" Over
1165 Samples, Over 73 minutes

Forthcoming PRODUCER SERIES SAMPLING CDs:
Volume 5 - Samplography by Pete Gleadall
Pete Gleadall is one of the UK's most accomplished programmers.
Best known for his work with Pet Shop Boys and George Michael.

Volume 6 - Skip to my Loops By Norman Cook
Volume 7 - Neil Conti's Funky Drums from Hell
Volume 8 - The Art of Sampling by JJ Jeczalik

Cannibals) JJ Jeczalik - The Art of

17 'Song Kits' featuring 200 riffs III 75 Loops from acid
house to live funk! 170 drum and 120 percussion samples!

sounds. This CD is the result of exhaustive
recording sessions with top session drummer

good...patterns employed cover a wide range of styles...He more
or less has a beat for all seasons, including emulations of many
commonly used breaks, and there are no copyright problems." -

Pete Gleadall (Pet Shop Boys/George
Michael)
Norman Cook (Beats
International/James Brown/Fine Young

Features,

AudioQuest SAMPLE IT!

ever use drums - you need this CD! "Recording quality is

plus previews of
forthcoming CDs which won't be duplicated
when are released. Artists set to feature are

Ian Curnow (Talk Talk/PWL). Plus new

DANCE SERIES 1 by Megamidi

There are a number of drum sample CDs on the
market. Their quality varies, we felt they were all
somewhat out of touch with current trends in drum

David Fluffy and features modern acoustic drum sounds. Dave's
worked with some of the best in the biz - Sinead O'Connor, Mica
Paris, Yazz, Nenah Cherry, Prefab Sprout, Aztec Camera, and
World Party to name but a few. Not only does this CD feature
what we believe to be the finest and most modern set of drum
samples - but also some brand new loops that are really far too
good to make so widely available. If you've a sampler and you

Stansfield/Yazz)

Noise Neil Conti (Bowie/Level 42/Robert
Palmer/Primal Scream/Thomas Dolby)

Peter Siedlaczak's Orchestra Library - Soon!
Cd full of full orchestra hits, runs, swells, etc. originally only

minutes of percussion grooves in 8 styles Unparalleled
performance and recording quality RSS Samples plus Mixes
PLUS an extremely comprehensive collection of single hits and
Much Morel Superb value at Just £49! Instant Inspiration!

Paris/Neneh Cherry) Coldcut (Lisa

Uberschall Collection

Danny Cummings' & Miles Bould's

Straits/George Michael/Pet Shop Boys/Tina

Breaks, Grooves & Rhythms 1 & 2 - Superb selection of

newly created loops that sound as if they're off vinyl!,

VS. Vocoder samples and more. Classic Synths &
Beatboxes 1,2, 3 & 4 - Featuring such classics as the

That means Loads of RED HOT Loops
Hundreds of choice drums and percussion

hits III Specially selected Synth Sounds

High quality Guitar samples A huge
collection of classic dance samples - vocals,

FX, and loads more! Absolute exclusives
from proven artists plus specially recorded

Jupiter 8, MiniMoog. Prophet V, TR808, TR909, and many many more. Cal for
details on each olume. FX's & Bizarre Samples! & 2 - A collection of
natural and synth sized effects - sonic icing for your music. £39 per CD

sessions by the finest musicians All on
one superb CD! As if this was not good

HitSound CDs - £35 each or £90 for the set of three

enough we are actually giving this CD away
FREE with every order*.

Volume One - Pure Gold Synth " assorted pad and atmosphere sounds
include some sitinn,hg textures. and these are complemented by a superb

range of bass sounds, and some quite surprising, quirky sounds doffed
around...All in all. a good mix of high-class bread and butter sounds with a hefty
dose of sonic icing on top." - SOS, Sept 1991. 490 of the best samples in
Vaihala's International Gold Series from WaveStation, T -Series, 070, M1, VFX,
SY77, SY55, D50 and Morel

Volume Two - Old Gold Synth 'This volume is a (Gold)mine of glorious
sounds that. whilst certainly biased towards dance music, should be useful to
anyone with a sampler and a little imagination." - SOS, Sept 1991. A huge
collection of classic synths - ARP2600, Moogs, MC202, Octave Cat, MKS70,
Xpander and many morel Superb synths, superb sounds all on one £35 CD
ready to sample! 721 Samples, 63:44 minutes

Volume Three - Guitar '...instantly useable...perfect for creating a basic
'instant rock guitarist' on your sampler...Things get even better.. Its really just
like having a good selection ,ii words from which to sample useful snatches of
guitar, but without all the ce..
on lop." - SOS. Sept 1991.
-

'...devastating results...Handle with care. highly recommended." - Music
Technology, Oct 1991. Chords, Bends, Solos, Licks and Effects from Electric,
Was Wah, Acoustic and 12 String Guitars Clean and dirty versions! 605+
Samples, 63:18 minutes - Just £35.
II 'Altogether or individually, the HitSound CDs offer good value for money...an
excellent start in bringing a great selection of expensive -sounding and highly
usable instrument sounds to anyone with access to a sampler" - SOS, Sept
1991.

BEST?
1. ORIGINALITY - Funky Drummer is NOT
featured. We want to give you new samples

that YOU CAN USE. That means good
value too.
2. QUALITY - Big names with reputations to

maintain. These guys aren't going to give
you any crap.

3. RELIABILITY - We've been producing
CDs for longer than anyone else in the UK
and we intend be doing them for years to
come. Therefore we have the ability and
desire to make EVERY CD a cracker.

McGill University Master Samples
Eleven CDs featuring the most complete collection of acoustic samples ever
compiled. Every instrument features full chromatic sampling and range of
performance styles. Each CD comes with a manual that covers the entire
series. Each CD costs £49. 1 - 2 - 3 - III 4 - Rock Drums & Tympani 5

- 6 -7 - 8 - Jazz Sounds 9 - More of Vols 1-3

Why are Producer Series CDs the

10 - Pipe Organ

11

-

Historical Instruments. Please call for full details.

Sonic Images Sample CDs
Six CDs from Germany. Compiled in conjunction with Chris Frankes of
Tangerine Dream. 1 - Drums, Perc & Musical FX 2 - Percussion Special
3 - Stack Sounds A 4 - Stack Sounds B 5 - Musical Effects 6 - Grand
Pianos. CDs cost £25 each or buy the set of 6 for £125.

MasterBits DAT-RAM
These DATs contain well over 300 Megabytes of ready to use samples for your
Akai 51000/S1100 fitted with the 18104 Digital 10 board and any DAT player
featuring digital output. Samples are quick to audition and use. Three volumes
are now available - Each for the new low price of just £199, please call for more
details on each of them.

You can't please all the
people all the time - but
over 99%* isn't bad!
*based on UK sales of Pascal Gabriel and Coldcut dance sample CDs against
any complaints received. Please beware of inferior imitations.

To get your copy of 'Now that's what

call Sampling!"
simply order any product currently held in stock by AMG
and we will supply your order along with your free copy
I

of "Now that's what call Sampling!'. This offer is
applicable against any sampling CD, synth card,
I

software, expansion, etc. order but NOT MIDI
CD-ROM
We have Optical Media's CD-ROMs for Akai, Emu and Ensoniq samplers in
stock including the amazing Denny Jaeger Violin Library - over 1500 Meg of
violin samples for the E3, S1000/1100, EPS or SampleCell. A demo CD is

available for £10. Please call for details of our full range. The HitSound
Producer Sample CDs should also be released later in the year - please call to
express your interest!

sequences. This offer is only available in the UK. AMG
reserve the right to reject any order. One one CD per
household. Any customers who have already ordered
'Now that's what I call Sampling!' should contact AMG to
arrange for their FREE copy. Enjoy your CD!

Editing Software for the Atari ST
rom EMC - Einstein Music
oftware
he most up-to-date range of synth editors on the

arket today, also offering superb value for

oney. Synths supported include - SY55,
U20/220, D10 Series, K4, M1, M3R, Proteus 1/2, D70, JX1, D50,
K1, VFX, 0B8, LXP5, PCM70, etc. with programs being added all
the time!
"Impressive...it's a competent, comprehensive program which
can be highly recommended to anyone...it could well be selling for
two to three times the amount - it really represents excellent value
for money. Buy it before they read this and put the price up." Music Technology SY/TG55 Review, May 91.

CM AUTOmation MX816 MIDI Automation
System
CM AUTOmation's new MX816 is a breakthrough in terms of
affordability, simplicity and quality. It brings MIDI controlled
mixing & muting into everyone's reach for the first time. It's unique

memory features allow it to be used in the studio or live with
equal success. The MX816 can be programmed and controlled by

any MIDI device and then used independently if desired. High
quality dbx VCA system Separate receive channel for patch
change MI 8 or 16 channel versions, easily upgradable III Channel

mute assignable to key number Compatible with any MIDI
sequencer S/N better than 95dB No need for expensive
custom wiring Frequency response 10Hz-30kHz +/- 1dB Mute
& Max buttons for easy manual control Dynamic range better

SY/TG55 Editor/Manager - £55 K4 Editor/Manager - £55

than 106 dB 100 internal memories to store and recall

SY22fTG33 Editor/Manager - AVAILABLE NOW - £55 III U20/220

snapshots Noise level better than -95 dB 28 internal pre-

Editor/Manager - £55 LXP1/5 Editor/Manager - £55

programmed autofades, up or down All outputs in phase with
inputs Groups of 8 channels are summed to produce mix/send

D10G0/5/110 Series Editor/Manager - £55 D70 Editor/Manager

- £89 M1/M3R Manager/Combi Editor - £55 Proteus 1/2

out, in addition to each channel's in/output

Editor/Manager - £75 II Please call for full details and prices! All
programs run under M.ROS and SoftLink and require a hi-res
mono monitors and at least 1 Meg (except the K1 Manager) of

Double Dutch's SAM -1 Sample Expander for

RAM.

This new expander fulfills a range of important functions: II

Uni-Man from Zadok
Uni-Man is probably the most universal generic editor/librarian
ever developed for the Atari ST. It has proved a huge success in
Europe and now as it's 1992 it's time we had it in the UK! Uni-Man

comes with over 40 device adaptors (call for details of synths
supported) and if you wish you can create your own. Uni-Man will

edit any parameter from any MIDI device that you can save.
Uni-Man costs just £219 including all the device adaptors. Join
Uni-Maniacs and keep up to date with new device adaptors.
Arranger ST the most advanced auto accompaniment program

available should be released soon - we're working on the
translation. Call for a demo disk for either program.

Korg Ml, WaveStation, M3R and T -Series
Primarily it is a sample expander that allows you to inject half a
Meg (Soon expandable to a full Meg) of your own samples into
most Korg synths. It is also a MIDI Data Filer that allows you to
save any SysEx info to disk, it even plays back MIDI Song Files!

Because it can load S1000, EPS, S330 and S550 disks and

The Valhala International Gold Series The UK's
favourite sounds
KORG - M14f1R. 4 International Gold Cards plus
Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral - £50 each
MM.. 4 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Rock,
New Age, Orchestral - £50 each.
T -Series: One International Gold Disk plus Top 40
Rock, New Age, Orchestral- £45 each.
WayeStatkur. 1 International Gold Card - £50.

KAWAI - K1/K4: 2 International Gold Cards plus
Top 40, Orchestral. K1 - £45 each. K4/K4r - £55
each.

YAMAHA - SY22: 1 International Gold Card plus
Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral - £60 each.
SY55: 2 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral - £60
each. SY77. I International Gold Card plus Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral £65/45 disk each.
ENSONIO VFX: 2 sd disks - £40 each, 2 cartridges - £50 each.
ROLAND - 050, D10/5/20/110 2 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Orch,
New Age, PCM, Analog, Digital, and Effects - £45 each. D70- Top 40, New Age
£50 each. ../0800 - Top 40, New Age - £50 each.
"...if you want to be inspired to greater heights of musical ecstasy, look no further!...The
amazing thing about these Valhala cards is that they sound completely different...all the

voices here really do sound new...I am now assured that trying to do my own
programming is a complete waste of time. To create anything like what we have here
would take days and days of work... Well of course if you are at all serious then you'll
buy all three!...don't take my word for it - try them out yourself! - M1 Card Review,
SOS, Dec 9/.
"The last time you heard sounds of this quality emanating from a single keyboard you
were probably listening to an Emulator or a Fairlight...these sounds will tempt you to
make an Ml the major keyboard in your rig. If they don't I honestly don't know what

will." - Ml Card Review, MT Aug 1990.
"...there's no company currently making a better name for itself than Valhala...I admit
it, I'm impressed-a number of absolute gems - the overall impression is one that firmly
lives up to Valhala's excellent reputation for quality...quality plus value - what more do
you want?" - D50 Card Review, MT Nov 1990.

transfer samples via MIDI it can act as a sample converter - more
formats will be supported in the near future. Call for more details.

VALHALA ORGANizer Series

Musitronics D50 Expansions

A new range of cards packed full of superb Organ sounds. All
cards are £45 each.

If you own a D50 or D550 then these expansions are bound to

D50/5/10/20

Screamin' B3 - Superb imitation Hammond sounds -

interest you:

Wurlitzer/Theatre Organ - The Mighty Wu rlitzer

M.EX - Multi-Timbral Expansion offers 8 -tone multi-timbral

-

D50/5/10/20.

operation with dynamic voice allocation Additional MIDI transmit

Classical 1 & 2 - Two volumes of classical organ sounds, only available for the

TranTracks MIDI Sequences

channel Loads of new parameters Optional 128 patch

O 50/550.

TranTracks not only program the most full arrangments that

list of around 500 titles currently available is available upon

memory expansion £199 or £245 with additional RAM
Speed System is an optional extra for the M.EX that makes your
D50/550 run up to 40%+ faster. Quicker responses from keyboard
or over MIDI are now possible. The Speed System costs £45.
PCM.EX offers 50 new waveforms including 3 complete drum

request.

kits and new piano waves Accessible in addition to existing

M256 for Roland - £55
K1 for Kawai - £35
MCD32 for Yamaha - £59

waveforms I. £245 (not available for D550)

Please call for further details

actually sound like the record, they also feature very
comprehensive track details and arranged endings on every track,
a must for live work. A wide range of formats are supported and a

Musitronics SY/TG77 and SY/TG55 PCM.EX
Expansions
New expansions for the SY/TG77 that add 4 Megs of new PCM
samples doubling the total PCM memory to a staggering 8 Meg!
The SY/TG55 version adds 2 Meg taking total memory to 4 Meg!
Each also adds a new internal bank of programs that utilise these
PCM waveforms. Exact spec and prices TBC, please call for
the latest information.

B3 & More - Now available for the Korg M11- £50 each

RAM CARD PRICES
MCRO3 for Korg - £65
K4 for Kawai - £45
MCD64 for Yamaha - £79

D50 Power Pack offers M.EX with RAM Speed System
PCM.EX Usual price £535 - Special offer price £399

Pro-Rec Synth Sounds - New from the US

A Few Ex -Demo Items

Korg 01/W - Super Dance, ColorBrush, 01 Dance, Heaven Synth, Urban
Sound - £59 each ROM, £40 each on fd disk. Korg WaveStation - Super

TOA - 18-2 Mixing Console with DDL - £695
Sony F-701 PCM Digital Audio Adaptor - £495
Sony Betamax Recorder - £120
XR300 MIDI SMPTE Synchronizer - £120
16 Channel MlDlmation Fader Automation - £499
Technics 12 band EQ & Spectrum Analyser - £145

Probably the best
Sample CD in the

rfiDEIE.
A

The Advanced Media Group

WaveDance, UltraTexture, SoundBrush, SuperWaveKeys, Power WaveSynth -

£59 each ROM. Roland JD800 - UltraDance, WonderSynth, SuperSound,

Wonder Mix - £59 each ROM. Roland D70 - Power Dance, Natural,
SuperSynth, SoundScape - £55 each ROM. Yamaha SY/TG77 - Wonder
Dance, Ultrasound, Power Synth, 77 Heaven - £65 on ROM, £40 on SY disk.

Roland Sound Canvas - Super Dance, Pop Collection, Ultrabrush,
WonderCanvas - £30 disk Korg T -Series, Kurzweil K2000, Roland J1/80,
Korg M1, Yamaha SY99 - Coming Soon.

PCM Cards for U -Series from Musitronics
Musitronics have just introduced two new PCM cards for use with the Roland U -

Series and compatibles. We are about to get a programmer so we hope that
these two cards will be the first of many - we will also be trying to get the prices
a bit lower.

Analogue - Call for details - £69
Voices - Call for details - £69

EMC Style Cards
Probably the best style cards on the market today. Each card costs £59 and is
also available in special E70 format. Cards available are:
Michael Jackson - Including Billy Jean and Bad
Phil Collins - Including Another Day in Paradise and Two Hearts
III Jazz 1 4 Styles
Pop 1 - 4 Styles

COMING SOON

New Synthesizer Sounds from the Sound Foundation
We are shortly going to be carrying a superb range of sound cards from some of

the UK's finest programmers including the programmers of Valhala's
International Gold Series. Watch over the coming months for D70, JD800, 01/W
cards and many more. In the meantime there are two SoundFoundation disks
available for the Korg T -Series at £45 each and a self -loading Atari ST disk of
MKS70 sounds for £39. They set a very high standard that this series is certain
to maintain over the years.

rSend to: AMG, Hurst Lane, Privett, Nr. Alton, Hants GU34 3PL, England
Please rush me the following items:
Quantity Description

Unit Price

Total

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL UK
073088 383 Fax 073088 390
Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually
completed within 7 days, allow 28 days for delivery. Or order by phone
using:

0 Please send me a FREE copy of 'Now that's what I call Sampling!' in respect of above order.
Order Total:
Surname
Mr/Mrs/Ms` Initials
Signature:
Address
re./Fax
Postcode
I enclose a cheque/Postal order" for £

0 Access 0 Visa 0 Mastercard 0 Amex
All tradenames ere the property of their respective holders. Becuese of the copyable nature of most or our products all
refunds/exchanges are et the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of any of our products will be pursued to the
fullest extent of the law. 'Norman' end The Sound Foundation' are tradenames of AMG. AP prices and specifications are subject to
change without poor notification. v AMG 1992.

payable to 'AMG' or please debit my credit card:
/
Exp:
/
/
/

All prices include VAT and Delivery. Overseas prices include insurance and delivery.' Delete where applicable.
All stock items are despatched same day on credit card/PO orders. Allow 7 days for cheque clearance.

Phone Orders: Call 0800 252936 (Free), 073088 383 or Fax 073088 390

CONNECTRIX
KEYBOARD STANDS
THERE'S NO GETTING away from it, most keyboard players resent having to

need to be as strong as they are - perhaps this is a good indication of the

pay out for keyboard stands and flightcases. Think about it: both pieces of

overall strength of the unit, however. The centre pole fixings allow the

hardware do nothing to extend the range of sounds you can make, nor how

supports to be positioned at any height on the pole.

easily you can make them, yet both are almost indispensable. Given a free

One limitation of the GT series which should be considered before buying

choice, would you rather lay out two hundred quid on, say, a second-hand

is the depth of the supports. There is a little over 13" (330mm) clearance
between the centre pole and the front edge stops - this is quite adequate for

TR808 or MT32, or on a three-tier stand? I rest my case.
The fact remains, however, whether you're gigging regularly or confined to

the studio, you're going to need something to support your equipment in
such a way as to make operating it convenient and comfortable. Until now

the choice seems to have been between the luxury and expense of

most modern instruments, but it's worth checking if you're using something
like an OBX. suggested to CIS that longer support arms could be made
I

available and they seemed happy to investigate the possibilities; it's
reassuring to know that people are ready to listen. The keyboard supports

something from the fully pro Ultimate Support
range, or something more affordable but rather
less stylish. CIS may be comparative
newcomers to the stand scene, but they've
brought with them a healthy combination of

are also suitable for 19" rackmount units as
long as the front retainers don't obscure a disk
drive or any controls.

If you're planning to lug your gear around
from gig to gig (or even home to recording

thrift and elegance.

studio), you'll need to know that any of the GT
series complete with mic boom can be tucked
into a soft carrying case and, whilst not in the

Presently, there are a total of four Connectrix
stands on which to spend your money. Three of
them - the GT1, GT2 and GT3 - are variations on

same league as Ultimate stands, is quite

the theme of a "centrepole" stand while the
fourth - the GT-H1 - is an H -frame. As their

carriable.

model numbers suggest, the GT1 is a single -tier

alternative to the more common X -stand. This
can be varied in width from 25" to 41" and may

Moving on to the GT-H1, we find an attractive

job which takes one keyboard, the GT2 a twin tier and the GT3 a triple -tier stand. Although the

supports and other fittings are common to all
three models, the centre poles themselves
differ in height. The significance of this is that
you can't simply add a couple more supports to
a GT1 and turn it into a GT3 (although CIS will
sell you additional supports) - the main reason
for opting for a GT1 or 2 to begin with (apart
from the price) would be to avoid having a black
metal post projecting in front of your face as you

play. All three models are, however, capable of accommodating the GTMicbo. om microphone boom which bolts onto the head of the centre post.

The base of the GT series is formed by three feet and a rear support
strut; for carriage the feet fold up against the post and the strut unbolts.
The keyboard supports themselves also fold flat against the post for
carriage but, when folded down, adopt one of three pre -determined
positions, giving a variety of playing angles. The supports lock into these
positions by means of a spring -loaded pin locating into one of three drilled
holes, and can be relied on not to drop your synth on your feet if you get a
little carried away during your performance. Pulling these pins out of the
holes was a little tricky on the review model, but seemed to become easier
with use. A little grease might have helped but the springs don't actually

42

be locked at any point in between by a friction
bolt. The keyboard supports slope down gently

from back to front and may be set to have a
mean height of between 27.5" and 32.5", using
the same secure system of sprung locking pins
as the GT1/2/3 keyboard supports (five stops).
The GT-H1 breaks down for carriage into the
two end supports and the horizontal crossbar.
It's quick to assemble and disassemble, is very
light and would be equally well suited to use in
a domestic setting or onstage at a rave.
The general styling and finish of all these British -made stands is very
good, especially for the money. Overall they represent a new and welcome
option in keyboard support systems. Tg

Prices GT-H1, £49.95; GT1, £59.95; GT2, £69.95; GT3, £84.95; GTMicboom, £29.95; carrying bags, £14.95, £16.95 & £18.95. Package
prices for complete stand/micboom/bag combinations: GT1-PCK, £84.95;
GT2-PCK, £94.95; GT3-PCK, £119.95. All prices include VAT.

More from CIS International Ltd, CIS House, Mildenhall Business Park,
Building No 2, Leyton Avenue, Mildenhall, Suffolk 1P28 78L. Tel: (0638)
711570.
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four minute warning
samples

ST software
A range of high quality programs with an intuitive
and highly graphical user interface, by Mississippi
Software. All were designed with the sequencing
environment in mind, and run as desk accessories
over the top of your ST sequencer program.
£176.25
FileMaster FD
Sample editor and soft synthesis for Akai
S1000/S900/S950, Roland W30/S330/S550
and MMA Standard samplers.
£65.80
Filemaster 3 OD
Sample editor and librarian for all quick disk
samplers: Akai S612, S700, X7000 and Roland
S10 and S220.
Unison 3
£58.75
Desk accessory editor librarian
for Roland U20, U220
XE8 Organiser
£39.95
Desk acc. editor librarian for
Akai XE8 drum module

W30/S330/S550/S50
S 1 000/S1100

S900/S950
S 700/X 7000/S10/S 220
We have a large library of professionally recorded
high quality sampled sounds on disk for all Akai
and Roland samplers. Please phone or write for
further details and a full listing of available disks.
Avalon and Sound Designer disks also available.

S700
USERS

£25
£23

Seperate output adapter
Box of 10 Maxell quick disks

U220
XE8

SALE ITEMS
18M Prism seq
TX802/ST sound disc
YAMAHA EMT10 module
YAMAHA EMT1 module
STAND EASY Zimmer Rack

C3

. .,,,
0

of,

RAM card wipe out!
Roland 256k RAM card

£47
(for all D -series, U -series, R8, A50, JD800, comes
loaded with 64 D50/550patches)
Kawai K1/r/m RAM card (+sounds)
£39.95
£47
Korg M3R ROM card (100S/100C)
£47
Yamaha DX7/DX5/RX11 RAM card
(comes with 128 DX patches)
£49.35
Yamaha DX7mkll RAM card
(also works with TX802/DX11/DMP7/PF2000
RX5/RX7 comes with 256 DX7mk11 patches)
£129.25
Yamaha DX7 mk111024k MEGARAM
(as above, but with 1024 patch locations)

........
THE DEAL CONTINUES4
INTEREST FREE CREDIT
ON ALL THE FOLLOWING

E -M U PROTEUS MPS KEYBOARD
.

.

.

.<,

.

sinsonin.

a

Tel: 0924 386527

of £80.
Total - £1299

At PIS

475

÷°

4.1001W"

BTEC HND IN PERFORMING ARTS
(MUSIC COMPOSITION)

DR DRUM MODULE
At =was
Area.q11'

VISA

yoiR

S02 KEYBOARD

---.

Dept. M6, 298 Horbury Road, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF2 80X

composition, covering instrumental, electronic and
computer composition, improvisation, work with dance
and theatre, performance, self-employment skills and
much more. Any style welcome. Excellent facilities and
close links with the Midlands Arts scene. The course
qualifies for a mandatory award from your L.E.A.

For more information send for details and an application

of £41.66
Total - £388.96

Ensoniq 501 plus. New
HH 6/2 mixer s/h
Korg S3 rhythm workstation
Roland TR 707 rhythm s/h
Roland R5 rhythm
Yamaha DX7 mkt s/h
Yamaha DX11
Yamaha WX7 wind synth s/h
Yamaha DX100 s/h
Yamaha NS40 monitors
Yamaha TX812 module s/h
Yamaha QX21 SEQ s/h

KORG 03W/ RACK

£899
£119
£499
£129
£259
£399
£319
£199
£109
£399
£219
£99

Deposit £385
10 monthly payments
of £57
Total - £995

1 ,Roland JV30 KEYBOARD

0B,ksk
a ../L,14',/,Z?

eziei;,
Deposit £349
°7
6 monthly payments
of £66.66
Total - £748.96

-IV a0

MACKIE
- _...
-

form to:

Chris Best
Coventry Centre for the Performing Arts

.

,..
'$"." \lie.
-

1:

4.

1604 DESK
Deposit £399
6 monthly payments
of £66.66
Total - £798.96

NOW SITUATED AT:

Leasowes Avenue
Coventry CV3 6BH
Tel: (0203) 418868
(Course subject to BTEC approval)

ANDERTONS MUSIC CO
58/59 WOODBRIDGE ROAD
GUILDFORD, SURREY, GU1 4RF
PRICE

The CCPA also offers other
BTEC courses in music, theatre
and dance at ND and HND levels.

Deposit £139
6 monthly payments

LOOK WHAT WE'VE FOUNDA

(Full-time 18+)
Starts: September 1992

Coventry Centre for the Performing Arts with Coventry
Polytechnic is offering a new two year course in music

Deposit £300
10 monthly payments
of £68.90.
Total - £989

Deposit £499
10 monthly payments

All prices INCLUDE VAT @ 17.5% E & 0E. Visitors by appointment only please.
For further details on all these products, please telephone or write to:

Four Minute Warning

/Pee*

mammy you sound rcaat/

memory expansions
S1000/S1100 8 Meg. board
£298.45
£129.25
S1000 2 Megabyte expansion board
S1000 SCSI Interface card
£86.95
5950
Meg.board (fit 2 for 214 Meg)
£86.95
Casio FZ1 1 Megabyte board
£164.50
Ensoniq EPS 4 times expansion
£164.50
£129.25
Ensoniq EPS16+ 1 Meg expansion
EPS/EPS16+SCSI interface board
£86.95
EPS16 flashbank memory
£21160
Akai MPC60
Megabyte board
£86.95
Yamaha TX 16W 1,5 Meg (fit 3 for 6 Meg) £129.25
Ensoniq VFX 75,000 notes seq. exp.
£98.70
Ensoniq SQ1/S02 58,000 note seq
£98.70
Ensoniq ESQ1/ M 20k seq exp
£65.80
294
Akai ASK90 drum trigger for S900

,,c,o/be/i

music co.

Now situated at our NEW Superstore - 5000 sq feet of selling area
including our new Hi -tech drum rooms.
Come & see for yourself.

All ST programs require mono monitor and
one megabyte memory.

£59
£20
£85
£85
£69

60,

op

City of

-

Coventry

MATCH

TEL: (0483) 38212
FAX (0483) 38211

i FT:r11
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A dance artist's
musical
development
and the
development of
dance music are

often in conflict
- currently
caught in the
crossfire are
Kevin
Saunderson and
Inner City..

Interview by
Simon Trask.
44

THERE WAS A TIME WHEN INNER CITY COULD

do no wrong. In '88/'89, the US duo of DJ/musician
Kevin Saunderson and singer Paris Grey captured the

spirit of the moment and. conquered pop charts
worldwide with a string of sparkling dance gems which
left many more established pop acts looking lacklustre

in comparison. Successfully mixing the hard -edged
sound and bustling rhythms of Detroit techno with
snappy chord sequences and infectious melodic hooks,

tracks like 'Big Fun', 'Good Life' and 'Do You Love
What You Feel' achieved what many had thought (or

Inner City's fortunes have changed with the times,
along with those of many others. While their 1989
debut album, the aptly -named Paradise, emulated the
success of the singles (many of which appeared on it),
its follow-up in 1990 met with a poor response from
critics and public alike. Yet, in truth, while Fire may
have lacked its predecessor's verve and sparkle and
instant "pop appeal", it was a better album than many
people gave it credit for being. Instead of taking the
easy route of simply producing "Paradise revisited",

Saunderson and Grey moved on, broadening and

hoped) to be impossible - a happy marriage of

deepening the Inner City style, giving it more

classically catchy songs and credible dance music
coming straight from the underground. Whether by

substance. But in the process, they disappointed those
who wanted yet another 'Good Life'. Similarly, those
who criticised Inner City for losing some of their edge
on the dancefloor were missing the point - here was a

accident or design, they also caught the feelgood mood

of the time perfectly; unfortunately, that time turned
out to be the last gasp of promiscuous consumerism
before a few economic chickens came home to roost
and the gloom of recession set in.

group aiming for more than instant dancefloor appeal.
The "here today, gone tomorrow" syndrome which
is dance music's blessing and its curse makes it difficult
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Studio Spares, London Systems Workshop, Oswestry Thatched Cottage Audio, Wendy
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link mall, dolphin centre, poole,
U (0425) 470007 (0425) 480569
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Kawai K4r
- ,.,

but no digital FX.

0

For only £299

/

8 Channel Multitimbral Sampled Waveforms
34 Programmable Digital FX 32 Multi -Patches 64 Programmes
128 16 Bit Voices 61 Drum Programmes.

Only £499

(24

Yamaha SY-55 Atari & Cubase Deal

1:14

1111111.

16 Channel Multi, 8 Track sequencer.
61 Drum samples, 34 Digital FX,
Sampled waveforms,
128 16 Bit voices

Including

GAb->e_.tari 1040 STe Package plus High

Recording Packages

£799 Also available same package as

above but with Cubeat only £599

:,

CA

.

O
17

Korg 01/W Series

£349
Casio DA100
£425
Sony DTC750es
Sony DTCI000es and DTC-Pro and D3 Daman'
Tear DA -P20 and DA -30
Yamaha DTR-2

,
O

Also available:Korg Wavestation

£799
£899

Korg M1

C
(7)

Akai 51100 V2.0 Software is now available. V2.0
now allows you full functional operation of the
51100 whilst simultaneously recording or playing
back audio material from hard disk with no loss of
polyphony. We also stock the ENTIRE range of
Akai equipment including the S950, 51000, S1100
and S1100 EX Samplers. A -DAM Digital 12 -track,
DDI000 Direct to Disk editing system and the new
MX1000 master keyboard & piano hoard. For The
Best deals, Call us Now.
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Bossb RV1000

tan)
Cubeat
C -Lab Notator
C -Lab Unitor H
E -mu Prowl's I (Used)

Fostex X26
Fostex X28
Kawai K4 (Ex. Demo)

Kawai KI MkIl
Kawai Q80
Korg WSJ Wavestation (Ex. Demo)
Korg S3

Korg Ml
Oberheim Matrix 1000
Roland D70
Roland D50
Roland SC -55

Roland MV30
Roland Juno 6
Roland U220
Roland GM70 & GK2
Teac DA -P20 dat
Yamaha TG77

Wi

O
Try your next purchase in the
rn

Akai S900 Secondhand
Alesis SRI6
Alesis Data Disc
Art Multiverb Alpha
Atari 1040 STE & monitor
Atari Mega 4 / Soundtools System

YYamaahhaa SYYS22200

privacy of our digital recording Yamaha FX500
studio under the guidance of our Also Available
professional recording engineers.

._...
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THE DANGEROUS CD COMPANY PRESENT'S.. .
FROM TECHNO, HARDCORE TO HIP HOP...
FROM TRIBAL TO AMBIENT. . .

p5D

o

£749
£289
£299
£289
£469
£1799
£149
£325
£139(Mac
£139
£325
£225
£475
£269
£299
£439
£399
£425
£799
£449
£899
£375
£1299
£449
£419
£899
£175
£399
£299
£439
£799
£499
£299
£249

70"

6' OVER 330 BREAKBEATS (ALL
1,

£299
£345
£149
£159
£149
£POA

cr

cr

ti A SUPERB COLLECTION OF OVER 1000 DIGITALLY MASTERED
SAMPLES ON ONE CD.
Iv- FILLS, BASS DRUMS, SNARES, HI -HATS, DRUM KITS,
PERCUSSION, STABS, FX, DANCE KITS, STRINGS & BASS TONES
O' ALL SAMPLES INDIVIDUALLY INDEXED
O' MATCHED LEVELS FOR FAST SAMPLING

0' ALSO DATA STREAMED FOR THE AKA1 S1000/S1100
0" 79 MINUTES PLAYING TIME
TO BE USED WITH ANY SAMPLER AND CD PLAYER.

0

ID

a
0
33
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NEW & USED EOUIPMENT

Akai

O

2

co
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to

A CATASTROPHIC _INCLUSIVE FOR
YOUR SAMPLE LIBRARY

c

g

zO

3
'X.

An encyclopedia of breakbeats essential for every 1..
producer, DJ, artist, programmer & musician
The very latet4 grooves & irresistible rhythms.
fresh new loops & previously unheard sounds

ui

tThe Entire 01/W series is now available from
the affordable 03R/VV module to the 01/W
ProX with 88 -note weighted keyboard.

,:.

PROBABLY THE LARGEST SAMPLE LIBRARY a
EVER MADE ON ONE CD
.

-0

Effects Units
......,_
A selection from our range: Alesis QuadraVerb Plus
Alesis QuadraVerb GT
Alesis Microverb III
ART Multiverb LTX NEW
ART Multiverb LT
ART Multiverb Alpha

Q

ciac

COMPA NY
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8 -Track Deals
We are now able to offer some fantastic deals Also Available: Call for our amazingly low prices. Also check
out some of our other great deals such as the:£999
For only
Tascam 238

E

-o

.

rn

based on Fostex R8 multi -track packages.

(7,.

z

Casio DA -7
£339

5
O

CD

3.

E>

Res. Monitor & Cubase Software.

£675

F-
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Kawai K4

c
o
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illICEci synthesizer with separate outputs

E-1
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0

Rack mounted version of the K4
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dorset, bs15 lsq

Overnight Delivery - Professional Service - 90 Minutes From London

pr

2

"GREAT, REALLY USEFUL DISC':..BEN LIEBRAND
"EEEESENTIAL". . BLUE WEAVER

"STRIKING IS THE ORIGINALITY OF THE DRUM LOOPS, WITH THIS CD YOU DONT HAVE THE

3.

FEELING YOU HAVE HEARD IT ALL BEFORE': . . MIDI MAGAZINE HOLLAND

g

"DANGER I IS PACKED WITH CONTEMPORARY DANCE SAMPLES. . . A VALUABLE ADDITION TO

2

ANY 90s SAMPLE LIBRARY': . . TIM GOODYER/MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

o

"FANTASTIC! GREAT VALUE! FABULOUS UNHEARD LOOPV". . . DIG/THATCHED COTTAGE AUDIO.

6

"AN EXCELLENT SELECTION OF SOUNDS AND LOOPS. FOR THE RECORDING MUSICIAN. IT'S A
MUST". . . MALCOLM MAYNES, BASS PLAYER, BEATS INTERNATIONAL.

2

Soon to come

c

DANGER 2/3/4

For further information or trade enquiries call
081-368 8271/081-361 6089.Fax 081-361 5833.

In most cases we can guarantee next day delivery
To: The Dangerous CD Company, P.O. Box 2545, London Nil ITS, England
.copy/copies of Danger I at £49.95 each

Please send

VISA

Please debit my ACCESS
Number

J

.1

J

MASTERCARD [:11

Expiry date

made payable to the Dangerous CD Company

I enclose Cheque/postal order for £
Name (caps)

- Roland JV30, JV80 &

Please call the studio for an

JW50, U20, U220, Kurzweil K2000, Jbl
Monitors, Em -u, Digidesign, Apple Mac,

appointment on (0425) - 470007

Call us now for more details.
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for dance acts to achieve any longevity. Undaunted,
Inner City are back in 1992 with a third album, Praise,
which is at once more energetic and more focused than
the second. Moreover, it makes even more apparent a

that, people did perceive us as being an act that maybe
wouldn't get past the second album, but I think we are
an album act, and we're going to be making music and
staying creative for years to come."

connection with the emotional intensity of gospel
music first evidenced on Fire in a track like 'Hallelujah'
(which has had recent, if belated, chart success and is
also on the new album in remixed form). Inner City's
music always was uplifting, but increasingly it's taking
on a spiritual dimension.

Speaking on the phone from his studio in Detroit,
Saunderson puts his viewpoint on the group's second
album.

"It didn't have that very energetic, up -tempo sound

that people knew us for", he says. "We slowed the

"When I go to a

nightclub in

Berlin, I feel
like I'm in a
rock dance club

- the music's so
fast and hard
and industrial -

sounding."

recording vocals and mixing, and the other for MIDI based production work. Tie lines connect them so that
sequenced parts can be brought up on the main mixing
console. Multitrack recording in the main studio has
been based around an Otari MX80 24 -track machine

music down, it got a little bit more urban, it had more

for some time but, ever the enthusiastic advocate of
cutting -edge technology, Saunderson has recently

of a black feel. Basically we were burnt out from

centralised his recording setup around an Apple

travelling the world, touring and stuff like that, and we
made an album that reflected the mood we were in at

Quadra 900 computer running Digidesign's Pro Tools
and Sample Cell, and Opcode's StudioVision. Who said

the time. We had to get right back into making the
album without taking a break first, plus there were
pressures from the record company here in America,
they wanted something they could play on the radio.
But in the end there just wasn't a place for the sound

dance musicians were only good for buying cheap

that we put out. It wasn't radio enough for radio and it

come in on multitrack tape, Saunderson's Pro Tools
setup is currently limited to four tracks, although an
upgrade to the full 16 tracks is, so to speak, on the
cards. At the same time, Saunderson and his technical
crew are still familiarising themselves with the new
system, and encountering problems in getting it to

wasn't dance enough for dance, so we were kind of
stuck in the middle somewhere."
Aiming for radio -friendliness hasn't been a priority
for Saunderson with the new album, either.

"People in my family, like my brother, say 'I can't
hear this being played on the radio', and I say 'Well,
that's good, I guess I did the right thing'. I'm trying
different stuff, and it's not going to sound like what
people expect to hear. If it gets radio play, that's great,
but it's not like you can identify it by saying 'Oh, I
heard that sound before'. People tend to want to hear
something that sounds like what you've already done,
but we don't want to do that. We did this album for

secondhand gear? Some people in the hi -tech
instrument industry, that's who.
The Otari isn't going to be made redundant just yet,
however. Apart from the fact that remix assignments

work fully on the Quadra.

"The editing section doesn't quite work right just
yet, but the record section and the playback section are

fine", he explains. "They're working on the next
software, which I'll probably have in two weeks."

These teething troubles haven't dampened
Saunderson's enthusiasm for what he refers to as "a
new world of recording, for me". Although it's still

us, not for anyone else. I was experimenting and

early days with Pro Tools, he's already getting excited

having fun, also."

about new editing possibilities. I'm reminded of a

Saunderson's early writing relationship with his
Inner City partner took the form of her adding lyrics to

prophetic comment he made in his '88 interview, that
"digital recording and mixing is definitely going to

tracks he'd already recorded and put on cassette for
her, but subsequently their collaboration has matured

change music".

along with their music.

become a popular man.

"It was like we had to accept what each of us had

Since investing in Pro Tools, Saunderson has

the whole vibe. I might make suggestions about lyrics,

"I think I must be the only person in Detroit with
this unit", he says with a chuckle. "I have all kinds of
engineers calling me up wanting to get their hands on
it to see what it's like."
On the subject of leading -edge digital recording
technology, Saunderson is thinking of augmenting his
second studio setup with that long-awaited piece of kit,

or she might sing something and I'll say 'Oh yeah,

the Alesis ADAT digital multitrack.

that's it, that's it', and she'll keep singing it while I get
on the keyboard and start playing. It's inspired me to
be more creative, I think. It was difficult at first, 'cos I

"Actually, I just got a letter today saying it's in, so
I'm going to go down and see if it does what they say
it can do and if it's worth it."
Saunderson has also embraced automated mixing
since our last interview. The main studio is equipped
with a Sound Workshop Series 34 40 -channel dual in line desk which provides automation of mutes, solos
and faders, while the second studio has a Tascam 2524
24 -channel dual in -line MIDI -automated mixer ("It's
very affordable, they put their board together really
good for the price.").

done, it wasn't a real sense of collaboration", he recalls.
"But now we work a lot closer. She'll be in the studio

with me when the first creation is starting to build,
where before it was just 'Come in, sing, see ya'. We
take it a little more serious, now, and I think it helps

was so used to this other way of working. It was a
transition for me, that I realised that working more
closely was for the better."

Does Saunderson see Inner City as being first and
foremost an album act?

"I think in the beginning, because of the success of
the singles, we were thrown into being a singles act,
that was how it had to happen", he replies. "Because of
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SAUNDERSON'S RECORDING SETUP HAS
changed a great deal since we last spoke (see MT,
September '88). Today he has two studios, one for
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"Why has 'FROG'S MUSIC" got TG88's at just £299???"
"Because the TG99's out next month at £199 with twice the functions!"
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JV-30
JV-80

'Roland

£785
£1249
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£499
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£225
£599

D5

D10 s/h
SC -55
U20
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YAMAHA
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SY55 ex demo
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SV35
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D4
SR1 6
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Monitoring is taken care of by Genelecs ("The ones
with the built-in automatic limiter to keep you from
blowing them up.") in the bigger, main studio, which
get used for mixing, and Tannoys in both studios.

drum machines and sync them up to the sequencer,

Recalling that in our last conversation he maintained it
was necessary for him to work with the music turned
up loud in order to get a feel for what he was doing, I
wondered if he still worked in the same way.
"Not as much, I must admit", he replies. "I mix at a
pretty loud volume, but when I'm creating, every now
and then I turn it up real loud but then I cut it down.
Kind of save my ears so I can hear years later."
Back in '88, Saunderson was using a Commodore

playing.").

128 running Dr T's Sonus software for sequencing.
However, it turns out that this setup didn't last much
longer - not because of the software, but because he
kept having problems with the computer.

"Detroit is the
worst place for
music - maybe

that has

"My brother Ronnie hipped me to that program",
he recalls. "He's here in the room and he's laughing
about that right now! He's the one that drove me into
getting the Quadra. He put the pressure on me, he said
`Key, you've got to have it, you've got to have the top
of the line, go out and get the Quadra.'"
In fact, following the Commodore 128, Saunderson
used an Akai MPC60 for all his MIDI sequencing until

programming on the machines - it feels more like I'm

Synths added to the Saunderson arsenal over the
past few years include an Ensoniq VFX, Roland JD800,

Korg Wavestation A/D and Yamaha TX81Z, TG55
and TG77; he prefers to get modules where possible,
rather than have rows of keyboards taking up space.
What does he think of the JD800 and its massed banks
of sliders?

"It is pretty easy to program. I've programmed a lot

of sounds on it, gone through different waves and
changed a lot of stuff around, but I can't get it as
analogue as I wanted. I thought it was going to be
closer to some of the older stuff. It's a good unit,
though, especially for strings sounds. I used it a lot on
the album."

On the beginning of 'United', one of the tracks
from the new album, there's a lovely string sound
which, Saunderson reveals, was created by layering
sounds from the JD800 and the TG77. For bass
sounds, however, he turns to his TX81Z.

"Sometimes I mix it with the Juno 106, and

the Quadra came along - Fire and Praise were both

sometimes I use the Memorymoog, it just depends on

recorded with it.

what kind of blend I want. The Prophet 5 is a good
unit for bass, too, 'cos it's real thick. The bass on

"I was quite content to use it", he recalls. "It's not

something to do

rather than trigger all his rhythm parts from the
sequencer ("It just feels more comfortable

as powerful as some of the computer sequencers, but it
gets the job done, and it's very quick."
So that he could work on ideas while on the road, he
did have a Yamaha Cl at one time, initially using it to
run Texture but then switching to Master Tracks Pro at which point he started running into problems.
"It didn't see Windows or something like that", he

`Faith' is from the TX81Z, 'Till We Meet Again' came
from the TX and the Prophet 5."
Having, as he puts it, "thrown a lot of money into"
Pro Tools, Saunderson isn't thinking too much about

buying more instruments at the moment. However,
one instrument he does want to check out is the new
Proteus/3 World module.

recalls. "It was all kinds of stuff: SMPTE didn't
generate, it was unstable. After that I just kind of gave
up on computers and stuck with the MPC."
Now, as part of his investment in a Quadra-based
recording setup, Saunderson has returned to computer based sequencing in the form of Opcode's Vision.
"We knew that StudioVision was the one that was
designed to work with Pro Tools and Sample Cell", he
explains. "I can put all those together and have them
working at one time. You have Digital Performer that
recently came out, but it's so new that you're going to

have problems with it, it's not going to be right the
first time. Through reading magazines, I saw that

with why it
sounds weird,

'cos there's
nothing to do

but stay in the

studio."
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IN ADDITION TO WORKING WITH PARIS
Grey as Inner City, Saunderson also records under the
name Reese Project. 'The Colour of Love', a follow-up
single to last year's 'Direct Me', is due soon, with an
album to follow in the Autumn, which, he says, will be
split half and half between club -oriented vocal tracks
and underground, hardcore instrumentals.
"I think I can do a bit of everything, I really believe

I can", he says. "I can make an underground record
easily, I can make a very hard record, and I can make

StudioVision was rated very high. It won Sequencer of
the Year two years in a row, something like that, so I

something that has more of a pop crossover feel, so..
I can go in all directions."
As well as recording his own tracks, Saunderson also

just knew that it was the right choice. It's very

has other acts to nurture through his record label,

powerful - I'm learning stuff that I had no idea about.
Using the MPC you're kind of limited, but with this
you can do a lot more."

KMS.

Saunderson isn't having to deal with all this new
technology by himself. As he points out, "I've got

DJing; I just toured England for about a month."

plenty of tech guys around, like my brother, that help
me out when I run into a problem."
On the instrument front, his Roland S550 sampler
has long been replaced by a couple of Akai S1000s,
while for drum sounds he uses a Roland R8, an Alesis
D4 module and the old faithful TR909 ("every now
and then") together with sampled sounds on the MPC

opportunity to observe the UK rave scene first-hand
and to hear our homegrown version of techno in its

and the S1000s. He still prefers to program on the

handful of tracks that I can tolerate listening to. There

.

"I stay pretty busy", he says. "I work almost every

day in the studio when I'm here. Also I do a lot of

In his DJing capacity, Saunderson has had the

natural habitat. So what does he think?
"Well, I think the scene is great, 'cos you get these

kids that go out,, five thousand, ten thousand, fifteen
thousand, and they party, they have a great time, with a

loud system, good lights. But I think there's just a
D-
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HCSMEMORY UPGRADE SPECIALISTS

ATARI MEMORY AND PERIPHERALS
MEMORY UPGRADES

PC EMULATORS

HCS STE and MEGA STE UPGRADES

PC emulators allow the ST to use PC compatible programs
without affecting the ST in normal operation. PC Emulators for

HCS STE memory upgrade kits come complete with full
instructions designed for the novice. The complete job
should take no longer than 15 minutes. 2 and 4 megabyte

kits come with free utilities disk and multitasking

the ST/F/M computers require the user to solder a 68 pin
socket on top of the microprocessor in the ST. Installation in
the STE simply plugs on top of the microprocessor using an
adapter board, into the expansion slot of the Mega ST, at

software.

extra cost.

Upgrade from 520 to 1040 E16.00
£60.00
To 2 Megabytes
£115.00
To 4 Megabytes

AT Speed C16
AT Speed 8

£205.00
£140.00
£90.00
£30.00

PC Speed

Fitting for above
STF (M) and Mega ST upgrade kits
Xtratam Deluxe plug in upgrading system fits inside the
computer. It can upgrade your computer in stages to 1Mb,

2.5Mb and 4Mb. The kit comes with comprehensive
instructions designed for novices. The kit uses SIMMS, so is
easily upgradeable.

Frontier Xtratam Vehett

Quality SIMM upgrading system

Upgrade from 520 to 1040 £55.00
£90.00
To 2.5 Megabytes
£150.00
To 4 Megabytes

Solder in Kit
The solder in kit is designed for people with more electronics
experience. There are four types of chips used in the ST. 16
DIL chips, 4 DIL chips, 4 Surface mount chips and 16 surface

The Vortex 386 emulator allows a high degree of
compatibility and speed for PC compatible programs on the
ST. True multitasking through the advanced features of the
386 allows windows to be used in enhanced mode. The AT
Once 386 can accept a 387 Co -processor, this will speed

many programs up to a factor of 5 times! The 386 sx
emulator also has the capability for Fastram cache on board
to allow a norton factor (speed comparison) of 15.

£350.00
£117.00
£30.00

VORTEX 386 SX-16
387 CO -PROCESSOR
FASTRAM CACHE

SPECTRE GCR MAC EMULATOR
The Spectre GCR cartridge allows the ST to emulate the Mac
giving 20% more speed than the Mac plus with 30% bigger
screen area. It is fully compatible with ST hard drives. When
used in coniunction with the SST it can beat the fastest macs.
The megatalk board fits the Mega ST to allow connection to
Mac specific peripherals, LAN network and Mac SCSI.

mount chips. All types are normally stocked, check your

SPECTRE GCR (Inc. 128K Roms) £280.00

configuration before ordering.

Megatalk Board

Solder in kit (all versions) ....E25.00

REPLACEMENTS

£250.00

MAC/PC SIMMS
£27.00/f29.00
/88.12/L92.00

1 x8/9-70

4x8/9.70

The HCS power supply and disk drive upgrades come
complete with fitting instructions and plug straight into the ST
without soldering. The Power supply produces less heat than
the original so is more reliable.

Replacement power supply....£39.95
Double sided disk drive kit...E47.00

ACCELERATORS
The AD Speed made by the famous ICD corporation fits in as
the PC emulators. It is hardware and softwarre switchable

between 16 Megahertz and 8 Megahertz. The new SST
68030 accelerator is only available presently for the Mega

HOW TO ORDER
Enquiries and credit card orders please

Fax/Call on (081) 777 0751
Please phone with enquiries between
10.00am and 6.00pm Mon to Sat.
Enquiries cannot be taken by post.
For mail order please send description of goods and
cheque/PO to:

ID
V=

HCS
35 Hartland Way, Shirley,
E

Croydon CR0 8RJ
Prices include VAT and P & P

Goods normally dispatched within 2 working days

ST. It gives a phenomenal speed increase by using the super

fast 68030 processor running at 50 Megahertz and comes
with TOS 2.5. The SST accelerator allows 8Mb of ram on
board and has a position for a co -processor.

AD Speed ST
AD Speed STE

68030 SST - 50

£152.00
£175.00
£550.00
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are some very good techno tracks that have come out,
but if I buy a hundred records I might be able to use
ten of them to play. So, the quality of the music is not
very good overall but when you do get a good track,
it's pretty damn good."

What of the techno music being produced by our

stuff that people maybe wouldn't imagine doing with a
track. I don't really care about what the public or the

critics think about me not making records that are
aimed at the charts. You've just got to make them for
yourself and enjoy them, and then hopefully. . With
Inner City we want people to appreciate what we do,
.

European cousins in Belgium and Germany?

we want people to see us as a serious act that is

"There's only a few records that I like over there,
'cos it's too industrial -sounding for me", he replies.
"It's very close to a rock 'n' roll dance form. When I
go to a nightclub in Berlin, I feel like I'm in a rock

strongly involved with what we do."
I strongly recommend that you listen to them.

dance club - the music's so fast and hard and
industrial -sounding. Also in Belgium the music's very,

EQUIPMENT LIST

very hard - maybe a little bit too hard for me. I like
hard music, but Nike to have hard music with a little
melody, maybe, or a little piano. So, I haven't taken

INSTRUMENTS

well to some of it - a lot of it, actually."

Sequencer

According to Saunderson, the greatest support for
his KMS material has always come from the UK. Now
he's set up a UK subsidiary of the label in order to
make some of Detroit's musical output more readily

Akai 51000 Sampler (x2)
Alesis D4 Drum Module

available.

"I'm over in the UK so much and I've got family
there, it's like my second home. I thought it would be
good to start up my label there and bring in acts from
Detroit, instead of them coming out on import. I think
you come out a lot better as far as development, 'cos

we've got some serious acts that we're going to be
releasing, and we want to be in the market. Why

license to someone else when we can be there
ourselves?"

He has a point. While new labels like Underground
Resistance and 430 West have sprung up in Detroit to
provide an outlet for new talent, their records are not

widely available in the UK - let alone promoted.

Akai MPC60 Sampling Drum Machine/MIDI

Digidesign Sample Cell card for the Apple
Quadra 900
E -mu Systems Pro/formance Piano Module

E -mu Systems Proteus/2 Sample Playback Module
w/8Mb ROM
Ensoniq VFX Synth

Korg Poly 800 Synth
Korg Wavestation A/D Synth Module
Moog Memorymoog Synth
Roland JD800 Synth
Roland Juno 106 Synth
Roland Jupiter 6 Synth
Roland R8 Drum Machine
Roland TR909 Drum Machine
Sequential Prophet 5 Synth

Saunderson himself has been putting together a follow-

Yamaha DX100 Synth
Yamaha TG55 Synth Module

up to 1989's Techno-1 compilation album, featuring
the latest generation of Detroit techno talent, for

Yamaha TG77 Synth Module
Yamaha TX81Z Synth Module

release on KMS - possibly by the time you read this.

"We have a lot of young people wanting to make
records, and making some really good ones", he says.
But, it seems, there is no real outlet for the music in its
home city. The Music Institute, a club which used to

act as a focus for the music, is long gone, and
according to Saunderson there's been nothing to take
its place.

Alesis Quadraverb
Aphex Aural Exciter

dbx 160 Noise Reduction
Drawmer Compressors
Eventide H3000 Harmoniser
Lexicon LXP1 Reverb

"We tried doing a couple of things, but it just didn't
work", he recalls. "The people, they're just not into it.
It's very difficult, you get the problems with the city..
Crime is pretty bad, so you can't blame people for not
wanting to go out, 'cos they're scared. Detroit is the
worst place for music - maybe that has something to do
with why our music sounds weird, 'cos there's nothing

Lexicon LXP5 Multi -effects

to do but stay in the studio and get off on

Apple Quadra 900 Computer
Digidesign Pro Tools

.

experimenting around with the new toys."
With his new, Quadra-based setup, Saunderson has
some new toys of his own to experiment with. In fact,

Lexicon PCM42 Reverb (x2)
Roland SRV200 Reverb
Yamaha SPX900 Multi-fx
Yamaha SPX1000 Multi-fx

RECORDING

Opcode StudioVision Digital Audio Recorder
w/MIDI Sequencer

experimentation and versatility appear to lie at the

Otari MX80 24 -track Tape Machine

heart of his approach to making music.
"A lot of people ask me why have I taken Inner City

Sound Workshop Series 34 40 -channel Dual In -Line
Mixer
Tascam 2524 24 -channel Mixer
Genelec Monitors
Tannoy Monitors

in this different direction, and I tell them I'm an
experimental kind of guy. I get pleasure from variety,
from doing different stuff, not from doing the same
thing over and over. I can be very experimental and do
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MEnkey

more for separates, Tumkey's unbelievable pricing means
Sayings of between £100 and £400 minimum compared
with equivalent keyboard synths
The 49 & 61 synth -action keyboards offer full-size velocity
sensitive keys (128 levels) with a firm but light action.
Keys are designed for minimum flex and positive seating.

£179

Turnkeys flagship models feature a fully weighted and
counter -balanced action keyboard with 88 piano depth
keys. Shut you eyes and you're playing a COnCen grand!
Black keys have ebonite finish. Both models have a split
capability, and the PLUS also has pitch & mod wheels, 3

separate outs, adjustable key -response curves, and
assignable footswitches and pedals.
We feel that these keyboards are the best we have played. 8
you disagree, we will give you your money back.
88 NOTE

STUDIO 90 £.499

WROTE
STUDIO 90.

SAVEE235 - C517 ON
MAC I T OSH PACKAGES

Mac LC 4/40+ 12. Colour Mon
Mac LC 4/80 12. Colour Mon
Mac LC II 4/40+ 12. Colour Mon
Mac LC II 4/80 + 12" Colour Mon

44frtwgev.,,,1,

CM32L
STUDIO 49

TG100
STUDIO 61
4.8411

STUDIO 61
t. SC55

STUDO 49

£259
£379
£425
£549

0Y10
STUDIO 61

EVS1
STUDIO 61

TG33
STUDI061
+ 111311

We guarantee that if you buy a synth anywhere else you
will pay considerably more for any inferior solution. Prove
us wrong and we'll GIVE you a STUDIO 49.

SPIRIT

STUDIO

SPIRIT STUDIO is designed for all types of
multi -track from 8 to 24 track.

Turnkey has an unparalleled 10 years
experience with the brand & as central
London's exclusive dealer for SPIRIT we offer

Al synth module
T

h

e

cheapest
way
to
get the sounds of the legendary M1 synthesizer. All the MI favourites
- the sax, trumpet, piano, stengsetc... are in the M3R, plus some of the
T -series sounds such as the electric piano which aren't even in the MI.
16 note polyphonic, 8 part multi-timbral with 4 outputs. the MOO has all

43 effects from the MI, and up to 4 at once can be used.
Programming sounds is easy, bid there's an
optional programmer, the RE1. Additional

sounds can be added on card - there
over 15 available

R.R.P. £889

SCOOP PRICE
INC VAT
are E49
NEW
BOXED

9

£850

mouse + SM-124 Monitor

STUDIO RESEARCH =="g:R.
Remarkable range of professional
stereo (in to 2)

conoles.

Available in 8, 12
and

16 channel

zersthns.

Very quiet,

great sounding ED,
rugged steel construction

for good shielding etc.
Each channel has : 1/4' line
and XLR balanced input, gain, high, mid and low ED, 2 auxiliaries,
pan and long -throw fader Auxiliary master gain, ED and pan, Bar
graph metering, headphone monitoring The range of applications for
stereo mixers is growing fast, eg Muth
PACKAGE PRICES
timbral synth/sampler/drum-machine

mixing Live/Main submixing (126.2 c199 /Tr

channel 700W PA systems complete
for under £900) Mix your Atari/synth

"

arrangements direct to DAT for CD 1 2:2 £299 VAT
quality demos. Available at a frathion
of the list price.
Includes FREE Monitoring headphones
and 24hr caniage

Exclusive. Ltd stocks 1G.2 ,

INC

/..../OU VAT

£799

+ mouse + SM-124 Monitor

goismagagg

,....4M969499449M159519Mak,,,,,,

programs

192

including

-

from Early120

Reflections, Plates,
Studio and Live Vocals, huge Halls (up to 25 second decays) and
Rooms, all In a wide range from warm to bright, to Reverse and 20
various Gated/Companded Gated. Stereo FLANGE and CHORUS.
ECHOS and MULTI -TAP DELAYS. STEREO IMAGING, PAN and
SPECIAL EFFECTS. COMBINE UP TO THREE simultaneous effects
16 bit, full bandwidth processing, 80413 dynamic range (extremely
quiet) MIDI PROG numbers assignable to
Mc VAT

any program, 16 MIDI channels or OMNI, £159 including
carriage

compile your own patches Mc. Control from
kbd. or seq or use punch or MIDI footswitch
for program advance or random selection
respectively 191 rack R.R.P. £345

NEW BOXED

£305

ALESIS QUADRAVERB +
Multi effects .rocessor BRAND NEW

16 BIT STEREO SAMPLER
WITH 5 SEPARATE OUTS

Scoop
purchase
makes this the
cheapest 16 bit stereo sampler and is cheaper than most 12 bit mono
machines. Sample up to 48.2 in stereo playback through up to 8
separate audio outputs. 512k base memory with optional 2 Meg
expansion, disk drive compatible with Akai 51000, 5950. 5900. Lynex
disks (DD only). Optional TV modulator for
INC
graphic waveform adding. Scrub facility to 1
VA T
£9 laNna
allows 'scratching of samples with the mod
NEW
BOXED
wheel. End of tine clearance. R.R.P. £799

largest supplier of MIDI equipment we are
ideally placed to integrate them into the heart
of your MIDI based studio.
SPIRIT...at last affordable excellence...

RHODES MK60 weighted piano

£549

area) acoustic & electric .mno sounds

ROLAND CM -32 / CM64 rogutEs4D
C M32 L
Tr.

Almost
enBratty based on the
legendary
0110.
(Exactly the .me sound
)

spec except there are 33

drum sounds).

LA synthesis gives you a choice of sampled and

synthesized sounds, the same combination as the highly acialmed D50.
A huge library of sounds can be down -loaded via MIDI - 9 Pad multi -

i1, 32 partial polyphonic. Reverb unit includes 9 editable

Affor

Soundcraft
114-116 CHARING CROSS RD.,
LONDON. WC2H ODT
(Opposite Foyles Bookshop and 100
yards from Tottenham Court Rd Tube)
Tel. 071-4341365 / 071.240-2041
071-379 5148 / Fax : 071-379 0093

OpCode Vision 1.3 £410
OpCode EZ Vision
£99
OpCode Mac/MIDI I/F 935
NEW Afar SM144
£149
Macintosh Classic FD
+ I/F + EZ Vision
£775

Macintosh Classic 2+ I/F
+Vision or Pedormer£1399

Studiomaster MA36 MIDI Analyzer - £23
Korg 01/W FD
Korg MI mint
Korg MOR NEW
Korg T3 mint
Kong Wavestation

EPOA
£799
0469
01589
£799

£399
£449
£549
£695

£POA
£1245

Ro000.1080

Stberg Cuba.

£325
StenthergCubeat newE139

Steinberg Wen PlusE349
C -LAB Creator
C -LAB Notator

£175
E2139

mouse

Pro24 um £529
+C -LAB Creator
£760
C-LABNotator
£050
+ Steinberg Cubase E850
a Steinberg Cubeat £646
Ddesign Sound Tools£950

JBL 2500 near field monitors
Roland JV30
Roland JX1
Yamaha SY99
Yamaha SY77
Yamaha SY55
Yamaha SY22
Yamaha TG77
Yamaha TG33

£789
£299
£1899
£1095
E625
£495

Yamaha 0Y10

£225

C949
E325

SAMPLERS/PLAYERS
Roland 6750
Cheetah 5016

£POA
£499
£1399

E -mu Email

£1960
£1289
Ensoniq EPS16+
SyOuest R45 H/Disk £529
£899
Akai 5900 s/h......
Akai 5950
CPOA
£116
9950750k card
Akai 51000
CPOA
Akai StOOOKB
CPOA
Altai 51100
CPOA
Akai 51000 HD
CPOA
E -mu Ernax11 HD

01000 2M cards sOt f139

moo a meg .rd

£349
E -mu Proteusd
£499
E -mu Proteus/1 XR £POA

E -mu Proteu.

£POA
E -mu Proteus/2XR £POA
E -mu Proteus/3
£POA
E -mu Proteus MPS £999
Roland W30 NEW £1199
Roland W30 used
£999
Roland 020
£599
E399
Roland 0220
Rhodes 760
E799
RhodesVK1000 newC1199
Roland U110
£399
£449
Roland U220

;.;

algorithms with individual part switches. Edit or control from keyboard
or computer. (PC. Mac or Atari) We have the last units. R.R.P.

CM64 Combines the sounds of the U110 and 0110. Unique spec :
sixty-three note poly. 15 pan multithmbral.

SYNTH SECTION : As CM32L. SAMPLED SECTION : 64 U110
sounds including the great velocity -mixed pianos, 31 note poly with 6
pads. Accepts all 15 5110 series PCM cards. DRUM KIT 32 sounds
40 sound effects. REVERE : 7 editable
algorithms with individual pad switch.. These EXCLUSIVE PRICE
unbeatable units are only available from Soho
INC VAT

Soundhouse/Turnkey and there won't be £165
enough K go round. You can't afford to wait
Original RAW. E789

P&P

n NEW
£33v BOXED

to 24/36 inputs.

3 band custom
profiled equalisation, sweepable 20:1 mid with EC/ also on four
auxiliary returns. Insert jacks on each channel and on the 8
subgroups. +480 phantom powering on XLRs, comprehensive soloing
including all semis & returns, mutti-mode LED meters, built in lalkback
dic, up to six aux busses and several monitoring options. Ergonomic
esign and rugged noise -cancelling steel / ge.iyiejr 12:8:2

alloy construction gives excellent hum Z. / .ju inc VAT
isolation, and is uniquely light and portable
with a bulb -in canying handle. This exclusive
offer represents the last chance to acquire

£10 POP
NEW BOXED

outrageous reduction

E10 P+P
NEW BOXED

18:8:2
one of these pro -facility desks and at an £969 inc
VAT

EVOLUTION EVS1 DRUM psAY=ND

£295

AlesisQuadrverb. 289

At last, a 16 bit
module
has

Alesis microverb3

£140

8.8.E. Sonic Mecmders
SPECIAL OFFER PRICES

411/3221422A/822A
Alesis micrcconth
£88
Alesis MIDIVero3
C199
/basis 3630
£234
ART SGE II
£245
ART Mt/Sven/LT oemE149

ART MultiVb Alp newf.259
Digitech Vocalist
£699
Digitech DSP16
£199
Dgitech DSP256XLCC304
Digitech IPS33B
£599
Aphex type C new £195
Boss SE50 new

Lexicon LXP1/5
Yamaha SPX903..
Yamaha SPX1000
Yamaha EMP100
Yamaha FX500

broken the price
If you're on a tight budget, there's no longer any need to put
up with the noisy, low bandwidth sounds which other budget modules
offer. The EVS-1 generates all its sounds with CD clarity (16 bit 44.1
kHz). The EVS-1 is several different synths in one. A simple -player,
a tat analog synth (subtractive), and various additive synthesizers.
(Phase Modulation tike the VZ-1, Ring Mod like the D-50, FM and WM
- All types of synthesis can be used simultaneously). A single EVS-1
can replace a whole rack lull of different modules anything from lush
analog strings, raw -power baselines. exotic digital timbres etc.
Features include 8 pan multi-timbrality never less than 16 notes
poly power -drum kit including Leon sounds as well as conventional
kits FREE editordibrahan software which runs as a desk -accessory
on Atari ST computers, allowing quick and easy tweaking of sounds
as you write the music. 191 rackmount. EXCLUSIVE OFFER
Unrepeatable opportunity to purchase very
barrier.

expensive sound quality with the multi- 01 99 inc VAT
channel spec for sequencing at a ridiculous 2.. I
+ES P&P
NEW BOXED
price, Strictly limited quantity. R.R.P. £299

£329
C345

YAMAHA SY22

£485
£599
£199
£199

eas to ro ram, sounds.real FX drums

Yamaha GSP100
Yam GC20208
Zoom 9002
Zoom 9030

£59

£195
265
£430

PORTA STUDIOS
Tascam 488 8 irk
Tascam 688
Tascam 644

EPOA
CPOA

£599
£1075

Cheetah Master 7P E626
Cheetah Mather 5V £299
Cheetah Master 550 C349
Cheetah Master 770 £729

PIANO KBD/MODS
Rhodes MK60 new £549
£1175
Rhodes MK80
he PF85
£749

Ye

-

- min

.

Emu Proformance/1 £235
Emu Proformance/1+049

DRUM MACHINES
C410

£199
£299
£199

Cheetah M016
Cheetah MD16RP CPOA
KORG S-3 new
£499
Boss DR550
C149
Roland R8M
£389
Roland R5
£175
Roland SPD8
£349
Roland PAD80 Mk2 £249

PUNCH IN/OUT CONTROL. Although the unit lists at over £500 it la
probably the most comprehensive and up to
SCOOP PRICE
date unit at any less than 021X10. At our
INC VAT
price it costs less than the most basic FSK

devices, making it cheap enough even for 4 £159 NEW
BOXED
track.R.R.P. £525

£POA

Trrscc:'d r7:rd:gr'reC'SP(39:4
Tascam 424
EPOS

ROLAND U20 RSPCM keyboard

Fostex X18
Fostex X28
Fostex X26
Yamaha MT3X
Yamaha MT100 II
Yamaha MT120

EMUWITH

EMAX

II
EXCLUSIVE
MEGADEAL

£229
£289
E250
E399

£699

A

8/18/24 TRACK
Akai ADAM

.......

(Eill
and quality) 4 stereo pairs of
separate outputs 3 stereo effects -loops SCSI and
RS422 interfaces as standard, giving access to our vast EN libraries

£8812

available in store on floppy. SyOuest and CD-ROM and at a

Fast R8 Seck1282 £11379

Timarkable £1,99 per disk from our 24 hr mail-order copying service
e RS -422 allows instant sample dump into Alchemy'. or Sound
Designer.. 3 distinct types al synthesist subtractive, additive and

MT Pro (wrndl11.. 3.CJW289
Trax (windows 3.0)
£79

Quick and eas to use - 24 bit sounds

E3450

ART MULTIVERB ALPHA PROCESSOREFFECTS

£339
CPOA

Tascam MSR16S EPOA
Tascam MM1 20/2

The ART sound takes another giant leap ahead of the competition

24 bit, 20 kHz bandwidth, 90d8 dynamic range. Over 50 effects to
choose from, mix and match them at will, up to 4 at once. Rotary dial,
with lull parameter control of up to 8 parameters over MIDI. Effects
include E0, 2 octave pitch shift, reverb, flange, delay, leslie, delay,
echo, sampling with MIDI playback, speaker simulator, stereo panner
etc
Built in MIDI analyzer. You're used to
great value for money from ART, but this °tier
8 CH
No real
INCVAT
breaks all previous limits.
ES BIB
competitor, R R P £449
NEW BOXED

£559
7

Fore. 12016 16/2
Fostex 454
Fostex 812
Seck 1282
sec.,

£58

£POA6/2/2

£POA
£POA
£899

£259

C939

MASTERING / DAT
Sony DTC1000

E938

only £69

CASIO DA7 portable 16 BIT DAT

16 BIT DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER

KAWAI K4R MODULE WITH 13 SEPARATE OUTS
16 be CD digital 8

.parate outs 258

sampled
waveforms

,800),,,,,

RaVox B77M111

£819

SYNCHRONISERS
SRI 000

£99Tascam
.., Midiizer

£188
£1056
C81

16

re.nant filters 4 waves per sound.

note poly, 8 part multi-Ombral plus drums
Easy riddling via data entry slider. Card slot.
2U rack. R.R.P. £599

£99

£299

INC

VAT
£9 P+P
NEW BOXED

-

Interest free credit (typical APR 0%) is available on selected items,
(interest beating credit is available on all items) both subject to
status. Soho Soundhouse is a licensed Credit Broker under the
Consumer Credit Act 1974. Written details available on request.

ON003S 330 %017

ENE =MI

GOODS REQUIRED

SOUNDHOUSE / TURNKEY 114 - 116 CHARING CROSS ROAD LONDON WC2H ODT. (10 day clearance CREDIT CARD NO.I
or personal cheques). All other tonne of payments - 24 hr despatch. Telephone Orders Welcome.

£339

recorder - best sellin. model! NEW

£439
Sony DTC750
£849
Yamaha DTR2
Sony TCD DO NEW E529
CASIO DA] NEW
£339
£POAfor
crTascam 0830

Ballade 2,5 (IBM PC) Mg Fostex MTC.1

postal orders, Access or Visa orders, Bankers draft, Building Society cheques, Cash in reg. Env! to SOHO

BOXED

ROLAND JX1 performance synth

Fast. G16

INC VAT

NEW 8 MEG, 100MB Hard-dlek version for only E2699

£2056
Fosbx EIS Gol00e0£2999

PC) £429

Ballade 1.03 (Mac)

sounds at a fraction of the normal price.
Hurry, these will sell out very quickty

Fostex B16

Groove GW2600 DJ mixer

VS444 MIDI card £010
KEY Midiator MS101 £115
KEY Midiator MS103 £175

opportunity to get the legendary E -mu £1585

Tascam MSR24 £4695

£469

Notebook PC
Cakewalk Sequencer
idiator Interface
tMillps
only £775 I

transform multiplication. Any one of these gives more sonic -potential
than most top -of -the -range synths. For all those &mix owners, the
Emu!l will convert all your old disks!
EXCLUSIVE OFFER
This offer represents a unique

Fost R8 Plinel 648 £2231
TSR8 Seck1882
£2818
TSR8 P Line 16/4/8 £2936
Studomaster. Desks
Mixdown 16/4/8 E1175
Mixdown 16/8/16 £1526
Praline 16/8/16
£1489
Proline 16/4/8
£1115
Fostex R8
£1099
Tascam TSR8
CPOA

FlOkIrd MC50

£149
£269
£115
£199

IRMO 15 -bit
convertors

Soundcraft SPIRIT 16816
Low POA
A8tHeath Spectrum £3349

Alesis Detadisk

COMPUTERS &
SOFTWARE

16

note poly In

uniqudigital

E280
OTHER MIXERS
£349

Roth. MV30 NEW E949

audio

32
C

£315
£325

Fostex GIPS

SEQUENCERS

Er... (Mo.

£649

.neat ctrl ke bd, FX drums

30 note sot

£396

Casio DA7 DAT Recorder NEW

Cadenza 2.5 (PC)
Cadenth windows
Cakewalk 4.0 (PC)
Cakewalk Pro (PC)

ALL SMPTE FORMATS

MIDI TIME CODE AND

SP
POINTERS
PROGRAM CUES AND
PROGRAMMABLE TEMPO CHANGES UNIQUE RECORDER

SONY DTC750 DAT player only £447

Akai AS(410
MMT8 NEW

uLl000rsmpTEJN.,

JL COOPER

Yamaha RICO new £128

£599

ector synthesizer

T., .3,2E CL HEAGNENNEDLA SAT,E ER.E Ou AS ATM.PRLsE

here

Alms D4

£218

Simultaneous Multi effects processor

EFFECTS
Art1E0 Midi E0

Fostex.280

E999
EPOA

Yamaha RY30
Mese SR16

1882 - E1799

ALESIS MIDIVERB 3 NEW

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
moi
NAME & ADDRESS
MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT =
Our long established mail order department documents your order from receipt to despatch. Send cheques
We recommend Ballade software to control

1282 - 0299

R.R.P.

Yamaha SPX900 multi -effects only £'499
Roland PC200
Akai MX76 mint
Akai MX1000
Roland A80
Yamaha KX88

8/ 16 track
recording consoles

1282/1882

Each channel has
a
long -throw
(100mm) fader, 4
duxiliaries and
ual inputs both of
wNch can be used
at once, giving up

£115 each

NEW Roland ..1)/30 / .1080 in stock NOW!

NEW BOXED

ATARI 1040 + Steinberg Cubase

SECK

NEW ATARI MEGA STE
16MHz, fancooled. much
more reliable - only £699

S1000/S1100 8 meg expansion card £349

ATARI 1040 + C -LAB Notator +

CHEETAH SX-16

Fostex & Tascam multitrack, & as the U.K.'s

Kawai K1R new
£259
Kawai K4R NEW
£299
£449
Kawai K4
Kawai Spectra NEW £299
Kong 01/W
£1199

Roland JD800

finance & installation to a quality of after sales
experience with the brand.
We are packaging SPIRIT consoles with both

C375

£539
£187

Roland 020 NEW

a complete sales package. From advice,

backup that stems from many years

Kawai K1 Mk2

Roland 1310 NEW

1

eLL127(

a previously unimaginable price.

E999

Roland 070 NEW E1299

mouse + SM-124 Monitor

console. The legendary sound quality,

technology, and revolutionary manufacturing
techniques, to bring you Soundcraft quality at

£79.5

Ensoniq SO2
Ensoniq SOR+
EVS1 + editor

Roland D5 NEW

ATARI 1040 + C -LAB Creator + £76

ART MULTIVERB Lrx

the world's most advanced production

Ensoniq SO -1«

Roland 135 s/h

NB As an Apple Authorised Dealer, we are not
able to supply Macintosh Products by Mail Order

Almost everyone involved in music production
at some stage dreams of owning a Soundcraft
reliability and ease of use, means a Soundcraft
equipped studio must be taken seriously.
A minor miracle has been performed, using

£269
£1150

r2 r2

SPECIAL OFFERS

Kwg Wave., ND £1249 C -LAB Unnor II new £269
OberheirnMatri xl 000095 Atari 10405TE t. Mon

For packages with a StylewrIter printer, call us to discuss.

£599

£299
£325
£479
£599

(save
.00)
(save £235.00)
(save £352.50)
(save £352.50)
(save £517.00)
(save £282.00)
(save £446.50)
New Macintosh
New Macintosh

rib: Il

swim

40% OFF SECOND

Cubase Mac £323, Vision E349, Encore: £399, EZ Vision £129

KORG M3R

Asa;

SYNTHESIZERS Coda Finale Mac/PC £645

£816.63
£934.13
£992.88
£1110.38
£1266.63
£1474.63
£1662.63
£1756.63
£1944.63

Mac Classic 2/40
Mac Classic 4/40
Mac Classic II 2/40
Mac Classic It 4/40
Mac Classic II 4/80

PACKAGES
We have purchased quantities of the current best-selling
modules and can offer these unbeliveable package prices
for a limited period - (Hurry while stocks last)
STUDIO 49

CLASSIFIED
Cheetah MS6 new
Ensoniq SDI

TASCAM

YAMAHA

ALasisl IS ONY1

!armor-IN:kr

KORG

We are one of only two music
dealers authorised by Apple to
supply at these discount prices

largest manufacturer of keyboards (all the prestige

;UTIF, E.1

gtordonailer Eri vv.= in

There is no longer any doubt that the Alan ST is
losing ground to the Apple Macintosh in the UK's
top music studios. The Mac has always been a
superior machine, but it's the price factor that's
helping it to lake over. Well now there's an
bigger incentive to GO MAC.
e'en

American brands feature this action) to control todays
computer/synth module systems, but instead of paying

5 OCTAVE
STUDIO 61

Soundcrdft

C -LAB

APPLE SPRING DEALS

These new ultra low cost Master Keyboards marketed by
and available exclusively from Turnkey represent a new
way of buying synthesizers. Separating keyboard from
synth has been the logical path since the arrival of MIDI,
but from the introduction of the first mother keyboard by
Roland in 1985 until now the costs have been prohibitive..
Manufacturers have to make two units, package them,
ship them and so on ... There is also the wasteful effect
of duplicating features.
These new products have been developed by the world's

STUDIO 49

AKAI

SPECIAL OFFERS

TURNKEY STUDIO
MASTER KEYBOARDS
& SYNTH
PACKAGES

4 OCTAVE IBEI

Roland

1

l

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

t

1

1

1

TOTAL

Atari ST Memory Expansion

MARPET DEVELOPMENTS

FRONTIER
XTRA-RAM DELUXE
One problem presented by the phenomenal
increase in Atari ST music software is the
limitation of the computer's memory - but a
RAM expansion could completely revise your
MIDI setup. Review by Tim Goodyer.

going to have to save off your sequence, quit the
sequencer program, load up the librarian, transfer

the patch, quit the librarian, and reload the
sequencer and the song file before you can continue.

You may be lucky, of course and have a patch
librarian that runs as a desk accessory, but then it'll
be a sample which needs editing, or a synth without

a decent user interface. Sooner or later it comes to
us all, and there's nothing quite like farting about

with computer programs to persuade you that
the "anti -computer lobby" might just have a point

yOU KNOW HOW it is - the track you're

working on is coming together nicely
until you realise that the bass patch
you can't manage without isn't currently
in the Super Jupiter's memory. Instead,
it's neatly filed away with a thousand other patches
in your patch librarian. And in order to load it, you're

52

after all.

Yet it doesn't have to be this way. You may have
thought that buying a 2Meg or 4Meg Atari was an
unjustifiable extravagance when you opted for your
1040 or 520 - or it might simply have been outside

your budget - but while you're waiting for the
sequencer to reboot, you may find yourself thinking

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

pQ
33

WOW

101116111EF

VISA

TREET, LONDON Wal

Are proud to announce full stock of
two of the best analogue and digital
tapes on the market!

3M 996

PREMIUM GRADE ANALOGUE OPEN REEL

AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES
1" x 101/2"x 2500ft
2" x 101/2" x 2500ft

1/2" x 7" x 1200ft
1/4"x 101/2" x 2500ft
1/2" x 101/2" x 2500ft

2" x 14" x 5000ft

AND

H.H.B. D.A.T.
AVAILABLE IN ALL LENGTHS
PQ 15- 15 min
PQ 30 -30 min
PQ 48 - 48 min

PQ 62 - 62 min
PQ 82 - 92 min
PQ 122 - 122 min

CALL

FOR PRICE LIST OR MAIL ORDERS
(Personal Callers Welcome)

-

about the possible advantages of being able to run a

have decided how much RAM you want to add,

multi -program environment like C -Lab's Softlink,
Steinberg's M.ROS or Dr T's MPE. But they sure

The easy option is to send your ST to Peak

Xtra-RAM Deluxe offers you two ways to go about it.

won't run in your humble 520/1040. Or will they?

Fitting a memory (RAM) expansion to up your
computer's memory to 2Meg or more would enable

"Fitting the XtraRAM Deluxe

upgrade isn't
difficult - if you've
dabbled with
electronics at any
level, it should be
well within your
capabilities."

you to run several programs at once - C -Lab's
Creator/Notator and Digidesign's Turbosynth, for

yourself. The DIY alternative necessarily involves you

example. You needn't even choose to limit yourself to

interfering with the innards of your computer. This
doesn't involve the use of a soldering iron, however,

music -orientated programs; you might choose to run

and fitting Xtra-RAM Deluxe may be safely undertaken

Quinsoft's Trax studio management program

without the benefit of a large amount of technical

alongside your sequencer. And I certainly could have

experience. In addition to this, the company operate

finished reviewing Alesis' D4 drum module more

a telephone help -line service should problems arise.

efficiently if I'd been able to switch between a
sequencer and my word processor - instead of
constantly quitting one in order to work with the other.

EXPANSIONS
I

PUT MY faithful Mega1 ST through Marpet's mind-

Another, more general, advantage of having plenty of

expanding experience. Opting for a 2Meg upgrade, it

RAM available is when using "D drives" or RAM
drives. Of course, you may simply want that extra

wasn't until I'd opened the computer up and

memory to finish off your latest sequenced opera...
So what's actually involved in expanding your ST's

chip that

memory?

come to that in a moment.

If you're the proud owner of one of the newer
E -series STs, fitting extra RAM is a relatively
straightforward matter of opening the machine up

everything you need except a couple of screwdrivers

discovered that it was blessed with a 100109 MMU
I

found that I was going to have to

disconnect both banks of internal memory - but we'll

The upgrade comes neatly boxed and contains

and dropping SIMMs (Single In -line Memory Modules)

and a small pair of wire cutters. The modification
itself consists of a mother board containing the

into the slots provided. The older STs, however, were

SIMMs, a "piggy -back" board which fits over the MMU

designed before SIMMs had become available;

chip, and another board which fits into the socket
occupied by the ST video shifter chip and provides

consequently things aren't quite so simple. If you own

one of these machines, you'll actually need to fit a
modification to your ST so that it will accept SIMMs.
There are various such upgrades available, but only
one currently allows you to upgrade to some level

alternative accommodation for it. There are also four
"flying" leads necessary to disable the onboard RAM,

a disk containing a RAM -testing routine and an
instruction manual.

under the 4Meg maximum which the ST can

You're directed to read the manual before

accommodate, and then add to the expansion at a
later date - Marpet Developments' Frontier Xtra-RAM

beginning work and it's sound advice. At only 34
pages, it's not an arduous task and you'll discover

Deluxe.

that, since it covers all the various ST revisions, only

A FISTFUL OF

part of the directions will actually apply to your
K

siutation.

AS YOU HAVE a choice of upgrade options, there is a

Marpet reckon the job is about an hour's worth of

choice of upgrade kits. You can fit an unpopulated
RAM board (with a view to obtaining SIMMs from

work and, very helpfully, advise you of the amount of

some other source), or a board with 0.5Meg, 2Meg or

4Meg already fitted. Due to the architecture of the

ST, RAM needs to be presented to the central
processor in a specific way. In a 1040ST, the 1Meg of

onboard memory is presented as two banks of
0.5Meg. Any additional memory you fit must be

space you'll require as well as easy steps in getting
the job done. Possibly the most impOrtant directions
relate to static precautions, as all integrated circuits
are susceptible to damage from static discharges
from your body. All that's actually involved is making
sure you've safely earthed yourself before beginning

and preventing the build-up of static during the

presented in a similar way - that is, if you add 2Meg

operation.

to a 1040ST, you will have to disable one of the
0.5Meg banks and substitute the new 2Meg bank,
giving a total of 2.5Meg of RAM. Yes, that 0.5Meg
you've disconnected lies dead inside the machine;
your 2Meg expansion to your 1Meg computer only

The first stage of the upgrade is identifying which
of the instructions you should follow. There are four

distinct types of STF/STFM as well as separate
categories for the Mega1 and Mega2. Once you know

which directions apply to you, you're ready to

gives you a total of 2.5Meg. Similarly, if you fit a full
4Meg expansion to your ST, you will have to disable
both 0.5Meg banks and subsitute 2Meg of SIMMs for
each. And due to the fact that Atari have produced a
variety of STs with differing architectures, you may

disassemble your ST. The instructions are clear and

even find that you have to disable both banks of a
Mega1 to fit your 2Meg upgrade, in which case you

supply an alternative adaptor to the piggy -back

only end up 1Meg better off. I'm afraid that there's

the board is a very tight fit. Next you have to remove

no way around it.

the video shifter chip. This is accomplished with a

Assuming you've decided you want to upgrade and
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Electronics (official fitters appointed by Marpet)
where trained hands will do the dirty work for you.
The other option is to roll up your sleeves and do it

concise. Once inside, you're instructed to remove the

spring clips securing it and fit the piggy -back board.
(Certain STs have surface -mounted MMUs rather than

the more usual socketed ones, in which case Marpet
board.)

I

found this straightforward, but be warned:

small screwdriver and a little care. The adaptor board
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is then fitted in place of the video shifter, and the

to concede that the damage to the MMU socket was

video shifter is fitted into the socket on the adaptor.
This was considerably easier than fitting the MMU
board. In both cases, care must be taken to ensure
correct orientation of all components.
Fitting the Xtra-RAM board itself is simply a matter
of attaching ribbon cables from the MMU board and

caused by my negligence. That said, I'm not prepared

the video shifter board; disconnecting the ST's

involves inflicting a certain amount of abuse upon it.

onboard RAM is a little more drastic. Using a table in

Looked at another way, the problems

the manual, you have to identify up to four resistors
(two related to each bank) which must be cut at one
end and have the flying leads attached. The other end

to blame Marpet either. The fact is that the MMU
socket was never designed to have another set of
pins forced around those it already has - unlike the
Atari STE, the ST series was not intended to be
readily upgradeable and so any such modification

encountered gave me a chance to
put the help -line to the test - and it
I

passed with flying colours.

Fitting the Xtra-RAM Deluxe

of the leads are then clipped to the 5V supply found
on certain capacitors. (The table informed me that

upgrade really isn't difficult. If you've

had to disconnect both banks of onboard RAM,

dabbled with electronics at any level,

leaving me with a total of 2Meg instead of a possible

it should be well within your
capabilities. Even if you haven't, a
practical mind and the patience to

I

2.5Meg.) Once this has been done, the modification
is complete, and your ST may be reassembled.

read through the manual before

TROUBLESHOOTING

getting started should see you

I KNOW THREE other people who have fitted an
Xtra-RAM Deluxe upgrade to their Ataris; none of

through. If the lure of extra memory

them had any problems. I did.
When I tried to run the test program, I was met

is strong, but your confidence is
weak, you may prefer to use the

"The difference between
running one program at a
time and switching
between two or more
programs represents a
dramatic saving in both
time and frustration."

fitting service.

to the troubleshooting section of the manual, I was
directed to first check the fitting and orientation of

Only you can say whether or not
you and your music would benefit from some extra
memory. The difference between being limited to

the MMU board and then to de -install the Xtra-RAM by

running one program at a time and being able to

removing the MMU board and restoring the video

switch freely between two or more programs (GEM

shifter chip to its socket. Unfortunately, neither

compatibility permitting) using C -Lab's Softlink
represents a dramatic saving in both time and

with a blank monitor screen and a silent ST. Turning

course of action proved helpful. The MMU board was

correctly orientated and removing both that and the
video shifter board failed to improve things. It was
time to put Marpet's help -line to the test.

frustration. The streamlining such a system can bring

First problem: disconnecting both banks of
onboard RAM had left the Atari with no RAM

studios surviving nicely on Mega2 STs, thank you.

whatsoever (hence its failure even with the upgrade

over other upgrades is that you can add further SIMM

partially de -installed). Second problem: tucked away

boards (up to the Atari's maximum capacity of 4Meg)

to the operation of your studio has to be experienced
to be fully appreciated. Certainly, I've seen a few pro

Of course, one of the virtues of Xtra-RAM Deluxe

at the rear of the manual (behind the troubleshooting

at a later date. It's a course of action which I'd

guide) was a section entitled Inserting SIMMs. Had I

thoroughly recommend - but with a couple of words of

read it, I would have discovered that my particular
configuration of computer required me to move the

warning. First off, the Atari version of Digidesign's

two SIMM boards to the two empty slots on the

editing system is marketed as requiring a Mega4 ST

Xtra-RAM Deluxe board. Armed with this information, I

host machine. Unfortunately it's not enough to

was confident I could finish the upgrade. I was wrong.

upgrade another machine to a capacity of 4Meg, as

Relocating the SIMM boards and re -installing the

Sound Tools ST also requires an expansion socket
found only on the Mega4. Secondly, if taking an Atari

upgrade left me with a computer that seemed to

address any disk inserted in its disk drive, but
steadfastly refused to give me a display on the

popular Sound Tools direct -to -hard disk recording and

out on the road already represents a risk, adding
another circuit board isn't going to improve matters.

monitor. Calling the help -line again, I was advised to

But if you're looking to vastly improve the

check the MMU socket for damage caused by

usefulness of a computer -based music setup without

installing the piggy -back board. On inspection one of

either spending a fortune or having to learn a new

the pins did, indeed, appear to be out of line with the

computer and sequencer, the Xtra-RAM Deluxe option

others. This was easily corrected by removing the

has got to be seriously considered.

MMU chip and adjusting the offending pin.
Reassembled with the Xtra-RAM re -installed, my ST

was then a fully -functional 2Meg machine.

Price Xtra-RAM Deluxe unpopulated, £34.99;
Xtra-RAM Deluxe 0.5Mb, £64.99; Xtra-RAM Deluxe,

2Mb £109.99; Xtra-RAM Deluxe 4Mb, £179.99. All

VERDICT

prices include VAT.

HAVE TO accept that missing the section of the
manual which told me to move the SIMM boards on

More from Marpet Developments, Meadowfield Farm,

the Xtra-RAM Deluxe was my own fault. In mitigation,

Tel: (0423) 567140/530577.
Fitting £15 (excluding carriage). More from Peak

I

I'd say that it could have been better located within
. On the other hand, I'm reluctant

the manual, but.

.
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Fellbeck, Pateley Bridge, North Yorkshire HG3 5ET.

Electronics, Tel: (0429) 860821.
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STOP

WHAT HAPPENS
stopped? The pitchbend

WHEN YOU HIT YOUR

value is correct for that
particular point in the song.

SEQUENCER'S STOP BUTTON? \
MORE THAN YOU'D GUESS, AND SOMETIMES MORE THAN
YOU NEED

-

THIS ANALYSIS MAY HELP CURE SOME OF
YOUR PROBLEMS. TEXT BY VIC LENNARD.

YOU'VE JUST PRESSED the stop button on

value was something other than zero,

your sequencer - one of the tracks playing

which means that notes being affected by
the pitchbend will not have been at their

back was recorded using the pitchbend
wheel. Chances are that at the precise
moment you pressed Stop, the pitchbend

56

root pitch. What happens when you hit
Play and continue playback from where you

But what happens if you move

to a different point in the song
and hit Play? The notes on the

same MIDI channel as the
pitchbend

information

will

effectively be out of tune.

A similar problem arises where you've
been using the modulation wheel - again
you hit Stop and continue playback from
another point in the song. The modulation
information is transferred to the new point
in the song.

The reason why the above problems

occur is down to the fact that a synth
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

STREATHAM
86-88 Mitcham Lane,
Streatham, London
SW16 6LY

KORG HAVE DONE IT AGAIN

CATFORD
20-22 Rushey Green,
Catford, London SE6

STREATHAM
Tel: 081 769 5681
or 081 769 6496

The 01/WFD is a fantastic new music workstation. On board
it has a 16 track sequencer, 200 program sounds, 200
combinations, 100 banks of 47 stereo digital effects.

CATFORD
Tel: 081 690
or 081 690 86

Hearing is believing.

£1749

MAIL ORDER
pri Cash Cheque HP Brown Sauce =

KEYBOARDS
Korg 01/W FD
Korg 01FtNV (new)

Korg 03R/W (new)
Korg Wavestation EX
Ensoniq EPS 16 plus
Ensoniq SQ1 plus 32 (new)
Ensoniq VFXSD music production
synthesizer (one only) at
Yamaha SY77 music synthesizer
(one only) at

DRUM
MACHINES
Yamaha RY30
£425
Boss DR550
£185
Alesis SR16
£299
Alesis HR16B
£250
Akai XR10
£319
Korg S3
£585
Cheetah MD16
£290
Cheetah MD16RP £399
Alesis D4
£399
Roland R5
£369

MODULES
Korg M1 REX ....£1299
Korg 03R
£999
Yamaha TG55
£489
Yamaha TG33
£450

£1799
£1499
£999
£1499
£1749
£1349
£1299
£1199

MOTHER KEYBOARDS
Akai MX1000 (new) 76 notes
master keyboard with superb action and
optional multi samples piano board.
MX1000 standard
£1199
MX1000 with sound board
£1699
Cheetah 770 weighted
88 note keyboard
£779
Cheetah MS5V controller
£275

P.A. EQUIPMENT

11.11 PACKAGES
* Studiomaster 16 into 2 *
* Bose 802 speakers *
* Bose system controller *
* Yamaha PD2500 amp *
including VAT
*400 watt system:
*Trace Elliot EPAS 400 *
*Studiomaster 12 into 2 *
*Ohm MR228 speakers*
including VAT

KORG 03RW

SAMPLERS

All the sounds of the 01W but without the
sequencer. With 32 voice Poly and 16 port
multi-timbrality. The 03RW blows the socks
off everything in its field!

Akai S950
New S950 SCSi board
New Akai 8 meg boards
(the real thing)
New Akai S950
meg boards

£2299

£1289

£1119

£POA
£399
£89

1111111111
e.

THE DIGITECH VOCALIST
The Vocalist
is one of the
few really
useful items
that has
come out for
singers. This
unique tool offers 4 part harmonies and
covers all styles of music using different
chord configurations. The harmonies sound
identically like a real voice and do not
sound like chipmunks on the piss.
Price
£749

Akai 51000

£POA

*NEW*
Akai S1100 version 2
£POA
This update allows direct hard disk
recording without effecting the samplers
other tasks.

Ensoniq EPS 16+ turbo
£POA
The only current machine which won't
forget your samples when you switch off.
CHEETAH SX16 SREREO
SAMPLER gives you 5 seconds of
stereo sampling and up to 43.5 seconds
in mono. ONLY
£628

NEW JBL M330
45HZ - 18KHZ
The M330 is a two way full range loud
speaker system, capable of producing 350
watts into 8 ohms. It has a 12 inch low
frequency speaker and a high frequency
compression driver (horn)
£899 a pair.
NEW JBL M350
32HZ - 18KHZ
The M350 is a two way full range touring or
backline PA speaker capable of 350 watt into
8 ohms. The M350 has a 15 inch LF driver
and also an HF pure titanium diaphragm
compression driver
£999 a pair.
NEW JBL M360
35HZ - 22KHZ
The M360 is a 3 way full range loudspeaker
system designed for bands who need a high
quality PA system or sidefill speaker system.
This unit also has 350 watt into 8 ohms
handling and comprizing of a 15 inch high
power woofer for clean accurate bass
response, an 8 inch midrange tranducer
speaker and a horn loaded + tweeter ...£1300
BOSE 802 SPEAKERS
Gigsounds can offer the best advice going on
PA systems and the Bose 802's are one of
the finest, most respected PA speakers ever
made.

We are offering 802's for a limited period only
for just
£899 a pair
Bose 802 system controller for the
speakers
£POA
EV ELECTROVOICE S200 SPEAKERS
Electrovoice have always been known for
quality and the S200 PA speakers are just
that, they are small easy to carry units that
produce an astonishing 300 watts per
speaker of perfect accurate
sound
£999 a pair
Peavey CL4 clusters
£465 a pair
Peavey bass flex
£360 a pair
Peavey ES12
£255 a pair
Peavey ES15
£305 a pair
Peavey PS12 (powered monitor) £255 a pair
Peavey XR600 (P.A. head)
£499

NEW ALLEN & HEATH GS3 CONSOLE
Up to 68 channels on n=mixdown with eq,
4 aux sends with MIDI mute + 2 cue
sends, 4 stereo returns with eq and MIDI
mute, MIDI mute automation with 32
snapshots, programmable MIDI remote
function keys. Call for details.

Peavey XR500
Peavey XM4
Soundtech 306D (P.A.head)
Soundtech 308D
Soundtech 112 cabs
Carlsbro A112 cabs
Carlsbro A115 cabs

£399
£299
£440
£490

£245 a pair
£263 a pair
£329 a pair

MIXER AMPS
STUDIOMASTER POWERHOUSE 8:2
The Powerhouse is probably the finest stereo
mixer amp around. It offers 250 watts a side,
digital effects built in. There are two versions
of the Powerhouse an 8 input and 12 input
unit. PURE QUALITY 8:2
£899
12:2
£1100
CARLSBRO PMX 8:2
A similar unit to the Powerhouse but the
PMX offers a staggering 300 watts per side.
Price
£847
SUNN SX8350
This is a mono 8 input mixer amp designed
for small bands with built in reverb
£460
NEW CARLSBRO GRX7
A fine new mixer amp from Carlsbro, The
GRX7 has 6 inputs (mono) capable of
producing 400 watts of Power
£486

AMPS
We are proud to be a main agent for
Klynstrom amplifiers.
They produce clean stereo sound for any PA
system.
Klynstrom PXA 300 a 300 watt amp
£399
Klynstrom PXA 600 a 600 watt amp
£525
Klynstrom Mosfet 1000 the leader of the
range cost
£799

THIS MONTHS DEALS
PA DEAL 1
1 x Carlsbro GRX7 mixer amp
1 pair of Carlsbro A115 speakers each
cabinet has a 15 inch woofer and two
tweeters.
1 x pair of stands and speakers leads
total
£899
PA DEAL 2
Dyamix 12 into 2
Kudos Clusters
300 watts
incl VAT
£849

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
4 TRACK
Fostex X26 plus free compressor
Fostex X28
Fostex 280
Tascam Ports 05 high speed
Tascam Porta 03
8 TRACK
Tascam TSR8
Fostex R8
16 TRACK
Fostex E16
Fostex G16
Tascam MSR16
24 TRACK
Tascam MSR24
DAT
Tascam DA30

£299
£POA
£599
£332
£321

£1850
£1495

£2999
£4347
£3899
£POA

£POA
Also a large range of mixing desks, digital
effects & processors, microphones, stands etc

CALL FOR DETA-

effectively stores the current value for

off, while a value between 64 and 127

aware of this "reset" problem and created

pitchbend and modulation (among other

means on. However, it is conventional to

a special MIDI command to make the

parameters). These stored values

use 0 for off and 127 for on. The

functions within a synth which are affected

continuously change during the course of a

necessary MIDI message to turn this off

song but when the sequencer stops

would be Bn 40 00.

by the values of MIDI Controllers (and
various other MIDI messages) revert to
their default values. The message Reset

playing, a specific value is held in memory.

When the sequencer starts again, this

Modulation Wheel Off: again this is a

value is regarded as current and is

seven -bit MIDI Controller (#1), but this

All Controllers tells a MIDI device to
change certain parameters to pre-

imposed on the tone -generating circuitry of

time it is not a switch function and,

programmed values, as if the individual

the synth.

therefore, can take any value between 0
and 127. The value usually corresponds to
the depth of the modulation effect, so to

MIDI commands for each of these

There are other MIDI performance
controls which create similar problems Sustain Pedal, for example. This ensures
that a sound follows its envelope until it

reaches the sustain portion, and then

ensure that it is turned off entails the

transmission of a depth of 0. The
necessary message is Bn 01 00.

command is also in the Mode section of
the MIDI Controller messages and Bn 79
00 is the required message.

As most sequencer writers have now

stays at the sustain level until the pedal is

implemented Reset All Controllers, are any

released. At this point the sound enters

of the other messages still necessary?

its release phase. Consequently, the

Unfortunately the answer is yes, because

status of the sustain pedal is buffered and
used by the envelope -generating circuitry
of the synth. If Sustain Pedal is "on" when
remembered by the synth; when you start
playing again, all notes will be sustained

Reset All Controllers only took its place
within the Detailed MIDI 1.0 Specification
a few years ago and such functions cannot
be made retrospective - if a synth can't
recognise it, it can't act on it.
Some sequencer writers have resorted

until a sustain pedal off command

to ingenious methods to counter the

appears in the song, at which point the

problem of synths not recognising the All
Notes Off message. For example, C -Lab's
Creator/Notator transmits a single Active
Sensing byte ($FE) each time you hit Stop.

the sequence is stopped, it will be

previous sustain pedal on will

be

defeated.

A worse possibility still arises when a
sound generator receives a note on and

the sequencer is stopped before it

Channel

receives a note off. Sequencer users will

Aftertouch Off: while this isn't actually a
MIDI Controller, it is a channel -specific
message upon which most synths will

know that this isn't (usually) the case this is because the sequencer keeps track
of the notes being played at any particular
time and sends out the necessary note off

If you have either a Roland U110 or a
U220, you'll see the messages Active
Sensing Error and MIDI Off -Line
respectively.

The Active Sensing message is intended

act. It's instigated by putting further

to tell all slave devices connected to a

pressure on the synthesiser's keys, after

master that the latter is still there by

initially pressing them and triggering a
note. Its original use was as an

sending the one -byte message about every

alternative way of originating modulation
effects; however, most of today's synths

optional; if a slave never receives Active

allow you to re -map Aftertouch to

them. However, once the message has

SOFTWARE WRITERS HAVE been aware of

functions including the pitch envelope,

been received, a slave expects to continue

these problems since the invention of

voice filter (VCF) or audio level (VCA). It is
a seven -bit message, and to ensure that

to see such messages. If none appear

it is non -effective requires the reset
message Dn 00.

assumes that the master has been
disconnected and shuts off its voice
circuitry. In the words of the MIDI

to transmit certain MIDI commands on

All Notes Off: this is a function of the

Specification, the receiver "will assume

each MIDI channel every time you stop the

transmitting device which, in this case, is
the computer. All Notes Off mutes all the
currently -sounding voices of a synth. The
need for this message dates back to the
early days of MIDI, when synths often left

the MIDI cable has been disconnected for
some reason and should turn off all voices

notes hanging. While it is a seven -bit MIDI

powered up. The problem here is that this
may lead to MIDI Volume (Controller #7)
being reset to the maximum value of 127 -

commands when the Stop button is
pressed.

THE ANSWER
sequencing. After all, there's little point in
providing complex sequencer functions if
the program collapses every time you stop
and start it. What most sequencers do is

sequencer. The most common of these
are:

Pitch Bend Recentre: as pitchbend is a
14 -bit MIDI command, it can take any
value between 0 and 16,383.
Consequently, the middle value is 8,192

Controller, it is in the area reserved for

300 milliseconds. This message is
Sensing bytes, it doesn't expect to receive

within the allotted time, the slave

and return to normal operation". What's

meant by "normal operation" is the
condition which exists when a device is

which corresponds to the pitchbend wheel

Mode messages and can only take a 0
value; any other value is undefined. The

sitting in its central position. This is

relevant message is Bn 7B 00. One

transmitted as En 00 40 (where n is the

problem with All Notes Off is that not all
synths recognise it as it is an optional

carefully -created volume levels for various

MIDI command. Very few Yamaha synths
will respond to it, Yamaha's EMT10 sound
module being one of the few.

you hit the Stop button. A software change
to the Wavestation solved this problem.
While the use of a single Active Sensing

MIDI channel and all numbers are in
hexadecimal; this will be true for all
examples).
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parameters had been received. This

Sustain Pedal Off: this is a seven -bit MIDI
Controller (#64) which can take any value
between 0 and 127. For a switch function,

(MMA) in the USA and the Japanese MIDI

any value of 63 or lower is taken to mean

Standards Committee (JMSC) became

The MIDI Manufacturers Association

which was the case with the Korg
Wavestation. In this case, all your
multitimbral parts disappear as soon as

byte is ingenious, it appears to be contrary
to the spirit of the MIDI Specification - but
such are the problems of having optional
messages. The origin of Active Sensing is

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

similar to that of All Notes Off - the

can be reduced to around 4300 bytes with

correct values; that is, they search

message was essential in the early days

the use of running status, but this is still
going to cause a significant glitch in any

backwards from the current position for
the last value and then transmit this as

music playing at the time.

the sequencer starts up. But not all
sequencers chase all aspects of a

of MIDI when the system wasn't as
reliable as it could have been. Many
manufacturers now feel that it's no longer
necessary and so do not implement Active

The problem is that a device cannot
keep an account of what MIDI data has

Sensing in their current equipment;

passed through it - it won't know precisely
which note on has failed to receive a note

moreover, most MIDI processing devices
discard Active Sensing at input.
Some sequencers give you the option of

not sending out reset messages:

off in the case of a hanging note. Including
such intelligence in a MIDI unit is generally

performance - for example, some only look

for the first 32 MIDI Controllers (as
Controllers #32 to #63 are only used in
conjunction with their parallel partners in
#0 to #31 and so are rarely implemented

financially prohibitive. Next time you hit
the panic button and wonder why those

within synths). So the likes of Modulation,

Steinberg's Cubase for one. Perhaps the

solution, bearing in mind the possible

perfectly crafted 16ths on the hi -hat

are correctly dealt with, but Sustain Pedal,

problems caused by optional messages, is
to have a menu from which you can select
which messages are transmitted. After all,

suddenly start fluttering, you'll know why.
A word of warning if you're using a MIDI

which you can choose which MIDI

patchbay with a panic button and a MIDI
port expander on the ST: hitting the panic
button under these circumstances may

Sostenuto and all others beyond MIDI
Controller #64 aren't. Fortunately, Pitch
Bend is usually catered, for as is
Aftertouch. You soon get to know what
your sequencer chases; just listen for

messages are to be filtered as they are

cause reset data to be sent to all

what appears to be wrong.

input. The Function Junction MIDI patchbay

connected MIDI Ins on the expander. The
consequence of this is likely to be a flow
of MIDI data beyond that which the MIDI
Input routine of the sequencer can handle.
Result: computer crash.
From the point of view of synths, there

most sequencers give you a menu from

offers this facility for determining the
messages sent when switching from one

patch to another. Firstly, you have the
option for whether reset data should be

MIDI Volume, Pan, Balance and Expression

In my conversations with various
manufacturers of software sequencers, it

seems that there's concern over the
possibility of glitches occurring as the

All Notes Off, Sustain Pedal Off, Centre

is a newly -implemented MIDI message

music starts to play, due to the number of
bytes required to reset the synth buffers.
This may be so but, again, it would be nice

Pitch Bend, Zero Modulation Wheel, Reset

which can act as a panic button. All Sound

to have the option to set a function like

All Controllers, Channel Pressure
(Aftertouch) Off and Sostenuto Off. With a

Off is MIDI Controller #120 (Bn 78 00)

this from a menu. Many people prefer not

and mutes all currently -sounding notes on
the specified MIDI channel. When a synth

to change default settings, assuming
those chosen by the manufacturer are
"correct", but having things under your

sent at all. Secondly, you can choose from

MIDI patchbay, this is especially important
- if you're switching between two patches
and a particular connection exists in both
of them, you may wish to keep sustained

notes playing over the patch change (as
you
may
with synth
patches).
Consequently, certain reset data must be

receives this message, the level of the
final amplifier for all voices is set to zero
as quickly as possible; any notes currently
sounding are turned off. Consequently,
such a MIDI message could be assigned

to a button on a keyboard which is

suppressed - if Sustain Pedal Off is

capable of having a MIDI message defined

transmitted, for example, sustained notes

for it. All Sound Off is not intended to

will be muted even if you're still holding
the sustain pedal down. On the other
hand, switching between two patches

replace All Notes Off or the correct

where a connection is made in the first but
not in the second is likely to lead to hung

a performance situation.

notes.

PANIC BUTTONS
THE "PANIC" BUTTON you may have seen

implemented on various MIDI devices
carries out a similar function to pressing
the sequencer's Stop button, except that
the sequencer could still be playing while

the reset information is transmitted. A
panic button, therefore, has to cope with
stuck notes where a note off has either
not been transmitted from the computer
(or keyboard) or else the synth has failed
to recognise a note off. Consequently, it
has to be more thorough in its cleaning -up

procedure and will often transmit every
possible note off on each of the 16 MIDI
channels - a total of over 6000 bytes. Add

Most of the additions to the MIDI
Specification as far as Controllers are
concerned have involved Controllers

sequence of notes on and off; rather, it's

numbered above 64. For example, there
are ten Sound Controllers (#70-#79). Let's
hope that sequencer software writers keep
themselves abreast of these changes and

a bolt -and -braces solution to a problem in

modify their software accordingly.

CHASING
CONTROLLERS

THE BOTTOM LINE
I AM A firm believer in allowing people who

use software to configure many of the

ONE FURTHER PROBLEM falls within the
scope of this article - the Stop button has

program aspects to their own taste;

been hit, the sequencer has sent out the
various commands to reset the relevant

aware of the significance of this

buffers in your synths. What happens

anyone who uses an Apple Mac will be
philosophy. Given hundreds of different
options within a sequencer, many people

when you re -start the sequencer, whether
at the same point or not?

(probably most) will avoid even considering

The issue is that the sequencer has

have sensible defaults, this lack of

somehow to know what the current

interest in technical detail will have no

situation is for the MIDI Controllers, Pitch
Bend and Aftertouch. You're in the middle

unfavourable side effects. For those who
really want to be able to get the best from
their MIDI system, the ability to be able to
make such choices is important.

of a song or piece of music - is the
Modulation value 0, 25 or 76? What
degree of Pitch Bend is there? Is the
Sustain Pedal on or off? Without re-

to this the other messages mentioned
above (for each MIDI channel) and it's
possible to have a stream of over 6500
bytes which would take more than 20

installing the correct values in the synth
buffers, performance data of the above
types will not be correctly assigned when

seconds to transmit. Admittedly this figure

Most sequencers can "chase" the
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own control would certainly pre-empt one
situation likely to arise in the near future.

the sequencer re -starts.

their usefulness. However, if these options

Information on the latest additions and
changes to the MIDI Specification is free
to all members of the European MIDI
Association (EMA). For more information

about membership, please contact Vic
Lennard on 081-368 2245.
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JV30 SYNTH

Although its tag
would have you
think it's a
stripped -down

version of Roland's
new JV80, the
JV30 is really
something else.. .
Review by

Simon Trask.
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WHAT'S IN A NAME? Not always

what you might expect. For
instance, although Roland's
latest sub -L1000 synth bears
the designation "JV", it's not a
scaled -down JV80 (see review in last month's MT) but

a keyboard version of the company's SC55 Sound
Canvas module. This means that it implements their
GS Format patch -mapping "standard"; the JV80, on
the other hand, doesn't. Something which the two
synths do have in common is an emphasis on front panel clarity and accessibility, although they differ in
their approach - the 1V30's has more in common with

dynamically allocated across all 16 parts, a bank of
128 Tones which provides a predefined selection and
arrangement of ROM sounds, at least one predefined
ROM Drum Set (in fact, the JV30 has nine ROM

preset and nine programmable Drum Sets), and
General MIDI compatibility. General MIDI Level 1 is
effectively, though not officially, a subset of GS, in
that GM's one bank of 128 sounds matches that of

bank zero of GS's 128 banks, and GM's one
Percussion Map matches GS's Standard Drum Set,

which is just one of numerous preset and user programmable Drum Sets possible within under GS.
You can force the JV30 into GM response (bank zero

that of the JX1, the JV80's with that of the D70.

selected, Standard Drum Set assigned to MIDI

GS
WHAT'S IT MEAN?
THE JV3O'S GS conformity means that it

channel 10) from any state by transmitting the GM
System On command to it. The situation regarding
polyphony on GS instruments is similar to that with
GM instruments except that, where GM specifies a
minimum of 24 voices, GS seemingly specifies a
maximum of 24. That's how many voices the JV30

automatically has certain features, such as 16 -part

multitimbrality, 24 -voice polyphony with voices
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£199
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"Explosive effects, phaserguns,
computer/vocoder voices, machines, alien
motions, spheric sounds, futuristic alarms,
interplanetary fireworks, percussive space FX
and 100's of special effects between magic and
metal. Galactic vibrations, long stereo
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has, anyway, which means that if you're using only

you've edited, which means you can only store one

two -voice Tones you're down to 12 -note polyphony.

edited version of one of the Variations associated with

GS bank zero and GM both provide 16 groups of

To switch between Preset and User Tones from the

Guitar, Bass, Strings, Ensemble, Brass, Reed, Pipe,

front panel, you press the buttons labelled Preset and

Synth Lead, Synth Pad, Synth Effects, Ethnic,

User. However, via MIDI there's no means of selecting

Percussive and Sound Effects. Each group consists

User Tones as opposed to Preset Capital Tones or vice

of eight sounds which sit within the defining category,

versa - both are addressed as bank zero using the
MIDI Bank Select command. It seems there are only

so, for instance, the Bass category consists of
'Acoustic Bass', 'Fingered Bass', 'Picked Bass',

"The JV30 scores
with its
accessibility and
user -friendliness
and with the sheer
number and variety
of sounds it makes
available."

two ways to ensure that you select the Tone you want,

'Fretless Bass', 'Slap Bass 1', 'Slap Bass 2', 'Synth

either Preset or User, on each MIDI channel. One is to

Bass 1' and 'Synth Bass 2', while the Brass category

ensure that a Tone from the relevant Bank is already

consists of 'Trumpet', 'Trombone', 'Tuba', 'Muted
Trumpet', 'French Horn', 'Brass Section', 'Synth
Brass 1' and 'Synth Brass 2'. The Sound Effects
category, you'll be interested to know, consists of
'Guitar Fret Noise', 'Breath Noise', 'Seashore', 'Bird

selected on each channel; you can do this by creating

Tweet', 'Telephone Ring', 'Helicopter', 'Applause' and

programmed values for all eight editable sound

'Gunshot'.

parameters via MIDI (as non -registered parameter

a Performance (see later) which has the relevant
Preset and User assignments. The other is to take
advantage of the fact that, in addition to bank select
and patch change settings, the JV30 transmits the

Unlike General MIDI, GS allows a number of

numbers) each time you select a Tone or a Variation. If

variations on the Tones of bank one to be created. In

GS -speak, the Tones of bank zero are known as
Capital Tones, the Tones in every ninth bank are
known as Sub -Capital Tones, and the Tones of all
banks are known as Variations. The idea is that

you record this data into your sequencer, then each
time you play the sequence back you're effectively
"programming" the sound live. Although this means
each patch change entails transmitting an 83 -byte
chunk of data, in practice didn't encounter any

Capital Tones and Sub -Capital Tones with the same

adverse effects when incorporating such changes into

Tone number can provide a different instrument
within the same instrument category, while the "in

multitrack sequences - though, obviously, too many

between" Variation Tones literally provide variations

hiccups.

on their Capital or Sub -Capital Tone. For instance,
Tone 22 bank zero is a French accordion while Tone
22 bank eight is an Italian accordion.

The only place where the JV30 makes use of "in
between" Variations is in the Sound Effects category,
and here each Variation is actually a different sound.
So, for instance, where with General MIDI Tone 126

I

patch changes happening at once could cause

PRESENTATION
THE ..IV30'S 61 -NOTE keyboard is sensitive to attack

consists of nine different samples: Helicopter, Car

velocity only, though the instrument can respond to
both channel and poly aftertouch via MIDI; although
the keyboard is a fairly standard synth -style affair, it
does have some substance in its feel, unlike some
keyboards could mention. The synth's rear panel

Engine, Car Stop, Car Pass, Car Crash, Siren, Train,

provides a bog -standard collection of sockets: MIDI In,

Jetplane, Starship and Burst Noise. All in all, the JV30

Out and Thru, L(Mono) and R audio outs, stereo

provides 40 sounds in the Sound Effects category,
where a GM instrument could only have eight. There
are two ways to select these extra sounds associated

headphones output, sustain pedal socket, and power

would consist simply of a helicopter, with GS it

I

input socket for the external AC adaptor, together with,

of course, the power on/off switch.

with each Tone: from the 1V30's front panel you simply

The JV30 is easy to get to grips with, thanks in part

keep pressing the Variation button and the synth

to the fact that it's not a very complicated instrument,

cycles around the Variations, while remote selection of

and in part to the fact that its capabilities are

Variations via MIDI involves sending a Bank Select
command (MIDI controller #0) for the Variation and a

presented on the front panel in a clear, accessible
way. Essentially, you step in either direction through

patch change command for the Tone.

the 16 Parts using the dedicated Part Up/Down

Variations, the JV30 provides a total of 189 Preset
Tones. A further 128 Tones are available in a special

buttons, and all the other buttons affect whichever
Part is currently selected. Each Part can be given its
own level, pan, MIDI receive channel, chorus depth,

MT32 mode (selectable from the front panel by

reverb depth, chorus on/off and reverb on/off

pressing the Performance and Variation buttons, and

settings. The latter two are particularly easy to set:
once you've selected a Part, all you have to do is

Taking into account both the Capital Tones and the

via MIDI by sending Bank Select 127) which uses a
Tone organisation, and assigns a CM64/32L Drum Set

press the dedicated buttons labelled Chorus on/off
and Reverb on/off (pinpoint LEDs within each button

to channel 10. Roland have also given the JV30 a bank

light up to indicate the don" setting). Equally

of 128 User Tones into which you can store your own

accessible are two performance features, Solo and

bank of Tones mapped in accordance with the MT32's

62

each Preset Tone.

sounds: Piano, Chromatic (tuned) Percussion, Organ,

edited versions of the Variations. All you have to do is

Portamento, which can be switched in and out per Part

press the Write button and then press the relevant
Number button on the synth's front panel (its built-in
LED prompts by winking at you). As on the JX1, you
can't store to a Tone location other than the one

from dedicated buttons. This clear visual correlation

between parameters and buttons is typical of an
instrument which brings just about everything to the
surface. Other parameters programmable per Part are
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bend range, modulation depth, key shift, velocity

Tone can be given different parameter settings on

sensitivity depth, velocity sensitivity offset and voice
reserve (if you have an important musical part which
mustn't have notes stolen from it, you can "reserve" a

different MIDI channels - and you have the advantage

that the settings can be stored as part of your
sequence.

fixed number of voices for it). A useful global

Take things a bit further and you can have dynamic

parameter allows you to specify whether the JV30

parameter edits recorded within your sequences. What

should transmit on a fixed MIDI channel or whether it

you can't do, sadly, is record dynamic edits into a
sequencer from the JV30's front panel, because
Palette and Data Entry slider movements aren't

should transmit on the receive channel of the currently -

selected Part.
Sixteen Bank and eight Number buttons allow you to

translated into MIDI data by the synth. So all that mad

select a Tone from the bank of Capital Tones, while, as

slider wiggling may be great for live performance edits

mentioned earlier, successive presses of the Variation

(changing the filter cutoff point and resonance amount

button cycle you around the Variations (if there are any,

on 'Synth Bass 1', say), but it won't get you very far

that is) for the selected Tone. The 16 Tone Groups are

when you want to sequence your edits.

listed on the front panel to the right of these buttons,
so you don't have to struggle to remember which Bank

PLAYING UP

button (Group button would perhaps have been a
better label) selects the Guitar sounds or the Synth

ON THE SUBJECT of performance, the JV30 includes

Lead sounds.

four Key Modes - Fat, Octave, Dual and Split - which

Assigning a Drum Set to a Part is equally

can be called up individually from dedicated front -panel

straightfoward: press the Drum 1 or Drum 2 button,
then either go with the selected Set or use the Preset,
User, Number and Variation buttons to choose a

buttons located below the central LCD window. As you

different Set. Drum Sets can be assigned to any Part,

below the currently -selected Part - if you were

but no more than two Sets can be active at once. The

sequencing that Part, it would drop out while one or

JV30 also lets you edit the pitch, level, pan and reverb

other of these Modes was selected (an interesting

depth settings for individual sounds within the Preset

approach to track muting). Dual and Split also require

Drum Sets (though you can't change the mapping of

a second Part, only in this instance you can select any

sounds) and then Write the results into one of the RAM

might guess, Fat and Octave both provide ways of
beefing up a sound. To do so, they "take over" the Part

"mini" Edit Palette of three assignable sliders, and lets

one of the other 15 Parts, and its Tone is placed on
the keyboard along with that of the current Part. You
can change the Tone assignments, and in the case of
Split, set the keyboard splitpoint yourself; if the global
TX Channel
each Part

you select the active parameters by pressing the

transmits on its own MIDI channel, so you can address

Vibrato, Filter or Envelope button. So, one moment you

up to two MIDI channels from the JV30's keyboard.

memories.

Like the JX1, the JV30 makes a limited number of
sound parameters available for editing, puts them on a

can be editing the filter cutoff point and the resonance

I did encounter one rather unfortunate software bug.

amount, the next you can be editing the attack, decay

If you set the keyboard Local on/off parameter to "off"

and release settings of the filter and amplitude
envelopes. Obviously there are a lot more sound

- as you're likely to do if you're using the JV30 with a

parameters which Roland have hidden from view. One

and play on the keyboard, the JV30 immediately seizes

of them is presumably filter on/off, because editing
cutoff and resonance on some of the Tones has no
effect; in particular, many of the Sound Effects Tones

up and locks you out completely. This is most definitely

don't respond to cutoff and resonance edits,

multitrack sequence at the time. Turning the synth off

found a bit frustrating. As ever,

and back on again (which is all you can do in the
circumstances) sets it back on its feet, but doesn't

something which

I

there's a trade-off between simplicity and immediacy
on the one hand and depth and flexibility on the other.
The JV30, of course, majors on the former.

sequencer - and then select one of the four Key Modes

not something you'd want to have happen to you in a
gig situation, especially if the JV30 was playing back a

cure the problem. Only Roland can do that - hopefully
sooner rather than later.

As mentioned earlier, you can Write the edited Tone

Effects processing on the JV30 is limited to chorus

into one, and only one, User Tone location. This can

and reverb, as it is on many Roland synths. You get a

become frustrating when you want to use differently -

choice of eight Chorus types - Chorus 1/2/3/4,

edited versions of a Tone at the same time, but there

Feedback Chorus, Flanger, Short Delay, and Short
Delay with Feedback, and eight Reverb types - Room

is a workaround for this situation. I mentioned earlier

that whenever you select a Tone on the JV30, the
synth transmits not only the relevant bank and patch

1/2/3, Hall 1/2, Plate, Delay and Panning Delay. For

numbers but also the stored parameter settings for the
Tone - effectively a Tone dump, except that the values

parameters are limited to effect type and level, while
per Part, as mentioned earlier, you can set on/off

are conveyed as controller data (Non -registered

and depth.

both Chorus and Reverb, globally programmable
I

Parameter Numbers and Data Entry values) rather than

Settings for many of the JV30's global and Part -

SysEx data. All you need to do is record this

specific parameters can be stored in a Performance,

information into your sequencer on the relevant MIDI

allowing you to call up, say, a completely different set

channel(s) and then edit the Data Entry values for

of 16 Tones in an instant. You can program up to eight

whichever parameters you want to change, using your

Performances, and call them up by pressing and

sequencer's Event List editor. On playback, the same

holding the Performance button and then pressing one -
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"Even if you're not
using the JV30
multitimbrally,
Performances can
still be useful as a
way of grouping
together up to 16
Tones at a time."
"All in all, the
JV30 provides 40
sounds in the
Sound Effects
category, where a
GM instrument
could only have
eight."
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Tones using Bank and Number buttons, all you need to

do is step through the Parts. However, one potential
disadvantage of this approach is that active notes are
cut dead whenever you step to a different Part.
The JV30 implements SysEx dumping of User Tones,

User Drum Sets, all or individual Part settings and
Performances, so you can expand beyond the onboard
storage capabilities of the synth.

VERDICT
WHILE IT'S NOT a synth for anyone who wants to get
into some serious programming (or take advantage of

others' serious programming), the JV30 scores with
its accessibility and user -friendliness, with the sheer
number and variety of sounds it makes available, and
with an attractively punchy, sharp sonic quality which
has plenty of verve and sparkle to it - if it lacks a little
in depth and warmth. Overall, Roland's new synth is a

well thought out and well balanced instrument which

D of the eight Number buttons. However, while active
notes can overlap Tone changes on an individual Part

does more than enough to make itself appealing to
budget -minded recording musicians and performing

basis, calling up a new Performance cuts short all

musicians alike.

active notes, so Performance changes while a
sequence is running aren't really feasible, which is a
Price £799 including VAT.

pity.

Even if you're not using the JV30 multitimbrally,

More from Roland (UK) Ltd, Atlantic Close, Swansea

Performances can still be useful as a way of grouping

Enterprise Park, Swansea, West Glamorgan SA7 9FJ.

together up to 16 Tones at a time. Instead of selecting

Tel: (0792) 310247. Fax: (0792) 310248.

PRO M
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Tr. 071 252 8573
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Songwriter

Superb Synth Sounds on Atari St self loading disk.
Licensed By M.C.P.S

Roland JD800 (64 voices) ...NEW choice of 3

£25.00

Kawai K4 (64 voices)....NEW choice of 3

£20.00

Midi song files on disk for Cubase, Creator, Pro 24, Cubeat and standard midi song file format for Atari ST, IBM-PC and MC500

Songs are only f4.95 each (min. 4 per disk). Great for vocalists I live performance or simply for rehearsing instrumental parts.

Soloist song files are the closest you can get to the actual record.
Save The Best For Last

Vanessa Williams

The Way it is

Bruce Hornsby

I Wonder Why

Curtis Stigers

Boys of Summer

Don Henley

Stars

Simply Red

Respect

Erasure

Big Area

Then Jericho

When You Tell Me You Love Me..Diana Ross
Black or White

Michael Jackson

Faith (In The Power Of Love)

Rozalla

You to me are Everything

Sonia

Looking for Linda

Hue and Cry

When a Man Loves a Woman

Michael Bolton

Mary's Prayer

Danny Wilson

Wonderful Tonight

Eric Clapton

Waiting for a Star to Fall

Boy Meets Girl

American Pie

Don Mclean

Tears of a Clown

Smokey Robinson

Wind of Change

The Scorpions

Eye of The Tiger

Survivor

Salt Water

Love Changes Everything

Michael Ball

Everything I do

Julian Lennon
Bryan Adams

Missing You

John Waite

Promise Me

Beverley Craven

Love To Hate You

Erasure

Holiday

Madonna

Heartbreaker

Dionne Warwick

Real Gone Kid

Deacon Blue

Stop

Erasure

Girls Just Wanna Have Fun

Cyndi Lauper

Your Song

Elton John

Smooth Operator
Addicted To Love

Sade

West End Girls

Robert Palmer

Help

Pet Shop Boys
Bananarama

Walk Of Life
Lets Hear It For The Boys

Dire Straits

Alone

Heart

Deniece Williams
Pat Benatar

Can't Stay Away From You
Walking In Memphis

Gloria Estefan

Love Is A Battlefield
The Heat Is On

Glen Frey

I'm So Excited

Pointer Sisters

Vogue

Madonna

From A Distance

Belle Midler

What about Love

Heart

Manic Monday

The Bangles

Maneater

Hall & Oates

Need You Tonight

INXS

Take My Breath Away

Berlin

Silent Running

Mike & The Mechanics

Marc Cohn

Proteus 1/1XR 64 voices - choice of 2
Roland D50 (192 voices) - choice of 9
Roland D110/20/10 (128 voices) - choice of 4
Roland MT32 (256 voices) - choice of 2
Roland Juno106 (128 voice Cassette)
Korg M1 (100 voices) - choice of 3
Korg DW8000 (64 voices) - choice of 2
Korg Poly 800 (64 voices) - choice of 2
Yamaha DX7 (240 voices) - choice of 5

=1.0110

£20
£15
£15
£15
£15
£15
£10
£10
£10

Yamaha DX7 II (224 voices) - choice of 2
£10
Yamaha DX100/27/21 (456 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Yamaha TX81Z (468 voices) - choice of 2
£15
Yamaha CX5 (288 voice Cassette)
£10
Yamaha FB01 (96 voices) - choice of 2
£10
Ensoniq ESQ1 (240 voices) - choice of 2
£15
Kawai K1 (192 voices) - choice of 4
£15
Casio CZ (320 voices)
£10
Oberheim Matrix 6/1000 (1 Vol)
£10

RAM cards

1Yt

NEW LOWER PRICES!

Top quality Ram Cards loaded with great sounds from the USA used by Jan Hammer, Madonna, Elton John,
Huey Lewis, Whitney Houston, Rick Wakeman, Donna Summer, Keith Emerson. Foreigner etc.

Roland JD800 (2 cards)
Roland D70 (3 cards)
Roland R8 (1 card)
Roland U20 (1 card)
Roland D50 (6 cards)
Roland D10/20/110 (3 cards)
Roland Blank Ram
Yamaha SY77 (2 disks)
Yamaha SY55/TG55 (2 disks)
Yamaha SY22/TG33 (2 disks)

each £59
each £59
each £59
each £59
each £52
each £52
each £48
each £29
each £18
each £18

Yamaha Blank 64K Ram
Korg Wavestation (4 cards)
Korg 01/W (2 disks) NEW
Korg M1 (5 cards)
Korg Blank Ram
Ensoniq SQ1 (2 cards)
Ensoniq SQ2 (1 card)NEW
Ensoniq VFX SD1 (3 roms)
Ensoniq VFX, SD1 Blank Ram
Kawai K1 (5 cards)
Kawai K4 (3 cards)

each £69
each £59
each £29
each £59
each £59
each £59
each £69
each £44
each £65
each £44
each £55

Please telephone for full list of songs and news of latest releases.

PRO MUSIC
80 MEETING HOUSE LANE
LONDON SE15 2TX

VISA

E3

Call 071 252 8573 for
further details or brochure

Please add £1 to your order to cover postage & packing Same
day service for Access and Visa, Postal Orders and Cash.
Allow five days for cheques to clear.
Visitors by appointment orty'

You HERD...

HAVEN'T
SERVICE

MKS70

£450
SQ1+ £999
SQ2
£1099

TG33
SY22
SY55
SY77
RX8

£315
Roland performance sampler
*NE
- almost an S750 with a keyboard!

R5

TR505
TR606

£425
£525

Yamaha

£650

Boss

DR550

£1199

Korg

DDD5

£150

MTR

PB80

Emu

Procussion

£500
MK80 £1399
£699

Soundtecr

ST15EQ

Amptecr

APS450
MDR7

RCE10 £160

Roland JD80 and JD800
sound cards, In stock now!!

NS1OM

P2040

AR 150

660

£999
£500
£200
£100
£60
£160
£140
£120
£90
£60
£475
£110
£275
£55

A80

£150

SQR

_6(6

Package (U220,
JX1, Atari,
SM144, Cubeat)

SECOND FIA`
LIST (INC

PG10

market.

£795

£450
£699

& GK2 £800

creating a complete performance package. Add a
sequencer for one of the best budget setups on the

together

D5
D20

GR50

We have just bought a quantity of JX1's and U220's

U220 + JX1

£150

£150
£350
R8 -M £399
CS -10 £79
A50
£899
MV30 £999
CR80 £350
R8
£420

We stock most
major brands
available to the
music industry. Our
shops offer service
second to none. Buy your
gear from us, if it goes faulty,
we will lend you one free of
charge while yours is being
repaired. (Warranty repairs only).

U220
JX1

A220
R20
P330

Our adverts only show what we have in
stock at the time of going to press.
Call in and check if you don't believe us!

Roland CR80 'Dance Card'
In stock now!!!

(0274) 392805

vs.

Credit Terms
Available On
Written Request!

9am-5.30pm
Mon - Sat

Nlargin Music

Keyboard & Hi -Tech

Music Centre

The biggest + best music store in the north west (probably!)
2,500 sq ft of musical bargains!! Six showrooms, each with specialist assistants

'KING EDWARD STREET'
CITRONIC
tvai LAMPO
RECORDS - YES VINYL!

IOW

LANEY
British kmpliJkaka

BASS COLECTION
Ta4Auotve
H/H

ESP

eIRLS13110

AMPTECH

cliOHNER,,

?kkemille

GUITARS

AMPLIFICATION

117130BB

JEM

DISCO +

CD'S

SOUND &

TAPES

LIGHT

NJD

INNOVATIVE
McGREGOR
LE MAITRE
GRIVEN ABSTRACT

T-SHIRTS
POSTERS

ACCESSORIES

=Hew YAMAHA CLOUD
Upstairs for

lk.Roland

TEAL

ensonicti

YAMAHA

SHURE

I-

CASIO

PIANOS

beverdynamick)

CC

RECORDING

Aotittow
2,500 Titles in stock +
Classical CD's

12130BE

+ COMPUTERS

KORII

AKAI

YAMAHA ALESIS

TASCAM
CLAB

ATARI

Foster

PORTABLE
IKES + PHONES

AKG
SENNHEISER

KEYBOARD

2
KAWAI

ilL=2Roland
YAMAHA

We are one of the largest + best stocked music stores in the north west. All our equipment is wired up ready
for demonstrations + our prices are as good as any - come and see for yourself. Open 6 days 9am - 5.30pm

Mail Order on (almost) anything, Instant credit - Finance Details on request
3 MARKET PLACE, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE, SK10 1EB
ill

Tr 0625 619013/615740

VISA

mom

QUINSOFT

Atari ST Software

QUADRAVERB

TOOLKIT
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There's only one thing worse than an effects
unit with no programs, and that's an effects
unit with loads of 'em - happily for Quadraverb
users, Quinsoft's Toolkit will help restore
order. Review by Ian Waugh.

ITITITI1
,

.

IT!
IT!
1-1

!..tiitaitExtras

about a librarian for the Alesis Quadraverb, the first

and only one in existence as of writing. The
Quadraverb is so easy to use that devotees may
wonder if they actually need a librarian. But if you're

like me you hate to delete anything - including FX
patches - and once you've filled the Quadraverb's ten

free memories it's bulk dump time.
It's worth pointing out that the original Quadraverb
has been upgraded to the Quadraverb Plus. But you
don't have to ditch your original machine and fork out

for a new one 'cos the upgrade is a new chip which
QUINSOFT WILL BE known to regular

those magnanimous people at Sound Technology are

MT readers as the software house

flogging for about £12. The upgrade gives you multi -

behind a range of editors and
librarians, including the only full

tap delay, auto panning, tremolo modulation, ring
modulation, resonators and a sampling capability. If

editor for the Roland MKS70. If you

you haven't already upgraded...

run even a modest studio you may

already be using Quinsoft's Trax, a complete
recording studio manager which combines a

66

TOOLS FOR THE JOB

Tracksheet, Cue Sheet and Mixdown page with an

THE TOOLKIT COMES on a double -sided copy protected disk, which acts as a key disk. It will run in

invoicing and accounting program. Today we're talking

hi- or medium-res and it will squeeze into a 520ST. It

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

lets you -transfer patches between the
.-,m======w1,.m====mmr,limmimmmommOn:

Quadraverb and disk.

The program isn't GEM -based but uses

Source Bank A: OUINDUAD.BNK

:I

its own unique interface, which the
manual describes as Object Oriented.
Instead of using lists of menus to select
functions, all actions are accomplished
by clicking and dragging one object to

00-19

20-39

40-59

60-79

80-99

0

Oddverb

1 Fazer & Flange

2 Brassverb 1

3 Brass Delay 1

4

Lost in Space

5 Kickdrum Verb

6 Living Room

7 Snare Verb

8

Piano Verb

9 Free Phase

12 Man to Vannie

13 Brassverb 2

16 Orchestral 1

17 Slapback Plate 18 Delayed Vox

B

10 Tight Lezlie

11 Starlite

14 Backwoods Boy

15 Pick 'n' Mix

another on the screen.

The program can hold four banks of
patches in total - four Source Banks and

a Destination Bank. The Source Banks

are in the top of the screen and are
selected by clicking on A, B, C and D

Destination Block: OUADBULK.BNK

00-19

20-39

D

19 Massive Hall
40-59

60-79

80-99

1.1

20 LO DIFUZ CHMBR 21 RICH CHAMBER

22 KINGS

24 BRITELITE GATE 25 SMOOTH

26 MEAN GATE

27 GATE PLUS VERB

MONO

31 TRIGGER FLANGE

GATE

CHAMBER 23 SML TIGHT GATE

selection boxes. The Destination Bank is

underneath. It would be difficult to show

28 FLANGE/GATE

29 FLANGE/GATE 2

two sets of 100 patches on screen, so

32 TWITCH FLAHGER 33

they're divided into sets of 20, which you

36 CHORUS DELAY

select with clearly -numbered buttons.
However, I wonder if it would have been
possible to show, say, half a complete
bank. It would have made operation a

MONO

CHORUS

37 STEREO PITCH

30

FLANGE

34 CHORUS ROOM

35

38 LOOSE LEZLIE

39 P.BEND LEZLIE

User Buffers
MULTI

CHORUS REVERB

:Z.

VOCAL

MIDI

FLANGE/GATE
VELOCITY-REVRB

Extras

little bit easier.

Below the banks are two User Buffers

which are useful catchment areas for
temporary patch storage, a disk icon, a Quadraverb

includes a space next to each patch in which you can

icon and a MIDI and an Extras box.

write comments. There's also a hook here to the

GEM desktop, from which you can run desk

IT'S

A DRAG

accessories (but not programs).

THE PROGRAM WORKS as you might expect. To load

COMING THRU

the contents of the Quadraverb into a bank for saving

- the first thing you should do before experimenting you click on the Quadraverb icon and drag the mouse

towards one of the banks. An "elastic" line appears
during dragging so you know you're about to connect
one object to another.

THE MIDI BUTTON calls up the MIDI Thru/Mixer
window. The Thru option lets you rechannelise
incoming MIDI data to any MIDI channel. The Mixer
gives you control over five Quadraverb parameters EQ/Direct, Master Effects, Pitch/Lezley, Delay Level

To load a bank from disk you drag the disk icon to

and Reverb Level - using sliders. These are the main

the bank. To save a bank to disk you do the reverse
and drag the bank to the disk icon. To transfer banks

parameters which are accessed by the Quadraverb's

between the program and the Quadraverb you drag
one icon to another. To copy a patch from one bank

from the ST.

Mix button and it's useful to be able to alter them

to another, to a User Buffer or send it to the

The presets in the Quadraverb have been set up
for live use and mix a proportion of direct signal in

Quadraverb you click on it and drag it to its required

with the effect. If you run these through the send and

destination. What could be more simple?

return sockets of a mixer, when you increase the

The manual suggests that you use the Source

effect level you also increase the proportion of direct

Banks as sources, and put the patches you want to

signal. For studio work, you need to reduce the direct

use in the Destination Bank for transmission en
masse.
Right clicking on some of the icons brings up a

signal in the Quadraverb settings, which is easy to do
from the MIDI window.

send icons. All four options are available from the

The disk includes the original Quadraverb and
Quadraverb Plus patches plus a bank of original
patches divided into two, identical except that one

Bank, Quadraverb and User Buffers but only the send

has been optimised for live use, the other for studio

option is available from the single patches. This

use. Cute.

window lets you rename the patches, which is rather

Clicking the disk icon brings up a Disc Utilities
window. It contains a disk formatter with a skewed
format option. This staggers the numbering of the
disk sectors, which can increase the speed at which
the ST accesses data. Interestingly, the formatter

small function window containing load, save, get and

easier than using the Quadraverb's front panel.

The Extras window contains a Help button. When
it's On, and you try to perform an illegal function, the

program tells you why you can't do it and suggests
how it might be accomplished. There seems little
point in switching it off and there are few things you
might try which you can't do.

formats a disk from the inside out so that the
directory track is the last to be formatted. If you
suddenly realise you're formatting a valuable disk

This window also has facilities to sort a bank by
name and type - very useful for the orderly musos

and stop the formatting, the directory will be the last

among us - and printout options. The printout

recovering files.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

to go, so giving you the maximum chance of

67

There's also a very useful Verify function which the

The request string can include a System Channel

ST really should have as standard, plus a Create

(some instruments such as the Quadraverb and Alpha

Folder option, which you'll find in precious few

Juno 1 use them), and there's a System Channel
offset for instruments (such as those by Korg and
Yamaha) which bury the MIDI channel in the lower

software programs. Add Erase File and Quick Erase
functions and you've got a useful set of tools.
That sums up the Toolkit, but there are a few extra

four bits of a byte (getting pretty heavy, here). You can

goodies on the disk. There's a Pocket Toolkit, a

see the contents of a buffer and turn MIDI echo on

miniature Toolkit that does run as a desk accessory

and off. The program works as a stand-alone program

and a desk accessory and includes the disk utilities.

"One of the best features of both the
Quadraverb and M1 Toolkits is the user
interface - you'll really love it."

To make full use of the Bulk you have to write
SysEx request strings which request instruments to

send their data. There's also a listen mode which
allows data transmission to be triggered from the
instrument. A separate Bulk Set Organiser lets you
compile a set of dump requests from other sets.
The other program is Auto Bulk, which can run as a
stand-alone program or from your Auto folder. It will

but which only handles one bank of patches. This

scan any disk, including hard disks, for up to 40 .BNK

uses 60K of RAM. There are also a couple of

bulk dump files which it lists on screen. You select
ones for transmission and off it goes to do its stuff.

ancillary programs - the Incredible Bulk Version 2 is a
over Version 1, including an EOX delay which makes

The beauty of Auto Bulk is that it runs, uses the
memory it needs, does its stuff and then frees the

sure that packeted data (common with Roland

memory.

SysEx bulk dump utility. It has a few enhancements

instruments) is indeed packeted and not contiguous.

S
AKAI
professional

You could use it to set up all your equipment

File concatenation lets you store up to eight bulk
dumps in one file, which can be transmitted to set
up, presumably, eight instruments in one go. There's
also a buffer which can hold several files at once.
These can be transmitted in one go or saved to disk

before a session. It would also be useful for

again as a larger file.

aren't restricted in the organisation of your files.

instruments such as the MT32 which have no battery

backup. It can send long files, up to 256K, even on
an ST (something The Incredible Bulk can't do). It
also searches within folders for the .BNK files so you

FOR SA 11/1PL ER
Aka/ WIC/ Zia' Has/env/a Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jz/b/k,e Wax Parkway Hounslow
Mideesex TW4 6NO.

Tel 08,-8976368 Fax:O81-759 8268

The manual is a mere 16 pages long, although
there are Help files for the Bulk programs on disk.
There's no index or even a contents page, but I'm
inclined to overlook this as the program is so very
easy to use. However, a few more words about the
Bulks, perhaps some examples, would have been

Quinsoft reasoned that a full editor would be wasted.

useful for beginners. Rather too much than too little,

although here you need to decide if you just need to

I

But the user interface is a joy to use, and the
program contains all the essential features you
require to store and organise your Quadraverb
patches.

The same comments apply to the M1 Toolkit,
shuffle Programs and Combinations around - as the

say.

Another Quinsoft goody is the Korg M1 Toolkit. This

Toolkit allows - or if you really want a more

is identical in look and feel to the Quadraverb Toolkit

sophisticated editor with the ability to edit individual
Combis and perhaps tweak some voice parameters a
little. This would have been useful but if that's what

except for an M1 icon instead of a Quadraverb, and it

has slightly different functions in the MIDI and Extras

The Extras box has sort, print and help functions,

you want you'll have to look elsewhere, although
tweaking sounds on the M1 isn't terribly difficult.
However, with such a vast number of M1 sounds
readily available, suspect Quinsoft have put their

too. It can also switch between Programs and

money on users simply wanting storage and

boxes. The MIDI box lets you set the Basic and
Instrument MIDI channels and there are MIDI echo
and rechannelise functions.

I

Combination mode so you can use the Toolkit for

organisation facilities - and that's what the Toolkit

either, but not at the same time. The program ends a

gives you, pure and simple.

One of the best features of both the Quadraverb

Mode select message over MIDI if this is changed

and M1 Toolkits - I say it again - is the user interface.

and a pop-up dialogue box asks for confirmation.

The disk includes an M1 Pocket Toolkit plus The

If ease of use is one of your priorities you'll really

love them. It'd be very interesting to see how

Incredible Bulk and Auto Bulk.

Quinsoft tackle a more sophisticated editor.

VERDICT
THE QUADRAVERB TOOLKIT is a superb program,

Price Quadraverb and Korg M1 Toolkits, £34.95 each

although it's a shame Quinsoft didn't go the whole

including VAT.

hog and produce a full editor. As with synths,

More from Patchworks, Frederick House, 211

I

suspect most users tweak the presets rather than

create new patches from scratch, so perhaps

Frederick Road, Hastings, East Sussex TN35 5AU.
Tel: (0424) 436674.

1./sed by the world: s leadng stucks and
$95 9 -with its 48kHz sam,ohng rate,
musicians to achieve the highest quaky musiC
expandable memory, times/retch and 'toad
ano' effects, Akai:s integi.Oent S -Series
wh4 play' lac/Ries, this powerful 'second
sam,o/ers have the power and performance to
generatibn' sampting/eo'inng unit /S now
meet the most demanding needs,
available with opt/one/SCSI beard for

hard disk sound storage,

57100- giiies you the option of recoro'ing
o'irect to hard diSk whilst retaining full 16 voice
po(yphony. 777iS maibr new feature, p/us 50
di3Oita/ effects, cue list programming, SMPTE
read/write, integral SCS/ inteiface, real-time
o@ita/ ou4out and ootiena/ Mac software

makes the 51100a winner
Complemented by regular software
51000 -memory expandable to 32m8 .
upgrades and a vast /ibrao / of sounds which is
knesftetch . muftiOle loop points ... optional .57100EX- a NEW expansion um? for the
regular( ) / ex,oandeo' there ca whole fam4 / of
5C5/ interface and di3Oria///0 . . the versatile
51100 offering 16 ao'dtiOna/ voiCes and the
51000 is also available as the 51000KB
user-friend(y samplers to choose from same features at a highly cost-effiCient,onCe!
Keyboard (61 note ve/ocaysensiiiVe),
Chain up to 6 of them to an 51100 for extra
Playback ano'S1000111 7 Hart1Disk
polyphony or use them as indviduat multA
tinbra/ units.
(40mB) versiens
.

.

.

patchwork
success is so heavily dependent upon their

pay producers a small fortune for - and for

COLDCUT SAMPLING CD

ability to identify the sorts of sound which grab a

others, it's not quite such a small fortune. Tg

Mlnomania Mane 1

lot of peoples' heads, fill a lot of dancefloors and
sell a lot of records.

Price £49 including VAT.

More from AMG, Hurst Lane, Privett, Nr Alton,

maximum ease of use by another sampling artist.

If anything, the breaks represent the more
typical edge of Kleptomania. But where other
sample CDs' bass samples are just basses,
Coldcut's often seem to be something more.
They run for unnaturally long periods, contain
unorthodox loops or are simply atypical bass
sounds. Much the same can be said of the

Their previous excursion into similar territory took

Organ, Synth, Atmosphere and Guitar sections.

Datafile Three

Although this isn't actually the first CD Coldcut

have put out as source material rather than
sourced material, it is the first that conforms to
the de facto sample CD format - that is, a large

number of audio samples assembled for

Hants GU34 3PL. Tel: 073088 383. Fax:
073088390.

ZERO -G SAMPLING CD

Don't get me wrong here, this disc
doesn't sound as if it's come from
another planet, nor is it an interesting

intellectual

exercise in finding
interesting but ultimately unuseable
samples - this library was built to be
exploited.

Datafile Three represents the third and final CD

in Ed Stratton's classic sampling series.
Popularly regarded as having set the pace of this

genre of sample material, Stratton set out to
release the selected highlights of his personal

The selection of spoken vocals is

sample library assembled over the years he has

rather more conventional. Five tracks
are devoted to the usual "Do it 2 me",
"This is wicked" style of drop in. Some
of them have been treated with delays,
however, and the classic "Say kids,
what time is it?" is also included. Here,

spent working as part of Jack 'n' Chill and more
recently Man Machine. With this disc, that task is

as well as amongst the breaks and
basslines, you'll find material made

S1000/1100 files on optical disk and Amiga

familiar by Coldcut's past successes -

it's nice to know they're not being
precious but it'll be a resourceful

Twenty-one tracks of drum and percussion
augment those already on Datafiles One and
Two. This disc offers more breaks than either of

rather unorthodox form of the
JazzBrakes/Zen Brakes CD (reviewed MT,

samplist who can re -use them imaginatively

the preceding CDs and also spreads its coverage

without making them unrecognisable. And if you

December '91). Here they presented pieces of

have to make them unrecognisable, is there any

music which, while complete in themselves, were

value to you in their chart pedigree?

of styles further - you'll find some useful go-go
and Motown breaks accompanying the everexpanding house and hip hop selection. Almost

also offered freely as source material for other
samplers. Having been recruited - along with the

Amongst the Hed Hits and Hed FX you'll find
an amazing assortment of noises which sound

likes of Pascal Gabriel and Norman Cook - to the

disarmingly tame when removed from a musical
context. Here, however, you're being allowed into

duplication between sample CDs from different
sources, but it's almost impossible to say who
had what first and whether it came direct "from

another of Coldcut's sensitive areas. Used

source" or whether it's come (slightly less

properly, these sounds are one of the secrets of

the

Hitsound stable of sample CD artists, they've
chosen to fall in line with the 1000+ unrepeated
sample format defined by Zero -G's Datafile

complete, and Stratton claims to have no plans

for extending the library itself, although he is
currently making it available in a variety of
different formats (such as vinyl sample albums,
sound files).

inevitably, there's a growing element of

demonstrate one of their acknowledged strengths

tactics used by musicians with nothing to say. Yet

- and one of the reasons a lot of people are going

Cage, Stockhausen and Eno would certainly

to buy this disc. Listed with associated tempi in

agree that it's all musically valid. And it's here for

honourably) via another sample CD. The same is
true of samples derived from fashionable drum
machines - several sample CDs carry the sounds
of Roland's TR808, 909 and 727 for example
(Prosonics' Megabeats CD contains samples of
no less than 30 drum machines including these).
For its part, Datafile Three contains samples of

bpm, these loops cover everything from the
obligatory drum breaks through beatbox and
percussion loops to the self-styled hed noise

you to use.

Roland's CR78 and TR606 to augment the

loops. These are defined in Matt Black's absurd

Bringing up the rear are 17 tracks of isolated
drum and percussion noises from which you can
assemble your own rhythms. Again, the majority

TR808, 909 and 727 on Datafile One, and the,
R8 and Alesis HR16B (and human beatbox) on
Datafile Two. Here, as on the earlier Datafiles,

glossary as "A stupid noise... which grabs your

of these sound reassuringly familiar but,also

head", and it's about as close as current

again, you have the knowledge that they've been

terminology is likely to take you. It would be a
trivial point if it wasn't for the fact that Coldcut's

pre -selected for you by four of the best ears in

there is a wide selection of "original" drum and
percussion sounds - including a wonderful gong
and jews harp - that can be used to get away
from the sounds everybody else is using. Worthy

series, some time back.

modern dance music. The cynics will be quick to

Opening with some 22 tracks devoted to
assorted loops and fills, Coldcut are quick to

dismiss them - along with similar sections of
other sample CDs - as one of the diversionary
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the business. That alone is what many artists
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of special mention are the rhythm guitar breaks -

disc valuable in its own right as well as within the
context of the set. He's succeeded, and in doing

four. Even so, you're never going to get a JX to
sound exactly like a Minimoog, but this isn't a

so provided a reference against which all similar

half bad try. Worth particular mention is 'The

sample CDs must be judged. Tg

Moog Sound', which is a '70s timewarp, and 'The

Price £49.95 including VAT.

Other notables are 'Manic Poly -Bass', a gigantic

There are some rich harmony parts here as well

More from Time + Space, PO Box 306, Herts

as the "Read my lips", "It's outta sight" stuff.
Things start to get particularly interesting with

HP4 3EP. Tel: (0442) 870681.

bass sound, and 'Moog Modular', a polite but
punchy lead sound. All the sounds in this bank

I've always found that these, along with
percussion breaks, are invaluable in
reintroducing the feel of live musicians into

Endless Enigma', which is very atmospheric.

electronically -based music.

From here we're onto vocal hooks and ad libs.

are pretty convincing.

the selection of oriental and ethnic vocal
samples (no translations supplied). Some of

THE SOUND FOUNDATION

these are suitable for looping, some need firing
into the appropriate point in a rhythm, but all are

Rohnidi\io

'1111/(/

1"/

Next comes the Strings bank - although that's
a rather loose description because a lot of the
sounds are really just synth pad sounds. 'Warm
12 Voice' and 'Most Useful Pad' are ordinary

pads but 'L'Apocalypse', 'Ice Warrior' and

beyond the scope of any of the other sample

discs I've heard. Neatly dodging potential

'Alaska' (a Prophet 5 emulation) are something a

copyright wrangles, there's a section entitled JB-

Own up: how many of you have regretted selling

Style Vocals, which will give you something of the

your Jupiters, ARPs and Moogs and are now

The Brass bank is a bit special too because it

character of the man without the attention of his

trying to buy them back again? It's official: there

includes solo synth brass sounds as well as

lawyers.

are certain sounds which only come from certain

brass pads. A lot of these patches are inspired
by sounds from the ARP Odyssey and ARP2600
Patch Books. Worth mentioning here are 'The
Sun' and 'Voluntary' (unnervingly realistic ARP

The Primitive Animals and House SFX sections

instruments. Sadly (inconveniently, at least) no

are excursions into prime Coldcut territory from
which Stratton returns with his credibility intact.
Unlike breakbeats, this sort of material doesn't

single instrument can produce every type of

suffer from the problem of duplication across
various artists sample libraries - the burning
question here is how much of it can you handle
and still be able to call upon the "right" sound

It may use DCOs instead of VCOs, but it's still

when you need it?

The instrumental considerations of Datafile
Three cover a variety of basses which should
keep everyone from rappers to ravers
demolishing dancefloors, strings that span the

sound, whatever the manufacturer claims. That
said, long live Roland's old JX10/MKS70.
very analogue, and the sounds on this disk are
definitely more akin to the bygone days of Pre MIDI analogue synths than those of digital ones.

This first offering from The Sound Foundation
is supplied on a simple self -loading disk - it's
worth remembering this because you can only

transfer SysEx into a JX10 via the cartridge
(M64C RAM). The MKS70 fortunately doesn't
share this problem. However if you can't get the
JX10 to load, you can always send a blank M64C

FOR

DANCE PRODUCERS DT S PROGRAMMERS ARTISTS

PRODUCED BY TECHNU PIONEER ED STRATTON

alias
'Atm HM lotto!

AO

FAST ACCESS TO OVER

to AMG (The Sound Foundation's distributors)
and they'll load the sounds for you. The disk,
meanwhile, comes with two A4 printed sheets,
showing a Bank and Patch Grid, and a listing of

trumpet and horn impersonations) and 'Full
Orchestra', a useful synth brass section.

The Wind bank is also taken straight from the

ARP Patch Book. The ARP Odyssey flute
emulations, 'Odyssey Flutes' and 'ARP2600
Flutes' are cleverly -programmed patches and

'Double Reed' is absolutely spot on. All the
sounds in this bank are very usable.

The Polysynth bank is full of big analogue
brassy pads inspired by the Memorymoog and
the Oberheim 068. 'The Big Idea' is a gigantic
swelling pad sound; '12 Voice Analogue' should
need little explanation, as should '12 Voice X -

Mod' and '12 Voice Poly'. But the most
interesting sound in this bank is 'Formant Pad'
which is a kind of nasal brass sound with a very

the patches with remarks and tips on each

distinctive organic quality.

sound. The 64 patches are split into eight banks:

The Organ bank completes our tour of the
banks. 'Slow Rotor' (with Leslie) and 'Spitting

Piano, Digital, Moog, Strings, Brass, Wind,

SAMPLES

bit more special.

Polysynth and Organ. The only outputs you should

Hammond' are good Hammond impersonations,

use are the upper right and lower left.

The first bank is Piano. This contains a mixture

the latter being more "clicky" than the former.
'Diapason' and 'Solo to Choir' are pipe organs

BRUTAL + EFFECTIVE

of piano and piano -type voices. 'Super Dreamer'

which would be OK in a mix but probably not so

OVER 100 BREAKBEATS BREAK INTROS 100'S OF VOCAL

is

DIGITALLY RECORDED

+

MASTERED OVER

99 TRACES WITH FULL SAMPLE LISTING

HOOKS 4

VOCAL FX FILM ATMOSPHERICS DROP INS

SCI+FUTECHNO FX UNUSUAL HOUSE/RAP PERCUSSION

DUB + SUB BASSES ONE OFFS MISC.DANCE FX.

earthy and the ethereal, flutes that have been
stolen from dark continental jungles and Shinto
temples and a good compliment of Bassline filter
variations. Even the cliched ground of stabs
seems refreshed after those on this disc.

One of Stratton's particular strengths is his

ability to dig out bizarre and beautiful sci-fi
effects. And Datafile Three lives up to the
reputation of its predecessors in its selection of
these. Most are completely obscure, but you'll
find one or two that conjure up images of a Star
Trek away team beaming up or reporting back to
the Enterprise.

probably the best Wurlitzer EP200
impersonation have ever heard from an
analogue synth, very touch sensitive, very
Supertramp. 'Grod's Pianos' 1, 2 and 3 are
usable Rhodes -type pianos, and 'Yamaha X Piano', 'Echo Harp' and 'Harpsichord' largely
I

speak for themselves. The Digital bank contains

a mixture of Roland D -Series style sounds.
'Fantasia', 'Glass Voices', and 'Breather' are

intention. 'Hymn', meanwhile, is an excellent
choir voice, and probably one of my favourite
sounds on the disk.

If you like the sort of analogue voices that
sound as if they've been resurrected from the
dead '70s, you can't go wrong with this disk. On
top of these, there are some more contemporary

eminently usable D50 emulations while

sounds too. Overall, many of these voices are

'Evocative' and 'New Age' are rather useful pad
sounds with intelligent application of aftertouch.

pretty good and quite a few of them are genuinely

Worth mentioning too is 'LA Steel' which is a

excellent. Never before has such a big slice of
history been available for such a small price.. .

rather good brassy, steel drum sound.

Andy Neve

"Moog" bank contains good
approximations of typical Moog lead sounds, a

Price £39 including VAT.

The

Over the course of three sample CDs, Stratton

lot of them inspired by sounds from the

has attempted to present an impressive library of

Minimoog Patch Book. We all know the Minimoog

sounds and loops in such a way as to make each

has three oscillators per voice, but the JX has
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hot as "featured" sounds, and "70s Synth
Organ' is simply horrible - but I suspect that's the

More From AMG, Hurst Lane, Privett, Nr Alton,
Hants GU34 3PL. Tel: 0703088 383.
Fax: 073088 390.
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Have you got
MIDI problems?
Solve your MIDI problems with Music

Technology Special readers offer, the
MA36 36 function MIDI analyser.
MIDI THRU A

The MA36 is a neat battery powered

A MIDI IN

ALL NOTES OFF
NOTE OFF

MIDI analyser which uses 36 red LEDs to

tell you everything from the number of
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NOTE ON
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POLY PRESSURE

4 ..

CONTROL CHANGE
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PROGRAM CHANGE

MIDI channels in use to what kind of

CHANNEL PRESSURE
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System Reset
Errors and Interrupts
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Poly Pressure
Control Change
Program Change
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'

END EXCLUSIVE
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SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE

.
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.

12 ..
L16
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TIMING CLOCK

Channel Pressure
Pitch Wheel
System Exclusive
Song Position Pointer
Song Select
Tune Request
End Exclusive

tu

PITCH WHEEL

SONG SELECT

You can check for:

6
...4

16

START

.

CONTINUE
STOP
ACTIVE
SENSING

SYSTEM
RESET

Midi Clock

Start/Continue/Stop

The MA 36, previously sold elsewhere for £49.95, is available exclusively to Music Technology readers
at a special price of only £29.99 inc VAT and P&P.
To order your MA 36, phone our 24 hour credit card hotline on 0898 100749* or clip the coupon below.

r
Please send me

I enclose a cheque/PO for

Name

MA 36 (s).

made out to:

Address

Music Technology, MA 36 Offer, Alexander House,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
Please include your full postcode and allow 28 days for delivery.
*Calls cost 34p per minute cheap rate and 45p per minute at all other

Postcode

Tel:

Simply by

SEN

subscribing to

OW

Music

Technology

FOR

magazine, you

YOUR

will receive

a free t -shirt

FREE
with your

T -S IRT!
'Please send me my FREE T-shirt (subject to availability)
size

L XL Tick relevant Box

Subscribe TODAY!
I wish to subscribe to Music Technology Magazine, and to

automatically become eligible for any offers from the Music Maker

Subscriptions Club. The first of such offers is a half price binder
to keep your issues in perfect condition, for only £3.25 plus

first issue!
Please send me the next 12 issues of MT commencing
issue.
with the
I enclose Cheque/Postal Orders to the value of
made payable to Music Technology
Publications Ltd.
For payment by credit card or for further details telephone the
Music Maker hotline 0353 665577 (9am - 5pm)
PLEASE PRINT

Name

£1.50 p&p. Total £4.75. Normal cost £6.50 plus p&p.

To take advantage of this offer now, please tick box
(Offer available in UK only)

Address

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION RATE:

UK £22.00, Europe & Overseas (surface) £27.00.
Europe (Airmail) £37.00 Overseas (Airmail) £47.00

Postcode*

Daytime Phone No.
It is essential that you include your correct postcode.

Send to: Mail Order Department, MT, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
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MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's readers' classified section is the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month, we carry more ads for synthesisers,
samplers, computers, signal processing gear and assorted other goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when musicians and studio
engineers are on the lookout for some extra gear to update their line-up, they turn to these pages first.
If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if you're searching for a specific piece of
equipment or looking for other musicians to fill a gap in your band, we can help out there too.
Just pick up the phone and dial (0898) 100767. At the other end of the line, you'll be able to select a category in which to place your ad and let
us know exactly what it is you're selling or seeking.
The service operates 24 hours a day, so there's no need to hunt for stamps, envelopes or Biros. Pick up the phone and we'll do the rest. If you
buy and sell musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to use the regular classified section on the last page. And we regret we can't
answer any queries regarding readers' classifieds published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.
Calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p per minute at all other times

KEYBOARDS
ANALOGUE CLEAROUT. Bob,
Tel: (0726) 67836.
ARP ODYSSEY, beautiful cond,
£170 ono. Bernie, Tel: (0273)
727537, eves.
CASIO CZ1000, full-size keys,
MIDI, £150. Tel: (0670) 717883.
CASIO CZ101 digital MIDI keybd,
£125 ono; Steinberg Twelve
sequencer s/w, £30. Paul, Tel:
(0609) 770090.
CHASE BIT ONE, polyphonic,
touch sensitive, analogue splitkeybd synth, Yamaha TX81Z
expander, w/manuals, sell the pair
for £200. Alan, Tel: (0902)
630801.
CHEETAH MS6 module, £160;
Yamaha FX5OD fx processor,
£180. Mike, Tel: (0744) 35567.
ENSONIQ ESQ1, mint, full
working order, 10,000 -note
sequencer, voice cartridge,
multitimbral, hard case, £375
ovno; Dr T's KCS Level II, Atari,
48 -track linear or individual track
looping, full editing, suit highly
rhythmic experimental person,
£75. Tel: E. Sussex (0424)
218711.
ENSONIQ SQ80, superb cond,
never gigged, best
synth/sequencer/data filer/master
keybd money can buy, f/case,
cartridge, 400+ sounds on disk,
£750 ono. Rob, Tel: (0273)
452318, eves.
ENSONIQ SOR synth sound
module, 24 -bit fx, £600; Roland
606 drums, £75. Derek, Tel:
Brighton (0273) 674970,
preferably eves.
ENSONIQ VFX synth, huge library
of sounds, s/w update, as new,
boxed, manuals, £800 ono. Colin,
Tel: 081-878 0512.
ENSONIQ VFX, v2 s/w, extra
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cartridge, disk w/over 500 sounds,
exc synth, £780 ono; Korg M3R,
w/extra disk of sounds, £380 ono.
Both home use only. Ian, Tel: 081866 1841.
KAWAI K1 + EVS1, both boxed,
w/editors, 1 RAM card, offers.
Wanted: Roland U20 or Rhodes
660 + Korg SQD8. Henry, Tel:
(0395) 442620.
KAWAI K1, 2 cards, psu,
manuals, £325 or swap for RY30
or R8 drums. Dave, Tel: Exeter
(0392) 66244, after 6pm.
KAWAI K1 synth, manual, under
guarantee, £280. Nick, Tel: (0604)
648077, after 6pm.
KAWAI K1, 1 memory card, £260.
Philip, Tel: (0335) 300311,
days/42187, eves.
KAWAI K1, £350. Nigel, Tel:
Chelmsford (0245) 263786.
KAWAI K1R synth, 2 RAM cards,
exc cond, manuals, original box,
£200. Paul, Tel: (0256) 475406.
KAWAI K4 synth, immac, boxed,
£370; Alesis SR16 drum m/c,
immac, boxed, £150; Alesis MMT8
sequencer, new black model,
£150. Consider swaps for Atari
1040, monitor + s/w. Craig, Tel:
Humberside (0472) 79264.

KAWAI K4R, £220; EMC editor,
Atari, £30. Stephen, Tel: 081-317
1770.

KORG 707, £350; Korg Poly800,
hard case, £250; Korg SQD1, 15
disks, £250; Casio CZ101, w/RAM
pack, £130. Prices inc free
delivery. Simon, Tel: 021-471
3291.

KORG DW8000, sustain pedal,
manual, semi-f/case, £450;
Roland TR707, manual, boxed,
£200; Moog Prodigy, manual,
boxed, £100. All mint. Tel: W
Yorks (0977) 791770.
KORG Ml, 13 mnths old, boxed,
amazing sounds, mint, must sell,
all offers considered. Jason, Tel:

(0202) 519996.

29703.

KORG Ml, manual, quality
damper, Valhala Gold ROM card,
mint, £800; Studiomaster 16:4:2
live studio, early model, exc order,
£350. Ivan, Tel: (0823) 331071
X318, days only.
KORG M1 workstation, exc cond,
stand, cover, pedal, manuals,
video learning tape, RAM cards
etc, £800 ono. Tel: (0276) 32894.
KORG Ml, exchange for Roland
W30. Carlton, Tel: 021-643 3762.
KORG M1R rack module, £800;
Atari 1040STE, £300; C -Lab
Notator, £300; Star LC2410 dot
matrix printer, £140. All boxed,
home use only. All serious offers.
Scott, Tel: (0296) 641114.

MEMORYMOOG, exc cond,
overhaul by Argents 18 mnths
ago, £700 ono. Bernie, Tel: (0273)
727537, eves.
MEMORYMOOG PLUS synth,
w/MIDI + sequencer, vgc,
manuals, f/case, £1500 ono;
Minimoog, vgc, £575 ono. Tel:
(0794) 514890.
MOOG OPUS III, stereo
polyphonic brass organ, strings,
genuine Moog oscillator + filter,
boxed, £200 ono, poss can deliver
to London. Paul, Tel: 081-650
4610.
ORLA STAGE 76 digital piano,
weighted keys, f/case, full MIDI
spec, great piano sounds for gigs
or home use, £450. Alan, Tel:
(0234) 713831, after 5.30pm.
PORTABLE analogue 7 -octave
twin keybd, piano, clavi, spinette,

KORG M1 R, immac, boxed,
leads, manuals, £650 ono. Phil,

Tel: Worcester (0905) 427905.
KORG POLYSIX, f/case,
manuals, £180; Roland SH101,
£120. Neil, Tel: (0603) 765851.
KORG POLY61M, Siel DK600,
MKS7 + Bit 01 expanders, all
MIDI, £225 each ono. Chris, Tel:
(0625) 526449.
KORG POLY800, good cond,
£130. Tel: (0227) 471731.
KORG POLY 80011, soft case,
manuals, £150; Yamaha DX100,
manuals, £100. Reuben, Tel:
Camberley (0276) 20994.
KORG POLY 80011 programmable
synth, built-in sequencer + digital
delay, vgc, £200. Mark, Tel:
(0656) 662982.
KORG T3 workstation, as new,
f/case, £1400. Tel: 071-582 5219.
KORG WAVESTATION, exc
cond, f/case, £700. James, Tel:
(0786) 78655.
KORG Z3 guitar synth, £270.
David, Tel: (0974) 21244.
KURZWEIL K1000, multitimbral
sampled keybd, 6 octaves, £699;
Roland D110 expander, £250.
Chris, Tel: Aldershot (0252)

organ, bass + polysynth in 1
instrument, w/shower expression

pedal, rare opportunity to buy this
renovated 1974 mainly home used classic, offers. Dave, Tel:
(0909) 473067.
ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2, exc
cond, box, manual, £235 ono;
Casio CZ101, w/manuals, £79
ono. Jonathan, Tel: (0846)
677752, eves.

ROLAND D5, hardly used, keybd
stand, hard case, manuals, MIDI
lead, £300. Leigh, Tel:
Southampton (0703) 666020.
ROLAND D10, £400; Yamaha
QX5, £150; Boss DR550, £115;
Roland SH101, £90; Yamaha
MT2X, £300. Mark, Tel: (0747)
54406, after 4pm.
ROLAND D10 keybd, as new
cond, 100s of voices on disk, £400
or offers; C -Lab Notator v3, £300
ono; C -Lab Explorer 32 ed/lib, £50
ono. Philip, Tel: Leeds (0532)
528690, anytime.
ROLAND D110, £270; relevant
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Synthworks for Atari, £40.
Stephen, Tel: 081-317 1770.

ROLAND D110, £320; Yamaha
DX7, E board, f/case, £600;
Yamaha MV802, £200; Akai
ME3OP x2, £100. Stephen, Tel:
(0248) 600427.
ROLAND D20, boxed, manual,
exc cond, £650 ono. Chris, Tel:
081-855 7180.
ROLAND D20, £600 ono. Lucy,
Tel: 071-437 1846.
ROLAND D50, Ensoniq ESQ1,
Vesta Fire MR10 pro 4 -track
recorder, Trucker 130W keybd
amp, A -frame 3 -tier keybd stand,
£1400 the lot. M Leeds, Tel:
(0424) 732209.
ROLAND D50, exc cond, heavyduty f/case, ROM card, manuals,
£495. Christine, Tel: 051-733
2684.

ROLAND D70, full f/case, boxed,
manuals etc, all absolutely mint,
£1050 ovno. Don, Tel: 031-441
3948, between 6-11pm.
ROLAND EP5, MIDI compatible,
touch sensitive, great piano
sound, exc cond, still boxed,
manuals, pedal, h'phones, £220
ono. Lucy or Simon, Tel: (0704)
822306.
ROLAND JD800 super synth, exc
cond, £1250; Yamaha DX7S,
Mega ROM w/1000 sounds, £350.
Tel: (0794) 67731.
ROLAND JUNO 6 synth, Roland
MC4 sequencer, Digisound 80
synth incs 7 modules + keybd,
Boss RSD10 digital
sampler/delay, Evans analogue
echo, Roland TR606 drum m/c,
w/separate outputs + drum
modules, 2-ch 60W amp, 100W
cab, £500 the lot. Tel: Worthing
(0903) 267112.
ROLAND JX8P, mint, f/case,
Yamaha DX7, f/case. Dave, Tel:
(0925) 814385.
ROLAND JX8P MIDI/velocity
sensitive keybd, £300; Yamaha
DX7S, mint, c/w cartridge, £450.
Available w/mint f/case if required.
Tel: (0977) 649100, before 7pm.
ROLAND MT32, Carlsbro 6:2
mixer, swap pair for Roland U110
synth module or sell £300 cash.
Andrew, Tel: 021-327 5850.
ROLAND MT32, £180; Yamaha
EMT10, £125; Alesis SR16 drums,
£200; Alesis Microverb, £100; Emu Proformance, £200; Frontline
8-ch mixer, £75; Cubase
Synthworks for MT32, D10, D20 +
D110, £100. All as new, manuals.
Tel: 081-552 3054.
ROLAND MT100,
sequencer/sound module, disks,
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manuals, application books, mini
workstation, boxed, mint, £350.
Paul, Tel: (0536) 761014.
ROLAND PG800 programmer for
MKS70 or JX8P synth, £195;
Roland MKS30 synth, JX3P, exc
cond, £275. Tel: 071-485 7324.
ROLAND RD250S, 76 -note digital
piano, exc cond, box, manual etc,
DP6 sustain pedal, stand, never
been gigged, £700. Gary, Tel:
(0268) 784585.
ROLAND RD1000 digital piano,
88 wooden weighted keys, full
MIDI, 64 programmable voices,
double pedal, f/case, stand, home
use only by piano teacher, mint,
£1250 for quick sale. Tel: Welwyn
(0438) 717236.
ROLAND SOUND CANVAS,
unwanted gift, absolutely brand
new, never used, accept £450.
Tel: (0253) 54095.
ROLAND TB303 bassliners x2,
£200 each ono. Malcolm, Tel:
(0733) 53864.
ROLAND U20, £500; Roland
Juno 106, £300; Cheetah MS6,
£140. Aaron, Tel: Chelmsford
(0245) 490408, anytime.
ROLAND U110, £285. Dave, Tel:
(0264) 738750.
ROLAND U110 sample player, 1
card, home use only, perfect,
boxed, manuals, £300 ono. Tel:
Mansfield (0623) 822468.
ROLAND VP330 Vocoder Plus
keybd, w/manual, the best + still
the leader, free ARP Odyssey
thrown in, offers. Tel: (0474)
706381, between 9am-8pm.
SEQUENTIAL PROPHET 600
analogue synth, classic Prophet
sound, full MIDI spec, any offers
considered. Jason, Tel: (0202)
519996.
SEQUENTIAL PROPHET VS
rackmount, cartridges, Atari s/w,
£2200. Paul, Tel: 081-964 4872.
SWAP my Korg T3 workstation for
Roland S550 sampler, w/monitor
+ mouse, or sell for £1200. Steve,
Tel: (0429) 222517.
YAMAHA CS10 module, superb
Hammond sound etc, £350. Tel:
(0227) 471731.
YAMAHA CS2OM programmable
memory synth, Sound City
SC12OR bass lead combo amp,
150W, £250 ono. Paul, Tel: Luton

TR808 + Cheetah multi -MIDI
mother board or similar offers of a

(0582) 20934.
YAMAHA DX5 synth, 76 -note
keybd, plays like a dream, £799 or
will take U20, D110 or similar in
p/x. David, Tel: 061-902 0121.
YAMAHA DX7 FM synth, AZ1
MIDI controller keybd + QX21

AKAI MPC60 sampling drum m/c
+ sequencer, full SMPTE, 64 MIDI
channels, digital drum mixer etc,
immac, £1100. John, Tel: (0255)
675748.
AKAI S900, v2, good cond,
boxed, £575 ono. Alan, Tel: 081446 3098.

sequencer, swap for Roland

drum m/c + keybd combo, or will
sell. Tel: (0462) 675329.
YAMAHA DX7, perfect, manual,
voice tape, leads, £250 ono.
Bernie, Tel: (0273) 727537.
YAMAHA DX7II FD, vgc, £550
ono. Alan, Tel: (0246) 204291.
YAMAHA DX9 digital,
programmable synth, near new,
£480. Chad, Tel: Blackpool (0253)
54786.

YAMAHA DX27, immac, w/brill
original sound programs, great
sounds, especially the basses,
good for house etc, music holder,
soft case, manuals + cassette,
£230 ono. John, Tel: 021-449
6603.

YAMAHA DX100 synth, exc cond,
as in home use only, manuals,
£150. Tel: (0375) 850261.
YAMAHA EL70 multi-keybd, the
latest + best, w/orchestral + organ
sounds, only 2 mnths old, cost
£5300, accept £4500. Tel:
Bournemouth (0202) 734415.
YAMAHA EMT10 expander,
home use only, £125, will mail if
needed. Robert, Tel: Cornwall
(0726) 64809.
YAMAHA PF85, Tama A -frame +
Alesis Microverb, £700 or
exchange for Yamaha KX88
mother keybd. Tel: (0763) 244275.
YAMAHA PSR400, boxed,
manual, sustain pedal, £300.
John, Tel: (0228) 22853.
YAMAHA PSS790 keybd, as new,
power supply, £180 or offers.
James, Tel: (0403) 700821, after
5pm.

YAMAHA TG55 rackmount synth,
£360; Yamaha TX16W sampler,
2U rackmount, s/w, £500; Yamaha
TQ5 8 -track sequencer expander,
£150; Sansui WSX1 6 -track
recorder, 8-ch mixer, all good
cond. Robin, Tel: (0373) 72735.
YAMAHA TG55 sample playing
expander, immac, boxed,
manuals, £325. Phil, Tel:
Sunderland 091-548 6124.
YAMAHA TX81Z multitimbral
module, boxed, manual, exc cond,
£100. Neil, Tel: 071-252 0409.

SAMPLING

AKAI S950, new, boxed,
guaranteed, in pro studio w/S1000
so never used, huge S950/1000
library, access to large selection of
keybds, £950 ono. Broadhill
Studios, Tel: (0444) 236716.
AKAI S1000, complete library on
6 official Akai Syquest cartridges,
brand new, never used, cost
nearly £1000, £650. Ted, Tel: 051924 2437.
AKAI X7000, disks, Roland U110
+ memory card, offers for both.
Neil, Tel: (0925) 30781.
CASIO FZ1, full-size sampling
keybd, exc cond, as in home use
only, disk library, manuals, dust
cover, £700. Tel: (0375) 850261.
CASIO FZ1, 2 Meg memory
expansion, sound library, £750
ono. Tel: (0480) 476067, eves.
E -MU EMAX SE hard disk,
w/recent hard disk refit, £1000
ono; Cheetah MK5 MIDI keybd,
£100; Roland CV sequencer, £30;
Roland TR727, £100. Chris, Tel:
(0243) 586395.
E -MU EMAX II stereo sampler,
40Meg removable hard disk, small
library, sample CD, leads, stand,
hardly ever used, boxed, £1695;
Roland R8 drum m/c, w/dance,
TR909, electronic + TR808 ROM
cards, very powerful, mint, boxed,
£395. Stu, Tel: 091-536 7491.
E -MU PROTEUS 1, £460; Alesis
MMT8, £150; Alesis DataDisk SQ,
£250. All boxed, as new, tiny
home use only, stored last 4
mnths, still under guarantee. Mr
Budge, Tel: (0884) 253337.
EMULATOR II+, disk library,
SMPTE etc, exc cond, £1500
ovno. Carl, Tel: (0772) 424461.
ENSONIQ EPS, 16 -bit sampler,
16 -track sequencer, 4x memory
expander, samples 23 seconds at
44kHz, £1150. Kevin, Tel: (0270)
872558.
ENSONIQ EPS, 2x memory
upgrade, 50 disks, £800 ono. Tel:
(0751) 33418.
ENSONIQ EPS16+ sampler,
digital sampling, 16 -track
sequencer, 24 -bit fx, f/case, sound
disks, £1100. Andy, Tel: 051-733
4964, after 6pm.
ENSONIQ EPS16+ rack sampler
workstation, 16 -bit m/c, onboard
24 -bit fx, sequencer +
performance features, absolutely
brand new, never gigged, full
sound library, warranty card +
packaging, a must for serious
musicians, any price considered.
Mr Singh, Tel: 021-356 1344.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE, stand,
library, leads, £400. Alan, Tel:
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(0782) 560046, after 6pm.

I'M THINKING of making some
expansion boards for the
Dynacord ADS, but if there's not
much demand I won't bother.
Basically, I want to know how
many people are interested.
Graham, Tel: Brighton (0273)
414363.
ROLAND S10, disks, Atari s/w,
£300 ono. Charlie, Tel: (0603)
760426, days/860024, eves.
ROLAND S330, colour
monitor/TV, many disks, mouse,
perfect order, £650. Tel: 071-584
5033 X363, days/081-318 9250,
eves.

ROLAND W30 sampling,
sequencing workstation, boxed,
vgc, studio use only, w/manuals,
£950. Tel: (0354) 695239.
ROLAND W30, 16 -track sampler
workstation, £900; Peavey 724
Deca power amp, £550; HP400
spks, £550 pair. Tel: (0460)
63021.
ROLAND W30 sampler + Yamaha
FX100 reverb, keybd stand, vgc,
£875. Andy, Tel: (0404) 822608.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 8 -track sequencer,
exc cond, boxed, manual, £130.
01ly, Tel: Nottingham 482889.
ALESIS MMT8, mint, psu,
manual, £130. Tel: (0509) 412449.
CASIO SZ1 multitrack, step +
real-time, mixdown, manual, £75.
John, Tel: (0228) 22853.
KORG SQD8, mint, 15 disks,
£150. Malcolm, Tel: (0733) 53864.
ROLAND MC50, brand new,
unwanted present, £450 ono.
Norm, Tel: (0633) 858904, after
6pm.

ROLAND MC50, Boss DR550 +
Roland D5, sell or swap for
Roland D70 or D50. Haiden, Tel:
(0270) 22323.
ROLAND MC500II, vgc, £360
ono. Alan, Tel: (0246) 204291.
ROLAND MC500II, Groove
Electronics Stinger x2, M303+,
EMS Vocoder 2000 Mkll x2, NAD
6340, Studiomaster Diamond 8:2,
Philip Rees TST x2, MCV, boxed,
leads, manuals, disks, cards, all
nearly brand new, bargain, £2500
ono. Mark, Tel: (0522) 526059.
TECHNICS AX5 5 -track
sequencer, good cond, £350. Phil,
Tel: (0376) 518440.
YAMAHA QX5 8 -track sequencer,
exc cond, manual, £110 ono.
Terry, Tel: Cheshire (0928)
711006.
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DRUMS
AKAI RX10, 16 -bit drum m/c, 64
preset rhythm patterns,
programmable, manual, £250. Tel:
041-774 5659, after 6pm.
AKAI XE8, 16 -bit sampled drum
module, exc cond, £100. Neil, Tel:
071-252 0409.

ALESIS HR16, mint, hardly used,
£160 ono. Joe, Tel: (0255)
434217.
ALESIS SR16 drum m/c, power
supply, 233 superb voices, superb
sounds, all tuneable, 16 velocity
sensitive pads, MIDI + tape sync,
fine cond, £220 ono. Hugh, Tel:
081-311 2765.
BOSS DOCTOR PADS 2 + 3,
great sounds. £30 each; Fender
30W bass amp, (Mustang), as
new, only £85. Tel: Southampton
(0703) 768864.
BOSS DR550 drum m/c, immac,
box, manual, power supply, £140.
Mark, Tel: (0732) 357354.
CHEETAH MD16 drum m/c, 16 bit, touch sensitive, tuneable
sounds, separate outs, human
feel, new £299, will sell £190 ono.
Duncan, Tel: 081-549 5139.
KORG S3 rhythm workstation, full
SMPTE, digital fx, 8 -track
sequencer, dance + jazz cards,
boxed, as new, £475. John, Tel:
(0255) 675748.
ROLAND OCTAPAD 2, Roland
D10, Seck 12:8:2, Kawai KIM,
Alesis Midiverb II, pair Peavey 15"
cabinets, Washburn Strat guitar,
triple -tier A -stand, all 9 mnths old,

mint, home use only. Ian, Tel:
(0527) 546232, anytime.
ROLAND R5, home use only,
£300. Tel: (0670) 717883.
ROLAND R8, RAM card,
electronic card + jazz brush card,
£440; Casio RZ1, £100. Aaron,
Tel: Chelmsford (0245) 490408,
anytime.
ROLAND R8 human composer,

boxed, manual, exc cond, £400;
R8 cards: TR808, jazz,
contemporary percussion, all exc
cond, £30 each. Laurence, Tel:
(0727) 811013.
ROLAND R8, manuals, power
supply, exc cond, home use only,
quick sale, only £350. Tim, Tel:
(0293) 528421.
ROLAND R8, boxed, manual, as
new, £365. Tel: Shrewsbury
(0743) 365506.
ROLAND SDP8, mint, manuals
etc, £225. Tel: (0706) 54756.
ROLAND SPD8, percussion pads,
case, stand, £295 ono. Tel:

Southampton (0703) 861252.
ROLAND TR505 drum m/c,
boxed, £75. John, Tel: Dartford
(0322) 221545.
ROLAND TR606 drum m/c, great
hip hop/house m/c, £75. Simon,
Tel: (0209) 714258, after 6pm.
ROLAND TR626, boxed,
manuals, memory card, as new,
£140. Tel: (0877) 30528.
ROLAND TR626 rhythm
composer, exc cond, as in home
use only, boxed, manuals, £180.
Tel: (0375) 850261.
ROLAND TR727, MIDI
in/out/sync, good cond, £150. Tel:
071-727 2199.
SIMMONS SDS7 + EPB, £200
ono; MTX9, £100 ono; TMI, £100
ono; pads, £10 each ono; bass
drum pad, £40 ono. Colin, Tel:
(0240) 64351.
SIMMONS SDS9 + EPROM
blower, chips, spare SDS9, £360;
Audio Architecture Function
Junction Plus, (16x16) MIDI
patchbay/processor, new, boxed,
offers around £450. John, Tel:
Oxford (0865) 60222.
SWAP Alesis D4 drum module,
absolutely mint, boxed, as new,
for Yamaha RY30 in similar cond.
Cliff, Tel: (0923) 826784.
SWAP my mint, still under
guarantee, Yamaha RY30, for
your Roland R8 or R8M, or sell for
£335 ono. Adrian or Chris, Tel:
021-458 6934, after 6pm.
YAMAHA RX5 drum m/c, RAM +
ROM cards, as new, £225 ono;
multicore cable, box, £250 ono;
AKG headset, w/mic, boxed, £125
ono. All as new. Tel: (0482)
781469.
YAMAHA RX7, exc cond, £150.
Tel: (0794) 67731.
YAMAHA RX8 drums, 42 16 -bit
samples, MIDI, internal
sequencer, FSK input/output,
manual, immac, £160 ono. Will,
Tel: 071-351 5167, office hrs.
YAMAHA RX8 drum m/c, 42
sounds, immac, £160. Charlie,
Tel: 071-835 1292.
YAMAHA RX11, exc cond,
manuals, very easy to program,
£100 ono. Rob, Tel: W London
(0895) 270267.
YAMAHA RX21L, mint, manuals,
£80 ono. Joe, Tel: (0255) 434217.
COMPUTING
AMIGA 1K, Music -X Jnr, genuine
copy, still boxed, £280 ono. Tel:
(0423) 330057.
ATARI 520STFM, discovery pack,
TOS 1.4, still under guarantee,
Prodigy v2.0 w/score edit, 12
issues ST Format, £300 ono.

Ashley, Tel: (0532) 434541.
ATARI 1040STE, mono monitor,
First Word Plus, £400; Alesis
Microverb II, £80; Pro24 v3, new
dongle, new disk, manual, £45.
Tel: Suffolk (0440) 707610.
ATARI 1040STFM + SM125
monitor, £400. Tel: (0480) 76067.
ATARI 1040STFM, no monitor,
£275. Derek, Tel: 081-311 8124.
ATARI SM124 monitor, £95. Alan,
Tel: (0379) 676670.
ATARI SM124 mono monitor, £75
ono. Charlie, Tel: (0603) 760426,
days/860024, eves.
ATARI ST, 2.5Mb RAM, hi-res
monitor, large music s/w
collection, genuine reason for
sale, £350. Paul, Tel: (0772)
39124.

ATARI STACY 2 laptop, 20Mb
hard drive, good cond, £925 ono.
Tel: (0424) 436674.
C -LAB CREATOR, v3.1, manual,
dongle etc, £180 ono. Andy, Tel:
Leeds (0532) 430177.
C -LAB NOTATOR, music s/w,
v3.0, brand new, £269. Clive, Tel:
(0272) 681571.
C -LAB SUPER TRACK,
w/Commodore 128 computer, disk
drive + interface, 16 tracks, 63
patterns, MIDI merge, can run
Commodore 64 games, system
cost £690, selling for £200. Martin,
Tel: (0268) 766110.
DIGIDESIGN SOUND TOOLS for
Atari Mega 4, latest s/w, unused,
£750. Mike, Tel: (0225) 333448.
EMR MIDITRACK PERFORMER,
w/Commodore 64/128 interface, 8
tracks, track merge, 64
arrangements/patterns, only £45.
Martin, Tel: Wickford (0268)
766110.
KAWAI K1 + K4 synth editors,
Korg M1 + Wavestation synth
editors, Roland D50, D70 + D110
synth editors, Yamaha SY77 +
TG77 synth editors, Proteus/1 +
XR synth editor, all £45 each, no
offers. Tel: 071-511 1120.
STEINBERG CUBASE
sequencer, manual, XR300 sync,
£300 or will split. Dave, Tel:
(0302) 832420.
STEINBERG CUBASE, manuals,
key, £200; Steinberg Cubeat,
manuals, key, £80; Commodore
128, disk drive, sequencer, SysEx
librarian, games, £120. Swaps
considered. Tel: 091-388 0261.
STEINBERG PRO24, £50 ono; C Lab Notator, incorporating Unitor
+ Creator 3.1, £540 ono. Tel: 081462 6261.
STEINBERG PRO24 +
MasterScore recording packages,
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£150 for both. Mark, Tel: (0274)
670797.
TDM PRODIGY sequencing s/w,
Atari ST, works on any ST - mono
or colour monitors, I'm upgrading,
so £50 ono. Richard, Tel: (0736)
67531.

RECORDING
ALESIS XT:C digital reverb, £75;
Simmons SPM8:2 MIDI mixer,
£125; Korg DRV2000 digital
reverb/fx, £100. Steve, Tel: (0403)
68292.

ALESIS MICRO LIMITER, as
new, boxed, £75. Robert, Tel:
Cornwall (0726) 64809.
ALESIS MICROVERB II, exc
cond, boxed, manual, £80 ono.
Terry, Tel: Cheshire (0928)
711006.

ALESIS MICROVERB III, 16 -bit,
19" rackmount digital fx unit, 1
mnth old, £130. Kevin, Tel: (0270)
872558.
AMEK 16:8 mixing desk, 3-bnd

EQ, sends + returns, wired for
multi -way, £300. Tel: Nottingham
(0602) 504052.
BOSS RCL10 comp/lim/noise
gate, half -rack size, boxed, as
new, £70 ono. Marcus, Tel:
Winchester (0962) 854515.
CASIO DA2 DAT recorder, as
new, Nicad, manual, £300. Tel:
(08012) 4017.
FOSTEX 160 4 -track recorder,
hardly used, as new, £260;
Yamaha R100 digital reverb,
£100. Tel: 081-954 5275.
FOSTEX 280 4 -track, exc cond,
hardly used, the ultimate 4 -track,
£500. Tel: (0670) 717883.
FOSTEX B16, £1399; Seck 18:8:2
mixer, £699; Casio DA1, £250;
Digitech 256XL, £270; Yamaha
REX50, £150; AKG C414, £300;
Drawmer 201 noise gate, £199.
Tel: (0344) 53300.
FOSTEX MODEL 80, immac,
£775 ono. Tel: (0303)
41636/(0227) 471731.
FOSTEX R8 8 -track reel-to-reel,
XR300 SMPTE-to-MIDI sync, both
few hrs home use, boxed,
manuals, £1100. Tel: 081-948
8900/8468.
MXR dual 15-bnd graphic EQ, 2U,
exc cond, home use only, will
accept £130, no offers, can
deliver. Tel: 071-511 1120.
PRIVATE studio sale, due to
recession. Offers considered on
Tascam MS16 16 -track,
Soundtracs MRX 24:8:16:2 desk,
1 yr old, Emulator II, Roland D70,
Yamaha REV7, Midiverb II, aural

exciter Type C, RDS digital delays
x4, Drawmer DS201 gate,
Drawmer DL221 comp/lim, Korg
EX8000 synth module, Evolution
Synthesis EVS1 module, E -mu
Systems SP1200 drum m/c. Keith,
Tel: (0444) 831504.
REALISTIC mixing console, vgc,
£55. Tel: (0375) 850261.
SONY DTC1000ES DAT m/c, exc
cond, £550. Mike, Tel: (0225)
333448.
STUDER A62, 2 -track, 15/7.5ips,
heads exc, £400; Revox A77 2 track, 15/7.5ips, varispeed, heads
exc, XLRs, £275; Tascam MS16
1" 16 -track, as new, £2950; 2
Schoeps M221F valve mics,
w/psu, good cond, offers; 8 Dolby
A361s, good cond, £175 each; 2
AKG C414EBs, remote pattern,
control unit + leads, rare, £950;
Electrosonic mixer modules, 16-ch
+ 4 groups, made for EMS Synthi
100, w/Penny & Giles faders,
edge connectors, diagrams, £160.
Alan, Tel: (0379) 676670.
STUDIOMASTER SERIES I,
16:8:2, customised, good cond,
great sound, £625 ono. Mick, Tel:
(0332) 776244.
STUDIOMASTER SERIES V
16:8:2 mixing desk, £850; Tannoy
Little Reds, £250; Tascam 32-2,
£375; Tascam 22-2, £200; Fender
USA Strat, £400. Offers
considered. Tel: (0742) 684518.
STUDIOMASTER SESSIONMIX
8:2 mixer, Ampex video mixer,
AKG mics, Quad 303 amp + 33
preamp, Rebis rack (comp/gates,
psu), empty Rebis rack, w/standalone psu, pair of Fane 2050
compression drivers, 200W stereo
power amp, second-hand + new
1" Ampex tape, 3 16 -way
recording looms, ribbon cable for
Fostex etc, Fender Precision
fretless bass + f/case, Black
Widow 15" spk, flashing phone
handset suit studio etc,
offers/px/swaps etc. Tel: (0933)
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STUDIOMASTER SESSIONMIX
12:2R, £330; Alesis Quadraverb,
w/update chip, £190; Yamaha
A100 amp, £95. Aaron, Tel:
Chelmsford (0245) 490408,
anytime.
TASCAM 2A 6:2 mixer, meter
bridge, £130. Robert, Tel:
Cornwall (0726) 64809.
TASCAM 80/8 8 -track, half -inch
tape recorder, £500; Allen &
Heath Studio 8 mixer, 16:8:2, 4
auxs, comprehensive EQ, all the
business, £850. Ricky, Tel:
Brighton (0273) 818074.

TASCAM 234, pro rackmount 4 track syncassette, remote,
manual, £250 ono. Martin, Tel:
(0203) 670796.
TASCAM DA30 DAT m/c, full
digital I/O, full remote, £900;
Studiomaster Sessionmix Gold
16:2, £750. Both little use. Tel:

(0344) 488422, answerphone.
TASCAM PORTA 02, £300. Gary,
Tel: (0689) 874827.
TASCAM PORTA 05 4 -track
recorder, exc cond, £150. Tel:
(0794) 67731.
TASCAM TSR8 + Seck 12:8:2

mixing desk, both boxed,
manuals, all connecting leads,
£2200 ono. Dave, Tel: Bath (0225)
311462, anytime.
YAMAHA FX500, £210; MV100
mixer, £65; MEP4 MIDI event
processor, £235; Kawai K1 rack,
card, £230; MAV8 MIDI mixer,
£85. All boxed, immac. Bill, Tel:
close to M25 (04022) 23345.
YAMAHA MT1X recorder, £180;
Elka MK55 master keybd, case,
£290; full aluminium f/case to fit
most D -series synths, £50; Akai
ME25S MIDI note splitter, £60.
Tel: 091-271 6403.
YAMAHA MT2X, double speed,
4 -track cassette deck, dbx, hardly
used, £250. Len, Tel: Faringdon
240732.
YAMAHA SPX50D, reverbs,
delays + compressors, £250.
Mike, Tel: (0744) 35567.

AMPS
CARLSBRO B150 bass combo,
150W, 15" spk, 11-bnd graphic,
compressor, immac, never
gigged, £275. Richard, Tel: (0736)
67531.

CARLSBRO COBRA 90 keybd
combo, 3-ch, reverb, exc cond,
home use only, £150. Dave, Tel:
(0245) 256790.
HH ELECTRONIC 100W combo
amp, £100. Tel: (0273) 463328.
MESA BOOGIE MKIII 100W,
brand new, offers. L Tallis, Tel:
Sheffield area (0226) 370167.
PEAVEY MINX 110 30W bass
guitar amp, as new cond, home
use only, £125 ono. Mick, Tel:
Horndean (0705) 591725, eves.
RAMSA PA/monitor system, 2x
A70 160W monitors, lx A240
400W sub bass woofer +
processor, 2x Omniphonics S100
studio monitor power amps,
superb sound, was £2200, will sell
for £1500 or split. Tel: (0453)
547002, anytime.
ROLAND BOLT 60 valve output

stage, distortion, £175; 1000W
power amp, 500+500 per
channel, £450. Alan, Tel: (0379)
676670.
SOUNDTECH PL500 power amp,
3 wks old, used twice,
guaranteed, cost £500, sell £399.
Margaret, Tel: Midlands (0746)
766475.
YAMAHA AX350 studio amp,
new, boxed, £75 ono. Tel: (0276)
32894.
YAMAHA PD2500 power amp,
very powerful up to 1000W, cost
£500. Stephen, Tel: (0932)
253693, after 7pm.

PERSONNEL
COMPOSERS REQUIRED for
music production co. Growing
client base in advertising/TV/video
- all stars needed. CV + demo to:
CMPC, 40C Mountfield Road,
London N3 3NE.
DO YOU own a sampler? I've got
quite a good idea, pls ring me.
Keith, Tel: (0444) 831504.
FEMALE singer/songwriter, must
be committed + versatile, for
house, dance + soul productions.
Either amateur or pro, but must
have drive + good personality.
Must be in London area. Car
essential. Tel: 071-511 1120, 24
hrs.

HELP! I'm confused about which
expander to buy, seriously into
dance, own Cubase, Atari +
Yamaha synth, pls do you have
any advice you can give. Mick,
Tel: (0438) 368041.
I MUST WORK in a record
company/studio within London
area. Exc selling ability + good
studio knowledge, due to home
MIDI studio. Give me a break +
leave the rest to me. Neil, Tel:
(0628) 667683/(0573) 537116.
KEYBD SONGWRITER requires
male vocalist, aged 17-25,
w/singing experience. Influences:
Pet Shop Boys, Erasure, Electribe
101. No time wasters. Simon, Tel:
(0332) 572045, after 6pm.
MARTIN GORE -STYLE vocalist
urgently required for very serious
project. Can't get Martin Gore to
do it himself, hence advert! No
bread heads, because we haven't
got any money. Keith, Tel:
Falcongate Studios (0444)
831504.
MUSICIANS + artists required for
musicians collective based in
Croydon. Ashley, Tel: 081-668
7505.

NEW AGE hi -tech guitarist for
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Reading -based hi -tech rock band.

Must be accomplished + have
some songwriting ability. Tony,
Tel: (0734) 699370.
RAPPER WANTED for electronic
band in Mid Sussex area. Any
style considered. No attitudes.
Keith, Tel: (0444) 831504.
SEMI -PRO Midlands soft -rock
band (influences: Marillion, Heart,
Bad English, Survivor,
Springsteen etc) require
experienced + enthusiastic sound
engineer, w/some technical
knowledge regarding construction
+ maintenance of 3K PA rig. An
ability to mix 5 vocals, 4 keybds,
lead guitar/rhythm guitar, bass
guitar + miked-up drums, inc
occasional mandolin, accordion +
guest brass sections also needed!
Variable 1-4 nights commitment.
Must have own transport. Joy,
Tel: 021-440 6327.
20 YR OLD synth player wishes
to join or form Depeche-style
band w/something to say. I've got
loads of ideas + loads of gear.
Failing that, can anybody out
there sing or talk in Neil Tennant style vocals? Age unimportant.
Steve, Tel: Stoke-on-Trent (0782)
660969.
WANTED: synth players +
vocalist. Experience not essential
- determination a must. Write: J
Hazard, 57 Huntingdon Gardens,
Halesowen B63 2TT.

MISC
AKAI ME3OP programmable MIDI
patchbay, boxed, as new, £95.
Laurence, Tel: (0727) 811013.
GORDON REID SMITH custom,
gold-plated Floyd Rose h/ware,
active pickups, originally £1250,
£550 ono. Mr Burgess, Tel:
(0625) 422580.
PHILIP REES W5 MIDI thru box +
Sound Lab MIDI thru box, both
£80. Lewis, Tel: 071-609 5750.
ROLAND GS6 digital guitar
preamp processor, does
interesting things to keybd + drum

sounds too, immac, offers around
£200, or p/x against h/ware
sequencer. Nigel, Tel (0437)
762661.
ROLAND GS6 guitar
processor/multi-fx unit, £200 ono.
Stephen Bennet, Tel: (0603)
56161 X2550, days.
ROLAND W30 sample library, 50
brand name disks, wide range of
top-quality samples, offers around
£900. Pls phone for details. Rob,
Tel: (0734) 862874, after 5pm.
STEPP DGX MIDI guitar, the best
dedicated controller, no delays,
no glitches, cases, footswitches,
spares, £650 ono or swap Korg
Wavestation. Richard, Tel: (0736)
67531.

VALHALA SOUND CARDS for
D5/10/20, Analogue, New Age,
International Gold, £30 each or 3
for £75. Terry, Tel: (0732)
885446.

WESTONE THUNDER 1A bass
guitar, strap, case, exc cond,
home use only, £120 ono. Mick,
Tel: Horndean (0705) 591725,
eves.

XRI 400 MIDI patchbay, perfect,
manual, box, £180. Bernie, Tel:
(0273) 727537.
YAMAHA NS1OM monitor spks,
new, boxed, £150 ono. Tel:
(0276) 32894.
YAMAHA WX7 MIDI wind
controller, £200. Stephen Bennett,
Tel: (0603) 56161 X2550, days.
ZERO -G DATAFILE ONE sample
CD, as new, £25. Tel: (0707)
54771, eves.

WANTED
AKAI S900, w/v2 s/w, preferably
large library, must be exc cond,
£500 cash waiting. Jyy, Tel: 051727 5567.
AKAI X7000 sampling keybd,
w/full memory expansions, cash
waiting. Glenn, Tel: (0253)
772559, anytime after 6pm.
CAN ANYBODY let me have a
Prot for about £150. Steve, Tel:
Stoke-on-Trent (0782) 660969.

CASIO guitar synth, as seen on
Erasure's 'Drama' video, I'll pay
the right price for the right m/c.
Steve, Tel: Stoke-on-Trent (0782)
660969.
CASIO AZ1 or Yamaha KX5
remote controllers, cash waiting.
Tim, Tel: (0621) 740497.
CASIO VZ1 ROM + RAM cards
wanted, also Atari s/w for same.
Saul, Tel: (0582) 490878, days or
eves.

CHEAP MIDI -to -CV trigger, ie

Bokse US8, Roland SBX10,
Groove M2CV or similar, £50
paid. Pete, Tel: 081-367 1720.
CHORUS or delay unit wanted,
rackmounting, anything
considered, as long as decent +
cheap; also Signex patchbay,
keybd expression pedal, Akai
S950 memory/hard disk board.
Clive, Tel: 081-692 8129.
C -LAB CREATOR. Tel: (0440)
707610.
DISCRETE circuit diagrams for all
Moog 900 series modules, 904
ABC filters urgent, also I have
some 900 diagrams, swaps? Any
other make of module diagram ARP, EMS, Buchla, Roland etc.
Must be discrete parts or
obtainable custom parts. Will pay
for good photocopies, pls help.
Also copy of Through A Glass
Darkly - Peter Howell & BBC
Radiophonic Workshop. lain, Tel:
051-630 1068.
DISK DRIVE for Technics K1000
keybd. Alf, Tel: (0902) 896793,
anytime.
ELECTRO-HARMONIX, Mutron +
any other vintage guitar + bass fx
wanted urgently. Tel: 081-529
5193.

ENSONIQ EPS sampler wanted,
preferably w/4x memory
expansion + 8 -output expander,
£1100. Without output expander,
£900. Without memory expansion
or out expansion, £750. Cash
waiting. Sean, Tel: (0227)
722369.
IBANEZ AF9 auto filter, also
Electro-Harmonix micro synth, will

pay £25-30 + postage. Robert,
Tel: (0273) 682131.
KEYBOARD MIXER 8:2 or 12:2,
cash waiting. Andy, Tel: Leeds
(0532) 430177.
KORG DDD5 ROM cards wanted.
Tel: (0253) 500145.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY March
1990 issue wanted, will pay £10.
Tel: 081-689 8372.
ROLAND A80, preferably f/cased.
Paul, Tel: (0939) 232489.
ROLAND JUNO 106, TR909,
TR808, Korg M3R, all wanted
urgently. Adam, Tel: 021-766
7822.

ROLAND JV80 synth, Akai S950,
Oberheim Matrix 1000 + Cheetah
MS6. Paul, Tel: (0302) 538304.
ROLAND S50, w/Director S, poss
exchange for SID80. Rob, Tel:
(0273) 452318, eves.
ROLAND SH SERIES
monosynth, SBF323 + cheap
working Oscar. Steven, Tel:
(0726) 66715.
ROLAND SPD8 percussion pads
wanted urgently. Gareth, Tel:
(0622) 763333/(0850) 360461.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100M rack
wanted, either 3 or 5 module
system. 190 or 191J. Paul, Tel:
041-423 5485.
ROLAND TR909, some cash
sitting here waiting. Mark, Tel:
(0732) 357354.
ROLAND TR909 in good cond,
w/manuals, cash waiting. Craig,
Tel: (0472) 79264.
SANSUI MR6 6 -track recorder,
for around £250 cash or Vestax
MR66 6 -track recorder, for around
£400 cash. Michael, Tel: 081-291
2039, after 6pm.
SANSUI WSX1 or Sansui MR6,
cash waiting, also good digital
reverb unit. Stuart, Tel: (0533)
671508.
TASCAM AQ65 auto locator for
Tascam MS16 tape recorder.
Alan, Tel: (0379) 676670.
WORKSTATION KEYBD wanted,
possibly Roland D10 + sequencer
or Ensoniq, willing to pay £300
cash. Hugh, Tel: 081-311 2765.
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MIDI MUSIC SAYS

CLASSIFIED

MIDI MUSIC

SOFTWARE, HARDWARE

OVER 1600 TITLES

AND SAMPLES

For free catalogue ring

available formats MIDI Files, Sound
Brush and most sequencers

081 691 1087

TELEPHONE 0602 633908
FOR DETAILS

*NEW DEEPLY DIPPY

THE MOST ACCURATE DATA AVAILABLE.

ALL PARTS, ALL SOLOS, ALL LYRICS.
ALL TO GENERAL MIDI.

A selection of over 1200 songs

I /5770/5750/PEAVEY DPM 5P/DPM-3 SE/MIRAGE/
ATARI SEVAVALON/GENWAVE FORMATS

STANDARD MIDI FILE PLAYER FOR ATARI ST

We are Europe's largest sound library with over 2 hundred thousand
males. Taken from "State of the art" systems. Ranging from
Fairlight 3 Orchestral sounds to the latest House sounds, we've got
them oil Most disks onlyf4 99 each. Write/phone now for our free
catalogue iSpech machine)

No monitor required! Reset Proof'

SAMPLE TAPES.

32 songs in memory at once.

AUDIO BACKING TRACKS

Load whilst playing/ 64 Tracks.

We Iwo have 20 uclurnes of our boxes Angle loom on Chrome cassette, including

Altixli/"Anabgie Ns. I/AB/ Orchesira I a 2/World Musk, Each lope a

Remote control via MIDI keyboard!
COMING SOON

C.7.10. Our new topes are The dance collection ond

PRINTED SHEET MUSIC

cassettes. Boil 0:Medians cane with full track listings, and are priced at 25300

...

E99.95.

each inc

BIG TIME

10

50

100

£6.95

E29.95

£55.95

£9.50

£44.95

£84.95

09.95
09.95
05.95
ATARI ST & SXI6 SAMPLE LIBRARIES
£3.50 per disk, 10 disks E29.95
£4.95

121.95

£6.95

PRODUCTIONS

1500 SOUNDS ONLY £80.00 JD 800 SOUNDS VISA

NOW IN STOCK
We also sea

'SAMPLE TAPES

TEL: (0745) 332535

*CZ101/C2I000

21.

E1.50

54.00 03,75 53.5053.25

-ALL DISKS ARE OVER 90% FULL -

'ATARI ST
LARGE SAMPLE LIBRARY AVAILABLE ON<GENWAVE,

(Atari ST/STEITT & Hiles Monitor)
soundlmulli editor for all SC55 parameters

QUALITY. DEMO
11.00

2.10 11.20 21.
to 00 87.80 [2.65 E2.50
1

BIG TINE PROMCMONS. PO. BOX 520. BURLEY. STOKE ON TRENT. STAFFS ST6 OUR

KAO
MF2HD

The only Drum and Percussion Pattern Disks You'll Ever Need. Programmed
by lop N.Y. session musicians with FEEL * Stunning reviews or all the music

press * Amazing Value * Unsurpassed Ouality......Need we say more?

Vols. 182 £13.95 each
RAMJAM Musktians Series of MIDI Jam Files
Want to improve your ;staying skills'

Can't find a group of musical sparring partners? __Then you need
RAMJAM A HOT collection. of 6101 file "Jam Sessions'

Vols. 1,2&3 £13.95 each
MEGGA-TRACKS Professional Series of MO Song Files
Before you ask .....NO.these are not static souless sequences but Highly

HOURS:MON-FRI.
9.304,00pm

DOUBLE SIDED
2MB CAPACITY

SAT = 9.30.6pm

SUN= 10.3pm

* innovative window technique

NEW LOWER PRICES

£139
£199
LC200 COLOUR
LC24-200 MONO £239

COLOUR MONITOR
SPEC. AS 8833 MR2

LC20 9 pin mono

STARJET

Succesfully aunched at tne 'sent MIDI Music Show, lets disk offers 50 Ail NEW c.. and percussion patterns PLUS over 50 Bass and Funk Guitar phrases. Can same
improve your music with professional sounding results in rust a few minutes

Vol. 1 available now £19.95
ROAD. JAYWICK VILLAGE, CLACTON.ON.SEA, ESSEX C015 2RT

only £220

HARD DISKS
LOADS CUBA. IN 10 SECONDS

PROGATE 20Mb 5270
PROGATE 40Mb 5330
PROGATE BOMB £430
RING FOR DETAILS

£250

TDK 'DAT' TAPES :DA -R60 £6.00 DA -R90 £7.00 DA -R120 £8.00
FULL RANGE OF TOP AUDIO & VIDEO TAPES.

ZY-Fl AMPLIFIED STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM
IDEAL FOR STE/AMIGiVPC's/WALKMAN/etc. £35.00
N B ALL PRICES INC VAT FREE P&P ON ORDERS OVER 050
£3.00 P&P ON ORDERS BELOW £50 - OVERNIGHT DEL £9
SEND . PHONE - FAX- CALL FOR FREE PRICE LIST

19
To order: Send cheque or Postal order to . HEAVENLY MUSIC, 39 GARDEN

£45
£58

PROTAR

LC24-200 COLOUR £289

* NEW * BEAT 'n' BASS

Introduction offer: N9.00 only

KC. VIDEO

6.8 DONCASTER RD., SOUTH ELMSALL, Nr PONTEFRACT
TEL, 0977 649100 W. YORKS WF9 2HZ FAX: 0977 643312

DESERT ISLAND {DEPT. MI

20 EDINGTON RD. INVERNESS, SCOTLAND, IV2 3DB

Easily edited middle of the road songs. Expertly done to
live performance, ranging from pop to CAN, many are

Just look at these prices: 20 songs £39
50 songs £69
Demo disc 3 songs £7
(this is a one-off offer)

(2.00 (UK) 5.00 (EC) P&P)

x100

STAR PRINTERS

catalogue. Try us once ....We're sure you'll be back.

eluding(Ind...............
catalogue) £30.00
5 S..........

* unique multi parameter master editing

S(IA3TFTARWI iirR&KSHifirT TelsO)NS

FREE ORJVE CLEANER OR MOUSE MAT OH PURCHASES OF 100 DISKS

Accurate Precission Programming with FEEL and DYNAMICS! A selective

E3.00

x50
£24
£30

AL NI CO
TEL: 0463 - 221488

used in our own repertoire so we know what you need

You've heard the tapes - seen the video Now try the DISK
The World's finest disks from TDK KAO
Serious quality for senous users

1 Mb NIF2DD 50p each 2 Mb MF2HD 65 p each

DESERT St.

the original with most guitar bits left out. For rehearsal or

KAO

BULK DISKS

Sample CBs from Pro-Sous/Salk Irsgeilrorg, Solherre from

!!!!I

"ONE OFF" MIDI SONGS
* library with coding & search funtions

PHONE 107821810611 WRITE PHONE FOR CATALOGUES FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE

OPENING\

Syra patches la mast Spas and II ones on Rom/Ran/Atari S bs,

* effect editor I macros

cAVALORY AND cSOUND DESIGNER, FORMATS.

DATA sxeis 05.00

DR. BEAT Producers Series Drum 8 Percussion Disk

20 title Demo Disk

11.20

HD DISK

BO Mo. TAPER: £6.50

ST / PC MIDI SOFTWARE

Ever warless to Jam ash the hest?

2.10

01.00 0.50 53.35 £3.15 LOX

SC55 Sound Canvas

DIGITALLY MASTERED

STDISK 80008: 05.00

Dept. MT, 21 Bridgegate Road, Rhyl, Clwyd LL18 4BL

t

DEMO

DO DISK

HIGH QUALITY. CHROME,

VOLUMES162 %SOUNDS EACH

PURE TECHNOLOGY

SAMPLE LIBRARY
DUANTITY

NOW OUT

SAMPLES ON R-DAT

Soundmaster

1 MEG 3.5" DS/DD
DD/DS ST FORMATED
3.5" UNBRANDED
UNBRANDED FORMATED

WHe/phone 6 6e Tape Luting.

HOUSE ATTACK II

VAT

"HANDS ON" M DI SOFTWARE
3 BELL ROAD, COSHAM, PORTSMOUTH, HAMPSHIRE. P06 3NX
TEL 0705 221162 or FAX 0705 382865

BRANDED DISKS

textures', eadn series

contains over d tam of hi quality samples and cane on 3 Hi grade Metal C.90

No need to buy extra hardware

Probably the best Sequencer Data in the world

MIDI SONGS £5.25 EACH

EP5/FZ1 /5950/S1 000/5550/5330/W30

NO WAITING FOR SONGS TO LOAD

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE AS

'

SAMPLE LIBRARIES

ON STAGE

EW!

US No. 1 GIG PROVEN

CollectionTM

--=/sA "HANDS ON" MIDI SOFTWARE
MIDI SONG FILES

THANKS FOR MAKING

Tel: 0504 265113
or send cheque or P.O. to: ONE OFF MIDI SOFTWARE,
91 GLENOWEN PARK, LONDONDERRY,
N. IRELAND BT48 OLQ

EDITOR / LIBRARIANS for:
WAVESTATION
MICROWAVE SY/TG77
U20/220 D10/20/110/MT32
MKS80
K4/r D70 PROPHETVS and
others

STARTRACK
NEW MIDI RECORDING
SYSTEM
£149.00 only

FOR HIRE
ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE
Musical & Studio Equipment
Home Recording Packages
New 8 Used Equipment Sales
Delivery / Collection
VISA, ACCESS Low Rate. Good Service

TEL: 081 462 6261 or 8621

For further details, phone Clacton on Sea (0255) 434217
All prices include p&p for mainland U.K. Please add C1.50 per disk for abroad

S900/950 SAMPLES

S900/950 SAMPLE LIBRARY
Over 300 disks available

£3.50 per disk
Please phone / write for catalogue
Also 3.5" Blank DS/dd Disks available
Prices starting from £7.50 for 10

MIRROR IMAGE

High Quality,professional collection
Full range choice - over 300 disks available
Pre set Volumes, 25 disks £79.95
Individual disks £4.00 each
All prices inclusive of VAT and UK postage
Access and Barclaycard welcome
Send or Phone for full listing

VALLEY STUDIOS

NEWTRONIC
MIDI SONG LIBRARY
Huge Selection, High Quality, Great Pnces

0.8

C.*

MIDI SEQUENCES
All with that rare commodity FEEL, plus a bit of TL .C.
Most Formats Available

The Definitive Drum Library 700, Patterns

/1/g4Z/W Va

e

O/V«f29. 95

INTRODUCTORY BLITZ!
50 Superb Songs from the 50's to the 90's

Interested in the Best Platforms for Multimedia or
Hard Disk Recording?
Ask for a Quote on the Latest 286 to 486 PC's
and Hard Disks (Up to 1.6Gb !!)

£50 with info sheets

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JUNE 1992

SOUND DESIGN & MIDI SOFTWARE LTD.

MIDI RHYTHM LIBRARY

IBM PC Compatible Products

YOU LOVED THEM!
Vol. 2 Out Now
IMPULSE MIDI FILES
Tel: 0253 54095
No. 7 Stronsay Place, Blackpool, FY2 OHE

accepted

TEL: 0545 560164 FAX: 0545 560885

lI

/lei

SjaweSissaseasi

For Details Call Tel: 0256 50259 (Till 8prn

PROGRAMMING
B -MAN PRODUCTIONS

Pant Byrlip Farm, New Quay, Dyfed, SA45 9TU

AUDIO Cassette Duplication
474 Manchester Road, Heaton Chapel,
Stockport SK4 5DL Tel: 061 442 9045

International
Mail Order Service

62b Manor Avenue
London SE4 1TE
Tel/Fax 081 691 1087

SINGERMONGWRITERSBANDS
If you've got good songs but only a
small budget - If you can't afford a
16 - bit Stereo Sampler and all the
other toys to give your songs that
little extra and make them work then you should give me a ring

BERN 0844 53904
QUALITY GEAR AND KNOW
HOW THAT
MAKES YOUR MATERIAL
STAND OUT

STAGE ONE TRACKINGS, na,,,v, Lane,
Andover, Hams Sri I 8 ED

79

'ANG ON A SEC....

TRAINING COURSES

DON'T SELL YOUR KEYBOARD, SAMPLER OR STUDIO
GEAR UNTIL YOU'VE PHONED ME. AS I CAN GIVE YOU
THE BEST CASH DEAL AROUND

081 390 7324
ANYTIME 24 Hrs.

RECORDING & PRODUCTION TRAINING
Constantly updated part & full-time courses operated in association with the pro -audio industry
providing unique access to the latest analogue & digital sound recording and production
technology in our 24 track automated studio and digital programming suite
One year f/time Diploma course in

ADVANCED SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION

MUSIC INDUSTRY TRAINING

\

,/

AUDIO ENGINEER
15 MONTH COURSE

Practically based tuition in small groups with theory from internationally recognised
specialists, supplemented with new technology from leading manufacturers.
Three months f/time Certificate courses.

ANALOGUE SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION
One week f/time course

HURRICANE

S TUDIOS
are the U.K Centre for City and
Guilds qualification courses in Sound
Engineering and Music Technology.

071 609 2653

NEW PROGRAM!
Courses starting soon in STUDIO
MAINTENANCE including
opportunities for work placements in
the recording industry for people with
an electronics background.
Plus for working engineers a short
update/refresher course on Theory
and Techniques in recording.
(Analogue & Digital)
For details and prospectus

Tel. 081 699 6945
Fax. 081 699 5845

CASSETTE
DUPLICATION

An entirely practical foundation course
14th & 21st September

Courses commence 28th Sept '92 & 25th Jan '93
These comprehensive courses give the necessary skills & experience to gain
employment in the music recording industry

We

Day Release, intensive Full Time and
Evening classes available.

INTRODUCTION TO SOUND RECORDING & MIXING

FREE BROCHURE + COURSE

Brochure from: MEDIA PRODUCTION FACILITIES Bon Marche Bldg, Ferndale Rd, London SW9 IIEJ

Tel: 071 737 7152 or 071 274 4000 ext. 328
STUDIO ASSISTANCE
6 MONTHS COURSE

Advertisers' Index

FREE BROCHURE + STUDIO TOUR
+ 24 TRACK
''NEVE" STUDIO/INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE NETWORK

071 609 2653

ABC Music

LPs 95p - Singles 80p
Plus mastering min 1,000
AUDIO, VIDEO & DAT COPYING
EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES

SELECTA SOUND

Akai

MIDI COURSE
BASIC / INTERMEDIATE / ADVANCED

071 609 2653

Reach today's

HI -TECH

MUSICIANS

kMARGARET ROAD, ROMFORDSSEX

RM2 5SH Tel: 040-245-342's

through MT's

display
SERVICE I REPAIRS

SOUNDCHECK
STUDIO MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Repair / Calibration of tape machines,
Synths, Consoles, Drum Machines,
Effects units etc.
Specialists in Revox, Tascam & Fostex
machines

Telephone 0432 276465

FOR SALE

classified
ads
To book your
advert call

Alex Day
on

CLASSIC ANALOG
MODULAR SYSTEMS BY MOOG, EMU,

17, 40, 41
68, 69

AMG

Andertons
Axe Music
CIS International
Dangerous CD Company
EMIS

(COMPACT DISC

39

0353

Eddie Moors Music
Four Minute Warning
Gigsounds
HCS

43
25
47
45
27
61
37
43
57
49

Korg UK

OBC

Margin Music
Music Connections
Music Corporation
Novation Systems
Patchworks

65
6, 7
45
29
33

Peavey UK

9

Percy Prior

47
53
64

Protape

Pro Music
Roland UK
Soho Soundhouse
Sound Control
TC's Rock Cellar
TSC

5, 21
51
23
65
1

ROLAND, SERGE, BUCHLA & OBERHEIM
ALWAYS AVAILABLE FOR SALE.

BEST PRICES 0359 31023

80

665577

Time & Space
Yamaha

IBC, 61
IFC
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LEADERS
t News! The first dance sample library to provide true competi on for 2
ppeared - an incredible double - CD of over 3000 ultra - cred and EFFECT"
MRGNETICS in Sweden. Now available fr
Time
samples from

7 COs A collection of over
0 samples carefully selected from

personal library of one of the
's leading dance music

oneers - Ed Stratton, alias MAN
MACHINE (Rhythm King), a.k.a.

e appe
eered the
e were pre
been nothing to
power and flexibility of the 3 Z
"CDs - UNTIL NOW.-

....

JACK'N'CHILL (Virgin).
F MONEY RNA COUNTLESS HOURS SEARCHING FOR YOUR OWN

ONE WITH AN ERR FOR CREDIBLE MATERIAL AND A PROVEN
READY DONE THE HARD WORK FOR YOU?" (Streetsound Magazine, USA,

ass put it like this'
DESCRIBE THE GREATEST SAMPLING TOOL

WORD NEEDED TO

THE PUBLIC!" t Dance Nle,ie Report, USAI. "UNRESERVEDLY
COMPREHENSIVE DANCE SAMPLE RESOURCE CURRENTLY IN

NITION FROM THE FRONT LINE!...UNBELIEIMIBLY VALUABLE
PLE L I BRRRY..."(Musie Technology). "RS A SOURCE OF SOUNDS AND

0-6 REALLY WORKSI"Mome & Studio Rec.,trISI

of odd noises and FX the success of ZERO -G stems from the fact
RE EFF: IVE AND TOTALLY USABLE - as confirmed by many
cers a
fixers. Available in 3 volumes (over 1000 samples in
ODUCING work and now being transferred into SIX
rs of ti
128 &6Optical, Dat-Ram, DJ Vinyl & Amiga IFF.
EATIVE INSPIRNEION
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Arabian & Oriental breaks, etc. Kraftwerk-style Elektronik Loo
You get 1103 Dru
rcussion samples - only the best for da

Roland C
enough to

to comajhe Cla

land TR808 & TROCW are multIsampl'bons on

their whole rich
m. You also get the sounds from
Roland
TR606, CR' CR
-DR55, Rhythm 33 & Rhythm 77, T
a veryktip
Kraftwerk-style Percussion. Elektronik Ekstasy! 256 sam
the Roland R8
digital drum & percussion sounds at your -disposal. The s
'Off D Record" & '
complete the picture. "Off 0 Record" gives you loads of kicks,$nares & Percussion
These
ples mix perfect when added to loops fromfecords and are also essenti
own
To cut out sounds from tracks with such precision & of such quality
normal ampler buteras possible here thanks to a Digldesign Sound Tools Syste
is the best of drum4 percussion samples gathered over many years. Track 99 le
for setting the in
in of your sampler, and there are 3 demo songs to illustra

NO

or destined to become so.... The
ttom-end On your tracks. In
le. To get a true d
lo
, etc. To get the
d
nds & Deadly P
rum loops with a
c Instruments etc
t mood?. Chill out!
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CD 1 starts oU,rllyHh 512 loops, almost all with BPMs - all spec
for this CD. Theflrst 16 tracks of these give you a huge amount
Funky Raregrooves, Hustling Hip -hop and much more. Comp'

-AP

EL THA

Jun

"STRAIT
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UCER, REMIHER, ENGINEER OH

WHETHER V

"itH

SO

double CD package doesn't jug
same number of samples as all the Datafile CDs put togethi
they are as good as the Zero -G samples AND 99.9% of tha
different and fresh. You only need a quick browse of the
and a cursory listen to realise that, like the creator of Z
who produced this priceless production weapon real! u
sampling production techniques and have a deep passiort to
house+techno. Check out the contents below and you'!"
mean. Anyone can fill two CDs with samples but to,
this quality is a one hell of an achievement! And
price is ridiculously low for what you're getting:

with t
FX a

oise fig

n the beginning there
was the 01/W. Now this
award -winning keyboard
has evolved into a full
line of extraordinary
music workstations.

011W The 0 that started it all. 32
voices, 200 programs, 200 combinations. And you can access up

to 800 of the best sounds on the
planet using Korg's SRC -512 RAM

card! Wave Shaping (Korg's
exclusive process for modifying
waveforms) yields super -realistic

01/W Pro The Pro starts with all
of the sounds and music -making
power of the 01/WFD. Add an
extended 76 -note keyboard and
an expanded 10 Meg PCM
memory featuring 256 multi -

sounds and 129 drum and percussion sounds. A 48,000 note,
16 -track sequencer includes
advanced editing functions.
Import and export sequences in
the Standard MIDI File format.

acoustic instrument sounds and
original sounds nothing else can.
A 7,000 note, 16 -track sequencer
adds more versatility.

And, like the 01/WFD, it can even
be used as a MIDI data filer.

011WFD The "pumped up" 01/W.

All of the incredible sounds and
power of the 01/W Plus a built-in

disk drive that lets you store programs, combinations, sequences
and sysex data. Flex your creativity
with an expanded 48,000 note,
16 -track sequencer. Like the
01/W, it includes two Stereo
Dynamic Digital Multi -Effect
Processors with 47 effects and
real-time control.

01/W ProX The most evolved

01/W. Features an 88-liote
weighted action keyboard that
makes the ProX an ideal Master
MIDI Controller. And you get the
full complement of the 01/W
Pro's sounds, sequencing power
and storage capability.
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01R/W A perfect MIDI module.

All the sounds and features that

have made the 01/W the leader
in music workstations. Plus a
7,000 note, 16 -track sequencer
with sophisticated editing control. Receives on 16 independent
MIDI channels. MIDI overflow.
Four polyphonic outputs. The
ultimate open-ended system in
a compact two rack space.
Sk.

03R/W The affordable and compact MIDI module for fast, easy
access to many of the great 01/W
sounds. 32 voices, 128 General
MIDI ROM programs, plus 100
user -programmable Programs

and Combinations. Program and
PCM card slots that use 2 Meg
PCM cards. Compatible with
Korg's RE -1 Remote Editor.

Receives on 16 individual MIDI
channels. A comprehensive, openended system in one rack space.

Go to your Korg dealer and
audition the 0 Series. See how
much music workstations have
evolved. And while you're at it,
discover the growing library of
Korg 0 Series sound cards.
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